Tired of the fad diets and quick fixes that don’t work? Wise up to slim down and keep the weight off for good!

Being on a diet can be a miserable experience, and to add insult to injury, it rarely gets the desired results! In fact, scientists know that dieting is more likely to make you gain weight—not lose weight—in the long term. Health psychologist Charlotte Markey has long studied dieting and weight management, and now she distills 100 years of research by scientists, doctors, nutritionists, and psychologists to offer an evidence-based weight management plan. A step-by-step, common-sense guide, Smart People Don’t Diet will help you:

• Evaluate your current habits and make sustainable lifestyle changes
• Eat smarter without giving up snacks and sweets
• Lose weight in a healthy way and keep it off permanently

With practical strategies, tips, self-assessments, and back-to-basics nutrition and exercise guidelines, Smart People Don’t Diet will empower you to make good decisions about your health and maintain your ideal weight for life.

Download the companion app designed to help you follow the advice offered in this book. Scan the QR code or go to www.SmartenFit.com.

Charlotte N. Markey, PhD, is a professor of psychology and director of the Healthy Development Lab at Rutgers University. Dr. Markey lives with her family near Philadelphia. SmartPeopleDontDiet.com
“Since all of the data indicate that diets don’t work, Dr. Markey proposes a reasonable path to good health in easy, doable steps. Dr. Markey gives insights into why we eat the foods we eat, and how we can change our inclinations so that we pick healthier choices. She suggests ways to change habits, and there are many easy-to-read tables throughout that give alternative food options. And most importantly, Dr. Markey writes about how positive feelings about our body shape and characteristics can spur us to strive for health.”

—JOSEPH DIXON, PhD, Department of Nutritional Sciences, Rutgers University
SMART PEOPLE DON’T DIET
For Charlie and Grace
The best reasons I can think of to keep eating my vegetables

Note: A portion of the proceeds from sales of this book will be donated to The Food Trust (www.TheFoodTrust.org) to fund programs that facilitate education about healthy eating for children.

Download the companion app designed to help you follow the advice in this book. Scan the QR code or go to www.SmartenFit.com.
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I’ve been obsessed with food for as long as I can remember. As a young girl, I was convinced I would one day be a ballerina. Of course, most little girls want to be ballerinas, but I really was going to be a prima ballerina. A decade in the dance world inevitably resulted in a lot of scrutiny about what I ate and what I weighed. By the age of twelve, I knew quite a bit about dieting, but that was expected as a girl auditioning to be a part of San Francisco Ballet. During the audition, I was told that I would not be admitted into the company. In fact, I was told that I would not ever make it as a dancer because I “simply did not have a dancer’s body.” At the time, I was crushed; today, this memory serves only to confuse me. I don’t remember what I weighed back then, but I know I was nowhere near overweight. Unfortunately, my preadolescent self just assumed I was fat, and I reluctantly left ballet for more typical teenage pursuits: sports, cheerleading, boys.

Watching my weight wasn’t reinforced only on the dance floor but also at home, where someone was always on a diet. I learned how to count calories before I hit puberty. And, I learned a lesson that the dance world had first introduced: watching what you ate was a normal part of life. Adolescent insecurities ramped up my interest in dieting, and it wasn’t long before my obsession with food led to a dark chapter of my
life. By the middle of high school, my weight was hovering below a hundred pounds and I had already achieved my adult height of five feet five inches. Fortunately, there were people who noticed when I lost weight. A high school math teacher (an intimidating man who also happened to be the school’s football coach) sat me down, expressed uncharacteristic empathy, shared his own struggles with his weight, and offered sound nutritional advice. My swim coach encouraged me to be proud of my “strong legs,” and a school counselor never failed to just ask me how I was doing when he saw me. My family worried, my friends provided support and encouragement, and doctors assured everyone that there was no medical explanation for my weight loss.

There was no dramatic turning point or epiphany that led me to eat more, take better care of myself, and return to a healthy weight. I became older and more mature, and I suppose I gradually came to terms with the fact that I was not being smart, I was potentially compromising my health to be thin. My story is not one of a magical moment of redemption; it’s a story of a typical, insecure teenage girl who gradually learned what healthy eating entailed with some help from a nutritionist, good social support, and the pursuit of a degree in psychology.

When I began my undergraduate education at Santa Clara University, I did not plan to major in psychology. But, after taking a few classes, I was hooked. I loved that a scientific, methodical approach was available to help me understand my world better. I began to do research during my senior year of college, and—not surprising, I suppose—my initial focus was on children’s eating attitudes. I applied to graduate school because I loved psychology and wanted to continue doing this research. By that time, I had moved beyond trying to merely understand myself to wanting to understand all the children, adolescents, and adults who struggle with poor body image and engage in maladaptive eating behaviors. I was lucky to receive incredible training at the Healthy Families Project (University of California, Riverside), the Children’s Eating Lab (Pennsylvania State University), and the Longevity Project (Univer-
In 2002, I joined the faculty at Rutgers University and developed a course called the Psychology of Eating. Many years later, I still love teaching this class, and my research at Rutgers focuses on issues ranging from romantic partners’ influences on eating behaviors to parents’ concerns about their children’s obesity risk. For some, thinking about food, doing research about food, and teaching about food (never mind the need to eat food!) for this many years would be unappetizing, but I’ve never tired of the subject and don’t expect that I will any time soon.

I began to think about writing this book several years ago when I was teaching my Psychology of Eating course. In the class, I spend a considerable amount of time trying to debunk myths about food, dieting, and body image for my students. Most semesters, I ask students to bring in popular diet books, and we discuss them in relation to the scientific facts about weight loss; most books don’t fare well once we start digging for evidence to support their claims. It turns out, for example, that there’s no scientific support for a ten-day, seventeen-day, or twenty-one-day weight loss plan, regardless of what some books claim. I’ve been encouraged by my students, who tell me that what they learn in my class is life changing and that they wish that they had known this information years ago. Time and time again, students report giving up on fad diets in favor of the gradual, sustainable, healthy approach to weight loss and weight management I offer in this book. In addition to my students, I continue to be inspired by the latest science and research, which contradicts the avalanche of inaccurate information out there and offers sound information about eating, weight, and body image.

Outside the classroom, when I tell people that I am a health psychologist who studies eating behaviors and body image, they often have a lot of questions for me. Surprisingly often (at least I’m always surprised), they start to tell me about a new diet they are trying. Favorites among people I’ve encountered lately seem to be the Paleo diets, Mediterranean...
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diets, and low-carb approaches (that trend just doesn’t want to die, apparently!). I’m always a bit stumped as to what to say to people when they want to talk about these diets. There are thousands of diet books and diet plans available at any given time, and many of these plans offer some reasonable advice about weight loss. Unfortunately, as my students and I have spent considerable time exploring, the vast majority of them also offer some really terrible advice.

This is not a subjective statement. Other diet plans often offer advice that is not supported by science. In fact, their advice often contradicts scientific evidence. Sometimes, their claims are so egregious, I wonder how they are even legal. As it turns out, there isn’t a “book police” or a “diet plan investigative team” out there somewhere in the world evaluating the claims made by other folks who offer advice about weight loss. In fact, in the process of working on this book, I was even warned that no one really cares about science; people just want to lose weight fast.

I only fast worked.

Unfortunately, fast weight loss often results in fast weight gain. It’s unfair but true. Many scientists, doctors, nutritionists, and psychologists understand that dieting often makes dieters gain weight rather than lose it, because nothing done for only a few days or weeks can have a long-term effect. Not only that—being on a diet is a miserable experience for most people.

So, What Does Work?

The approach to weight management that I prescribe in this book is not a typical diet. I won’t be telling you exactly what, when, or how much to eat. It’s not that restrictive, and it’s not a quick fix. But here’s the thing—it works. All of the information is supported by psychology, common sense, or science—and in most cases all three. You probably already know a lot about the advice that I will offer. For example, you know that
eating less will help you to lose weight. But, do you know how to do this in a way that is sustainable? As a health psychologist, I can tell you there is nothing you can do for only a few days or weeks that will have any effect on your long-term weight loss or health.

So if this isn’t a diet book, what is it? This book presents a different approach: a way to think about and change your eating and activity habits for the rest of your life. Based on what I’ve learned personally, studied scientifically, and teach my students, I’ve created a plan that addresses the psychology of weight gain and offers proven, smart strategies for healthful, sustainable weight loss and management, with specific advice about eating well, losing weight, and keeping it off for the rest of your life.

This book provides a 3-phase plan that offers you:

• **A psychological approach** to weight loss and maintenance that will not make you miserable.
• **A commonsense approach** to sustaining weight loss for the long term, including the tools you need to be an educated consumer and make good decisions regarding your eating and activity habits.
• **The information you need** to evaluate your own habits and a week-by-week plan to make gradual, sustainable lifestyle changes.
• **Positive advice** for getting “back on the wagon” without guilt, should you ever find yourself succumbing to unhealthy habits in the future.
• **A scientifically proven** way to feel your best at a healthy and attractive weight.

My ultimate goal is to change the way you think about food forever. The title says it all—smart people don’t diet. What you hold in your hands is a diet book only in that when you finish it, I hope you don’t ever think of going on a diet ever again.
Note: This book was written with all people in mind—those who want to lose five pounds, those who want to lose fifty-five pounds, and those who just want to eat better and improve their health. However, before beginning any dietary or physical activity regimen, it is recommended that you confer with your primary care physician. Further, if you are morbidly obese, need to lose a great deal of weight, and time is not on your side, this book can help you, but it is especially important for you to be under the supervision of a physician, and you should consider consulting a nutritionist as well.
Just *Don’t* Do It

When it comes to weight loss, there’s no lack of fad diets promising fast results. But such diets limit your nutritional intake, can be unhealthy, and tend to fail in the long run.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
As I finished teaching my Psychology of Eating class this semester, one of my students wrote,

As an on-the-go college student who wishes she had the time to lose a few pounds and be fit, a promise like “Lose 20 lbs in 2 weeks!” sounds so enticing. Just this past winter I considered doing a detox diet. This class was my first exposure to the psychological aspects of dieting, and I can honestly say that I will never consider a short-term type diet again, especially if it makes bogus promises to change my life. There’s no way of getting around the fact that we need healthy lifestyles in order to have healthy bodies and minds.

It is feedback like this that led me to write *Smart People Don’t Diet*.

We aren’t necessarily born smart when it comes to dieting, but *we can become smart*. And I’m certainly not suggesting that because you have gone on a diet that you lack brainpower. If that were the case, then I just succeed in insulting the majority of adults (including me), who have dieted to lose weight at some point in their lives. If you are one of these individuals, let me guess the outcome of your diet. You lost a few pounds at the start, but then within a year you gained all of the weight back. Within a year of the failed diet, you probably tried another, which also failed. I don’t know this about you because I’m a psychic; I know this because I’ve been there and I’m a scientist who studies dieting. Dieting is actually one of the worst things you can do if you are trying to lose weight. You will soon learn that *smart people don’t diet* when they want to achieve long-term weight loss.

Men and women all over the world go on diets all the time. In fact, about 90 percent of women and upward of 70 percent of men in the US report dieting. Why do so many people diet? Obviously, they want to lose weight, and dieting seems like the solution. However, it is questionable how well these diets actually work. Given the rising rates of global obesity, it seems pretty clear that these diets are not causing people to get any thinner. Did you ever think that maybe there is another way?
This book presents a different approach: a way for you to think about and change your eating and physical activity habits for the rest of your life. However, this book is as much about what you should do as it is about what you shouldn’t. This is important because what most people do to lose weight doesn’t work—at least not in the long term. My goal is for you to think about weight management as a long-term endeavor. I’ll admit that probably sounds daunting. However, I will lay out 3 phases for revamping your eating and activity habits. My goal is to change the way you think about food and weight management forever. I want to empower you to make smart choices that enable you to enjoy food and maintain a healthy weight.

Before reading any further, it is important that you think about why you picked up this book in the first place. I’m guessing that you aren’t happy with your current weight. Most likely, you want to lose weight, get in shape, or improve your health. Maybe you want to achieve all three of these goals. It’s possible that you have a pair of jeans that you wish you could still fit into (and still be able to breathe) or you have an upcoming wedding or school reunion for which you’d like to look your best. Perhaps, as you start to feel the effects of aging, you realize the necessity of taking care of your body more than you used to—especially if you want to be around to see your children and grandchildren reach particular milestones. Although some of these goals may be more meaningful to you than others, there is really no bad reason to want to maintain an optimal weight and improve your overall health. But it is
important to keep these goals in mind. Remind yourself regularly *why* you care about losing weight or maintaining a healthy weight. Reread sections of this book that especially motivate you. Talk with your family and friends about this new approach to weight loss and weight management. Make it a part of your life, not something that you do temporarily in preparation for swimsuit season.

The approach to weight loss and weight management that I prescribe in this book is not a diet. In fact, my entire approach implores you to *don’t do it*—don’t diet! In this book, there are no gimmicks and no fads. I offer information that is supported by science. I’ve also incorporated common sense, anecdotes, interviews with experts, and other forms of wisdom to support the claims I make. My goal is to teach you how to be smart about these issues by understanding what researchers such as me know about healthy weight management (tip: fasting to fit into a pair of jeans is not supported by any research!).

*Why Evidence-Based Advice Is Important*

Everybody eats, so everybody thinks they are experts on eating. We may all have “gut instincts” as to the best way to lose weight, but it is important to consider what science has to say about the topic. The healthiest approach to eating is not a matter of opinion. Psychologists like me have been doing research about eating and weight loss for over a hundred years, and thousands of studies about these issues have been published. Scientists in related fields such as nutrition, medicine, and community health have also been studying and publishing about these issues for a very long time. And yet it seems that the most marketable and even outlandish ideas are what get the most attention when it comes to weight loss—not necessarily the ideas that are really going to work! Just because you would like to lose twenty pounds in two weeks does not mean that this is realistic. However, people sell outrageous ideas like this in various diet books and plans because that is what people want to buy.
In this book, I will summarize what is known from decades of research in an accessible and easy-to-read format. I’ll talk about the evidence that supports what I advise so that you can become a smart consumer of all of the information you may encounter about dieting and weight loss from today forward. Advertisements and the media make a lot of enticing claims; I want you to be critical of this media information so that you no longer find yourself struggling to eat well. My goal is to empower you to maintain a healthy weight for the rest of your life. I will explain why diets don’t work, why it is often difficult to lose weight, and what you can do that will work. This isn’t my opinion; this is a fact echoed by researchers, doctors, and even the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), which warns that weight loss isn’t about dieting but about “an ongoing lifestyle that includes long-term changes in daily eating and exercise habits.”

What Is Weight Management?

You may be starting to notice that I tend to refer to my approach as “weight loss and weight management.” How is this different from dieting? I use the term “weight management” because my approach provides you with a means to not only lose weight but maintain a weight you are happy with for the rest of your life. Literally, I mean how you will manage your weight. I realize that the word “manage” may sound a bit like I’m proposing that you approach eating and physical activity behaviors as a “job” you must do, that we all must do. Just like we have various jobs and activities we perform each day, we should take care of ourselves by eating well and being active every day (okay, most days). This will make us healthier, happier, and better able to contribute to our communities (as opposed to “costing” society resources; more on this point in Chapter 10). Despite the connotations of the term “job,” you will not find that a smart approach to weight management ultimately results in changes to your life that feel like a lot of work.
Managing your weight is a job in some ways analogous to maintaining good hygiene and grooming practices. I think it is safe to assume that most people spend at least an hour a day bathing, brushing their teeth, doing their hair, picking out clothes, and getting dressed. Although these tasks take time, you would not forgo them (at least not for too many days, I hope). Weight management is comparable in that it may take some time each day, but it is about taking care of yourself. Many people—especially women—are quick to think that spending time on themselves is a “luxury” that they can’t afford. They often have other people to look out for, and they put themselves last on their long “to do” lists. However, weight management is not just about losing weight and being skinny or attractive; it is about health. It is not a luxury; it is a necessity. Once you get in the habit of shopping for nutritious foods, planning healthy meals, and exercising, you will not forgo these tasks. Further, you should not feel guilty when you take this time for yourself. When you allow the time and energy required to manage your own weight, not only do you benefit but your loved ones will as well. Shopping for fresh produce now means everyone in your household may get more of the nutrients they need from healthy fruit and veggies later. A little more time at the gym now may mean more time to play with your grandchildren later. Weight management is a win-win for you and your loved ones.

When you hear the word “diet,” you probably think of a short-term (e.g., a week, a month, etc.), strict program of eating intended to reduce your weight. Smart people don’t diet because they know that sustainable weight loss and management is not a temporary pursuit. When I use the term “diet” in this book, I’m usually referring to the food and drink that you regularly consume or the dietary habits that you maintain across time. My advice is not merely about a regimen that will help you lose weight this week or this month but how you should always eat for the rest of your life. A key component to managing your weight is to not focus on the short term but to always think long-term when making changes to your eating and activity habits.
The second day of a diet is always easier than the first. By the second day, you’re off of it.

—Jackie Gleason

Why Thinking Long-Term Matters So Much

Maintaining a desired weight for the rest of your life may seem like a lofty goal, but it is possible. Of course, changes in our bodies that accompany aging, including our hormone and activity levels, may make it difficult to maintain the same exact optimal weight for the rest of our lives. However, this approach to weight management allows us to make adjustments as the circumstances of our lives change. And, as you’ll see, this really isn’t that difficult to do.

One of the essential ingredients in my recipe for weight management (if you’ll humor the cooking reference) is to make changes to your eating and activity patterns that you believe you can maintain for the rest of your life. When people lose weight they want to keep it off. Gaining it back is typically viewed as a sort of personal failure. However, what you may not realize is that this failure is almost inevitable. If you followed a plan that required you to eliminate something from your diet—say sugar or carbs—that you didn’t really intend to continue to eliminate from your diet for the rest of your life, then it was predictable that when you added these foods back to your diet you would gain weight. Let’s say it is April, and you are concerned about the coming bathing suit season, so you cut out all sweets and desserts from your diet and lose ten pounds. You might be very happy about this weight loss—and it’s all from eliminating “bad foods” from your diet that don’t offer a lot of nutritional value. However, after a while, you probably will want to eat desserts—at least every once in a while. So, as you add these foods back to your diet, you will gradually add the pounds back to your body and your summer
body will soon return to your winter body. The complete elimination of a desired food item from your diet is never going to be an effective long-term approach to weight management.\(^3\)

Of course, not all diet plans suggest that you cut particular foods out of your diet entirely. Instead, some programs will require you to make temporary changes to your eating and exercise habits. This is the same problem as before: unless you are willing to make these changes forever, temporarily altering your activity level or diet will not result in sustainable weight loss. The goal of this book is to offer advice that you can integrate into your existing lifestyle for years. That is, you tailor the “diet” to fit into your life rather than changing who you are to fit the diet. I want you to select the foods that you like and can envision continuing to eat for the rest of your life. If you follow my advice, it is unlikely that you will be eating chips and cake for all of your meals. But you will be “allowed” to eat chips and cake. This advice also holds true for making physical activity a regular part of your life. It doesn’t particularly matter if you walk, run, lift weights, or learn to ride a unicycle. What matters is that you incorporate exercise that you like and believe that you will be able to continue to do. I said it above, but I’ll continue to say it throughout this book: make changes to your eating and exercise habits that you can make for the rest of your life!

**MICHAEL’S Story**

As a guy, I had never been overly concerned about my weight or what I was eating. I simply didn’t think about food. Then one day I found out that my weight and height clearly placed me in the overweight category. Overweight? Me? Although I still saw myself as a twentysomething athletic guy, I had to get real. I was a father of two in my late thirties who was no longer in shape. After hearing about Dr. Markey’s Smart Diet and reading the scientific literature it was based on, I decided to give it a try. After recording what I ate (and trying not to cheat), I was shocked
at how many items I was eating that really were not that healthy for me. After seeing this pattern I selected one item to reduce—I substituted diet soda or water for my usual regular soda. After a couple of weeks, I didn’t miss the soda. I then selected another item to reduce and then another and another. This was an unhurried process, and with each item eliminated or cut back I would ask myself, “Can I do this forever?” I didn’t want to just lose weight and then gain it back a year later!

As my new eating style progressed, I didn’t notice my weight changing that much. It was a slow process—but it wasn’t painful. After a few months, a coworker asked me whether I was losing weight and whether I was on a diet. I was happy to tell her that I was losing weight but that I wasn’t on a diet—I was just eating healthier. For the past two years, I have been eating healthy and even exercising (something that just kind of happened once I started to eat better). I have lost more than thirty-five pounds, and, given that I am totally content with what I am eating, I can’t imagine that I will gain it back.

~Michael, AGE THIRTY-NINE, PROFESSOR

What Are Your Other Options?

It sometimes seems like each person you meet is either on a new diet or is adopting the newest quick-fix approach to weight loss. Perhaps one of your friend’s experiences of success on a Mediterranean diet plan has motivated you to try it. Maybe you’ve been thinking of trying a low-carb diet or a Paleo diet. Do you know what these diets entail or whether they are even effective in the long run? I’ll save you some of the hassle of figuring out whether my advice will be helpful and effective for you by making some comparisons between my approach and some other diets. Although there are a countless number of diet plans, the following table features the central elements of some of the more popular ones contrasted with the approach offered in this book.
### Evidence and Evaluation

**Paleo**

- Emphasis on fresh meats (e.g., preferably grass-produced or free-ranging beef, pork, lamb, poultry, and game meat), fish and seafood, fruits, vegetables, seeds, nuts, and healthy oils (e.g., olive oil). Dairy products, cereal, grains, legumes, refined sugars and processed foods are not allowed.

- Elimination of dairy products is a poor choice for many people because they are an important source of calcium and protein, although this may facilitate weight loss. Avoidance of refined sugars and processed foods is numerically dominated by dietary research, but may be difficult to maintain in the current food environment.

- Reduced intake of nonnutritive carbohydrates (e.g., white bread) is supported by nutritionists. Individuals who engage in low-carbohydrate dieting typically lose about the same amount of weight as other dieters. Diets indicate that maintaining a low-carbohydrate approach is difficult long-term. Some research suggests that low-carbohydrate diets can expect a nine-pound loss after two years.

**Low-Carb**

- Emphasis is on protein consumption (i.e., meat and cheese as 30–50 percent of diet). Reductions (or eliminate, depending on the specific low-carb diet) fruits, milk, nuts, grains, seeds, legumes, and starchy vegetables.

- Reduction of nonnutritive carbohydrates (e.g., white bread) is supported by nutritionists.

- Individuals who engage in low-carbohydrate dieting typically lose about the same amount of weight as other dieters. Dieters indicate that maintaining a low-carbohydrate approach is difficult long-term. Some research suggests that low-carbohydrate diets can expect a nine-pound loss after two years.

**Mediterranean**

- Emphasis on plant foods such as vegetables, fruits, whole grains, nuts, olives, and olive oil. Moderate amounts of (low-fat) cheese, yogurt, poultry, and eggs. Most of the foods on the plan are fresh and seasonal whole foods (not processed). Only small amounts of saturated fat, sodium, sweets, and red meat are part of the plan. Focus on “good fats” (primarily from olive oil) and moderate red wine consumption.

- Evidence shows that the Mediterranean diet reduces risk of cardiovascular disease and may increase longevity. If calorie intake is less than the individual’s intake prior to adopting this diet and physical activity is incorporated, weight loss is likely. Concerns for sustainability include the cost of foods (like fish), time for preparation of foods, and regular avoidance of sweets.

**Appetite Recommendations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Dietary Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paleo</td>
<td>Emphasis on fresh meats (e.g., preferably grass-produced or free-ranging beef, pork, lamb, poultry, and game meat), fish and seafood, fruits, vegetables, seeds, nuts, and healthy oils (e.g., olive oil). Dairy products, cereal, grains, legumes, refined sugars and processed foods are not allowed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Carb</td>
<td>Emphasis is on protein consumption (i.e., meat and cheese as 30–50 percent of diet). Reductions (or eliminate, depending on the specific low-carb diet) fruits, milk, nuts, grains, seeds, legumes, and starchy vegetables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean</td>
<td>Emphasis on plant foods such as vegetables, fruits, whole grains, nuts, olives, and olive oil. Moderate amounts of (low-fat) cheese, yogurt, poultry, and eggs. Most of the foods on the plan are fresh and seasonal whole foods (not processed). Only small amounts of saturated fat, sodium, sweets, and red meat are part of the plan. Focus on “good fats” (primarily from olive oil) and moderate red wine consumption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-Term Weight Management (i.e., a smart approach)</td>
<td>Focus on understanding the psychology of eating for health and eating for life. Initial goal is to record eating and physical activity behaviors. Gradual dietary and physical activity changes introduced one week at a time. Emphasis on education about healthful food choices. Eating and physical activity are customized by the individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the Extreme

In addition to the popular diet plans that I discuss above, there are more extreme approaches to weight loss that have received attention in recent years. I describe these alternatives to the approach offered in this book not to recommend them. In fact, I hope that as you read more of this book you come to understand how ineffective most of these approaches are likely to be. To understand what you should do to maintain a healthy weight, it is important that you understand what you shouldn’t do. Often, what you shouldn’t do is quite popular, so let’s review some of the more extreme options.

As obesity rates have risen in the United States and around the world, surgical approaches to treating obesity have become increasingly popular. There are many surgeries utilized to promote weight loss including gastric bypass, vertical banded gastroplasty, and adjustable gastric banding (LapBand). These procedures all involve restricting the amount of space in the stomach, making it impossible for individuals to eat as much as they did previously. The success rates of these procedures (about 60 percent of obese and morbidly obese individuals have been found to experience excellent results five years postsurgery) make them a reasonable option to consider for severely obese individuals.4 Many celebrities and other folks who garner considerable media attention, from Al Roker to Star Jones to most recently Chris Christie, have had success using surgical weight loss procedures. Their striking before and after photos no doubt encourage many to consider surgical approaches to weight loss. However, I’m hesitant to recommend surgery for two reasons. First, individuals can, theoretically, restrict what they eat without undergoing surgery. Second, these procedures are not risk-free. The National Association for Weight Loss Surgery reports that about 20 percent of individuals who undergo weight-loss surgery experience complications.5
If surgery isn’t a risk-free quick fix for weight loss, perhaps there’s a pill or potion you can take. One advertised option is a product called Sensa, which is marketed as something that you sprinkle on your food (almost like salt); do nothing else and lose weight. Sensa’s web page suggests that the product is backed by scientific evidence, and it even provides a link to an abstract describing a clinical trial. The problem with this research is that a lot of important details are missing. There is no mention of following up with participants to determine whether weight loss using the product is maintained. There appears to be no accounting for participants’ other diet or exercise behaviors that may also affect weight loss. And the research itself was not published in a peer-reviewed journal but was presented as a poster at a conference in Prague.\(^6\) (For those who don’t know, the standards for presenting a poster at a conference are pretty low, as this is where many researchers present the early stages of their research before formally publishing the results in a peer-reviewed journal.) Additionally, there are ethical issues with this research, because the primary author of this study examining the effectiveness of Sensa is also the person who is selling Sensa to the public. Thus, although their website suggests that “non-caloric tastant crystals sprinkled on food prior to consumption” leads to less hunger, less food eaten, and weight loss, I remain very skeptical. The Federal Trade Commission shares my skepticism and recently settled a $26.5 million lawsuit with Sensa for making unfounded weight-loss claims and misleading endorsements. Of course, most misleading diet claims are never challenged; you have to be a smart consumer to avoid falling prey to them.

Another “medical” approach to weight loss that received some media attention in the past year is the feeding tube diet. This diet is what it sounds like. Individuals have a feeding tube inserted into their nose that goes down their throat. They remain attached to a pump that feeds them throughout the day. They don’t eat any real food, and they do
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seem to lose weight. Dr. Oliver DiPietro created this “K-E,” or feeding tube, diet and claims that his diet is not extreme. But, unless you are willing to have a feeding tube inserted in your nose for the rest of your life, it seems likely that you will eventually gain back all the weight lost while using the feeding tube. This sort of an approach capitalizes on many people’s misconception about weight loss, that when you lose weight it literally “goes away.” But losing weight is not like losing a camera on the subway, which you have little hope of ever finding again. Weight lost can easily return. Unless you keep doing whatever you were doing to lose weight in the first place, you will gain weight back. Regular “treatments” with a feeding tube may allow for persistent weight loss, but it seems like an odd trade-off to be attractively thin yet have a feeding tube in your nose on a regular basis.

Perhaps a bit less extreme than the feeding tube diet are increasingly popular juicing, cleansing, detoxing, and fasting diets. Usually, these approaches—touted as not only weight loss prescriptions but as means of purifying the body and improving health—include a few days of water and juice consumption with no solid food allowed. Unless I’m scheduled for a colonoscopy the next day and I have strict doctor’s orders to avoid solid foods, there is no way that I’m going to even attempt something that requires forgoing real food. Further, what folks seem to forget is that our kidneys and liver have a job to do—they remove the toxins from our bodies. So, we do not need to “detox” or “cleanse” because our bodies do this naturally every day.

My own personal interest in solids aside, there has been something alluring about these approaches since the 1990s when the Master Cleanse (the 1940s grandfather of cleansing) was repackaged and mass marketed. Many people, including celebrities, claim that a juicing, cleansing regimen makes them feel more focused and “more alive.” You don’t need to be a rocket scientist to figure out that you will lose weight if you consume an extremely low-calorie diet (in many cases, cleansing regimens require less than 1,000 calories a day for a limited period of
time). However, the downsides associated with these approaches to weight loss far outweigh any potential benefits. First of all, weight loss from a reduced-calorie diet will not be sustained once caloric intake is increased. Call it juicing, cleansing, or detoxifying if you will, but if you go from eating 2,500 calories a day to consuming (not eating) 1,000 calories a day, you will lose weight. Then you’ll get hungry after a few days, you’ll go back to eating 2,500 calories a day, and you’ll gain any weight you lost. Second, how does your body respond to these fluctuations in weight? Basically, your body fears starving and slows your metabolism down, which is not conducive to long-term weight loss (I’ll discuss metabolism more in the next chapter). Third, the fancier your regimen, the more it is likely to cost you. The BluePrintCleanse approach costs upward of fifty-five dollars a day. You can buy a lot of real, good, healthy food for that kind of money! And, finally, these concoctions can be far from delicious. Writing for the New York Times, Judith Newman described the green juice she included in a three-day regimen: “like drinking everything bad that ever happened to [her] in high school.”

Perhaps some of these approaches sound crazy to you. You may be thinking, “I would never do that!” However, are they really all that different from cutting out all carbs from your diet? Or committing to forgo chocolate? Is drinking some thick, green juice for three “meals” a day for a week better or worse for you than a regular calorie-restriction diet? As a health psychologist who is well aware of the steady rise in obesity rates and of the poor prognosis of dieting, I have spent years studying how weight loss can be achieved. The major deficit I find in other approaches to weight loss is that none of them provide a reasonable plan that individuals can stick with for many years. Even weight-loss surgery is far from 100 percent effective. To lose weight and keep it off, individuals must find an approach that they can stick with for the rest of their lives. In other words, diets don’t work. A scientific, evidence-based approach to long-term weight management does.
One cannot think well, love well, sleep well, if one has not dined well.

—Virginia Woolf

Stop the Guilt; Food Is Fun

Although I recommend changing your eating habits to enhance your health and encourage weight loss (as needed), I never want you to lose sight of the fact that food is fun. For too many people food is a source of angst and guilt; it is something they wish they could do without. This is truly sad because it leaves people unable to enjoy one of life’s greatest pleasures—food! One of the greatest joys of my childhood was baking with my mother. My mom and I made cookies, homemade jam from the apricots in our backyard, and whatever sort of cake I wanted for my birthday each year. My mom’s carrot cake with cream cheese frosting was blissful. It is sad that as we get older many of us not only start to avoid such foods but actually start to fear them. This fear began for me when I was barely a teenager, and carrot cake would have been a guilt-inducing indulgence. I would have silently sworn to eat next to nothing the following day. Fortunately, in my early adulthood, I relearned to find pleasure in food. I eat it, I enjoy it, and I share food with my family and friends without regret. It has truly changed my life for the better, and I don’t weigh any more because of it.

My goal in writing this book is not to make eating a chore or to suggest a plan that leaves you feeling deprived. In fact, research suggests that if you completely deprive yourself of foods that you really enjoy, you are likely to overeat those foods when you do allow yourself to eat them. I don’t want you to think of some foods as “good” and some foods as “bad.” I don’t always eat healthily. In fact, I probably eat plenty
of foods that fall on some people’s “bad” list. However, I do enjoy food, and I feel strongly that food should be a source of pleasure and not guilt. Food is not just about the nutrients we consume but the parties where food is served, the cakes that mark celebrations, and even the cocktails we cry into after a bad day.

The trick of course is to enjoy food without overindulging regularly. This requires many people to change their approach to eating. Some people have talked about “mindful eating” or “savoring,” which usually entails eating slowly and focusing on the pleasure derived from eating; both of these concepts share some similarities to the approach that I take in this book. However, I don’t believe that you need to have a philosophical approach to eating to enjoy food. Just look at how little kids eat. They typically make a mess and get food all over themselves and their surroundings, but they also typically exhibit true enjoyment of eating. It may not be culturally acceptable for us to eat with our hands and leave a meal with food in our hair and on our clothes, but that doesn’t mean that we can’t appreciate food as something that can really, truly be fun.

How to Use This Book

Some of the chapters in this book offer specific advice about how you can eat well, lose weight, and maintain a healthy weight (Chapters 3, 5, and 7). Other chapters provide the evidence or the basis for the advice that I’m offering (Chapters 2, 4, 8, 9, and 10). An additional few chapters discuss important related issues including body image (Chapter 4), physical activity (Chapter 6), and the “big picture” concerning healthy weight management (Chapter 10). These chapters are organized in such a way that it will make the most sense to read them sequentially, but if you want to skip around, you will still understand my approach to weight loss and management with little trouble. Most importantly, I want you to realize that this book represents the amalgamation of many psychologists’ and other scientists’ research, my experiences as a professor of the
psychology of eating, my experiences as a researcher of eating behaviors and body image, and my own personal experiences of weight management. Consider today to be the beginning of your journey to long-term healthy weight management.

- Think long-term if you want to lose weight and not gain it back.
- Fads are dangerous; you want to focus on a healthy approach.
- A healthy, gradual approach to weight management is not only scientifically supported but likely to be easier and more effective in the long term.
- A back-to-basics, evidence-based approach will lead you to permanent weight loss.
Why Diets Don’t Work

After two weeks of dieting, Larry’s fat cells decided to go out for a pizza.

The dieting industry is the only profitable business in the world with a 98 percent failure rate.

Federal Trade Commission
Chances are you know one or maybe two people who have been successful at losing weight—and keeping it off. You probably know many more who haven’t been successful. Perhaps you are one such person who continues to be locked in an endless struggle with your up-and-down weight. If so, this is nothing to feel embarrassed about or ashamed of—it happens to the best of us, because the diet trap is so easy to fall into. Every week it seems that a new diet book or approach to weight loss becomes readily available. Most of us find these strategies attractive—delicious even. They often suggest that weight loss is not only possible but easy—as long as we follow the prescribed plan. Although these plans are initially enticing, more often than not we soon realize that they don’t live up to their promises.

My plan doesn’t have a seven-day guarantee, nor is it a short-term endeavor that promises easy, rapid weight loss. But here’s what my plan can promise you that others cannot: it really works.

If you approach a diet as a short-term solution to weight loss, you are likely to end up heavier (and less happy) than when you started. This is why most diets don’t work. One of the most striking findings from decades of research about diets is that diets cause weight gain as often as they contribute to weight loss. One of the best predictors of obesity is—can you guess?—a history of dieting!

*Diетing Is Not Fun*

I’ve yet to hear someone on a diet proclaim, “I’m having a great time!” And yet, we continue to do it. According to my research, the vast majority of people diet at some point. Why do we do it? We’re motivated by the outcome (pounds lost!) that we desperately hope and often expect to experience. We imagine ourselves thinner, more attractive, healthier, and happier. These are powerful motivators and the dieting industry knows it. Jenny Craig promises to make you “feel like new. Feel like you.” Nutrisystem’s web page asks, “Ready to take the first step towards
In this chapter you will learn . . .

• The reasons why most diets are ineffective
• Why dieting is often a miserable and counterproductive experience
• Why my approach to weight management is an effective method for losing weight, keeping it off, and enjoying food

a healthier, happier you today? Dr. Michael Moreno’s 17-Day Diet Plan suggests that you will never feel tired, hungry, or deprived while burning “twice as many calories as the average person.” Who doesn’t want to feel this way? Unfortunately, dieting hardly ever inspires happy feelings; instead, it is likely to make even the most upbeat person pretty miserable.

The first thing you lose on a diet is your sense of humor.

—Author Unknown

**Dieting Makes You Cranky**

What happens when you go on a diet? Typically, you make a firm decision to eat less bad food and more healthy food. Starting tomorrow! You commit to carrot sticks over chips. Apples over donuts. In fact, you will give up sugar from now on—forever. Add to that carbs. And fat. Sound familiar?

The problem is that, if you’re like me, you like chips, donuts, carbs, and fat! You don’t really want to give up these foods. And, now that you’ve given everything up, you’re cranky. And you’re actually hungry. Your internal feelings of hunger are biologically driven signals that remind
you to eat. When you get this signal and what you truly want to eat is a hamburger, a healthy salad is not going to feel like a satisfactory substitute. So you feel deprived and even crankier.

One of the first studies that set out to understand the link between food deprivation and mood examined conscientious objectors during World War II. These people consented to participate in a semistarvation “diet” for six months with the aim of reducing their current body weight by 25 percent. All of the participants started out in excellent physical and mental health and were monitored to ensure that they stayed healthy and safe. They were all able, with a great deal of support and instruction, to stick to the prescribed low-calorie diet. But that was expected. The most striking part of this study was what happened to the participants’ psychological state as a result of being in the study. They became obsessed with food. They began to think about food much more than they had before taking part in the study. Some of the participants even began to dream about food. The participants commented on an inability to focus on regular activities. They also became more socially withdrawn, depressed, and irritable. They lost interest in sex, and at least one was said to have participated in self-mutilation. In other words, they became extremely cranky.

Most dieters don’t set out to lose 25 percent of their body weight in six months, but many will experience side effects similar to those experienced by the participants in the semistarvation study. Individuals who participate in very low-calorie diets (i.e., less than 1,000 kcal per day) are especially likely to experience noticeable mood swings and may experience anxiety, irritability, anger, frustration, depression, and even suicidal thoughts. Dieters whose moods are monitored in studies report being in relatively good moods on the days they are allowed to “cheat” on their diets and being irritable and in bad moods on the days that they stick to a prescribed low-calorie diet. This probably makes a lot of sense to you—right? We are cranky when we’re not “allowed” to eat what we want, and when we are free to eat as we please we feel good (at least ini-
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Tially, until the guilt sets in). So, the trick is to lose your unwanted pounds without feeling deprived or cranky.

There is a charm about the forbidden that makes it unspeakably desirable.
—Mark Twain

The More You Think About Dieting, the More You Want to Eat

Modern studies confirm the findings from the semistarvation study and elaborate on them. When you believe you are supposed to limit the amount or types of foods you eat, you usually want to eat only those foods—and a lot of them. So if you tell yourself that you will not eat pasta or bread, you will soon find yourself desiring spaghetti pomodoro with a baguette. Food preoccupation is an almost inevitable result of dieting.6 Psychologists call this phenomenon—the preoccupation with a thought that results from attempts to suppress or avoid that thought—“ironic processing.” This idea first became famous when a social psychologist, Daniel Wegner, did a series of studies that have since become known as the “white bear studies.”7 In these studies, Wegner asked his participants to avoid all thoughts of a white bear. They were asked to put any image or ideas about white bears out of their minds. White bears at a zoo, polar bears. Big or small, tame or wild, they were told, whatever you do, do not think about white bears. And, what do you think happened? The participants couldn’t stop thinking about white bears! I bet you weren’t thinking about white bears when you started reading this chapter. But, I bet you’re thinking of a white bear now! Now try to put the image of chocolate cake out of your mind. You are not “allowed” to have chocolate cake, so put the image of it out of your mind. In fact, don’t think about anything
involving chocolate. Can you do it? My guess is that your thoughts are now all about chocolate. You might be thinking of a big cake with lots of frosting or maybe a smaller cupcake. Images of candy bars and Tootsie Rolls are now dancing in your head as your mouth starts to water. The point is, the more you try not to think about chocolate cake, the more you focus your mental energy on it. Ironic, isn’t it?

It could be argued that many of us are preoccupied with food even when we are not trying to lose weight because in this country we’re constantly surrounded by palatable, easy-to-shove-into-our-mouths food options. Whether it’s on-the-go foods like pizza or hamburgers or a fancy coffee drink with piles of whipped cream, in our industrialized world, food is all around us. So many of us spend more time than we care to admit (me included) thinking about what we will eat next. And when we try not to think about food and are committed to avoiding certain foods, we set ourselves up for failure.

Attempts to avoid food are different from attempts to avoid tobacco products, alcohol, or drugs. Many addicts successfully give up smoking, drinking, or drugs by avoiding these substances all together. They are even more likely to successfully recover from their addiction if they are able to avoid circumstances or even people that may tempt them to use these substances. But food is different. Although some people are self-proclaimed food addicts, our physiological response to food is not comparable to our response to drugs. We simply can’t give up food altogether. Not only is it everywhere but food is necessary for survival. It’s not optional. Even if we wanted to, like that white bear or delicious chocolate cake, it’s nearly impossible to stop thinking about food!

**Short-Term Sacrifice Without the Reward**

When most people start diets, they tend to think that they will change their eating behaviors temporarily; they will deprive themselves of “bad” foods for a short time until they lose their excess weight. Then, once they
lose the weight, the diet will be over, and they can return to eating the foods they ate before. Maybe you’ve said things like “I am going on this diet until summer starts” or “I want to lose five pounds for my best friend’s wedding.” The focus tends to be on weight loss, with daily or regular “weigh-ins” providing encouraging (or discouraging) feedback about how you are doing on your diet. If all goes well, you avoid certain types or amounts of foods, and within days or weeks you hop on a scale to find that you weigh less. In this scenario, your sacrifice (eating less or different foods) is rewarded almost immediately (with a lower number on the scale). This, however, is not a strategic approach to weight loss and management for the long term. A successful diet should not be measured by how much you’ve lost after one week. This might make you feel great for a short time, but how are you going to feel when you just gain back all your weight after going off the diet at the end of the week? That is a shockingly unsuccessful diet!

Real, sustained weight loss requires thinking about weight management for the long term. And, by long term, I mean for the rest of your life. Weight loss isn’t something that happens by the day or even by the week. Begin to think of weight loss as something that will gradually happen across a year. I know, I know—I can hear you grumbling now. A year sounds like a really long time to reach your ideal weight. But wouldn’t you rather slowly lose weight over the next twelve months and keep it off for the rest of your life than lose twenty-five pounds in a month and gain it all back a few weeks later?

It is difficult for people to resist the immediate reward offered by rapid weight loss. People often (mistakenly) assume that losing weight will not only allow them to fit into a smaller pair of jeans but will immediately bring them confidence, happiness, and social rewards such as a new romantic partner or the admiration of their coworkers or family members. However, the emotional ups (following quick weight loss) and downs (following the inevitable regain of weight) actually leave people feeling worse about themselves in the long run.⁸
Dieting Makes You Feel Bad; Choose to Feel Good Instead

Losing weight feels good. It can be a first-rate confidence booster. In fact, in one study by the amazing diet researchers Janet Polivy and Peter Herman, people reported feeling better, thinner, and even taller, just for deciding to go on a diet (and they hadn’t even lost any weight yet). However, jumping on a scale to find an upward weight fluctuation almost always leads dieters to feel despair. This is unfortunate because most of us will experience minor variations in our weight due to factors such as time of day, hormone fluctuations, and water retention.

Some individuals become so concerned about the numbers on the scale that what they “think” they weigh becomes more important than what they actually weigh. In one study, chronic dieters were weighed and were told either that they weighed five pounds more than they actually did or five pounds less. As you can imagine, those who were told they weighed less than they actually did were pretty happy. But those that were told that they weighed more were upset. They weren’t just upset about their weight; they felt bad about themselves in general and even experienced a decline in their self-esteem. It is important to remember that these individuals did not actually weigh more, they only thought they weighed more. In other words, the numbers on the scale were more important to their feelings and self-esteem than their actual body size. People who diet regularly (sometimes referred to as “restrained eaters”) don’t only experience low self-esteem but also believe that they are more unattractive, unhealthy, bad, weak, lazy, and out of control than did people who don’t diet regularly. This is not exactly a great endorsement for dieting!

If I haven’t convinced you yet that dieting isn’t the best way to lose weight, try the following thought exercise (I promise, no more white bears or chocolate cake). Imagine that instead of reading these pages quietly to yourself, you’re reading them to a crowd of two hundred people. How does that make you feel? Nervous? Anxious? While most people become nervous at the thought of public speaking—our hands get sweaty, our
hearts beat a little faster, and we start to get that feeling of dread—chronic dieters tend to find this situation much more anxiety provoking than do people who don’t regularly diet. But what does giving a speech have to do with dieting? Because chronic dieters are prone to anxiety and depression, they are less likely to cope with anxiety-causing situations (like public speaking). This isn’t to say that giving up dieting will make you love public speaking, but it may improve your psychological health in a variety of ways that may make you a happier, better-functioning person!

Dieting Leads to False Hope

It typically starts out well. We start a diet on Monday, of course, and we tend to feel good about ourselves for trying to change an element of our lives that we are not happy about: our weight. But, most of us dieters go through a cycle, sometimes referred to as “false hope syndrome,” that tends to leave us feeling hopeful and good, only temporarily.

Once the decision to go on a diet has been made, the next step is to actually take steps consistent with the diet of choice. Most of us can transition successfully from deciding to diet to implementing some behavior changes (e.g., eating less, cutting out certain foods) and will have some preliminary success on our diet. This leaves us feeling good and believing that weight loss is possible. However, we’re inevitably challenged. We go to a party, we have to pick up a meal on the run, or we find ourselves in a circumstance that prohibits us from sticking to the plan, and we slip. This setback is pretty much unavoidable, as we all lead busy lives and few of us have personal chefs available to make the exact foods we want at the exact moment we want them.

Most of us who diet and experience a setback—whether it is due to a bad day or simply living a busy life—usually decide that the setback was our fault. “If only I’d practiced better will power at that party.” “If only I’d packed a lunch and not gone through that drive-through.” “If only I’d made some healthy food for the holidays and not relied on the traditional
family favorites.” Accepting responsibility for failure is usually commendable. But this is not necessarily true when it comes to dieting. It is likely—very likely—that your diet failed because of the diet itself, not because of you! If your diet does not allow for the irregularities in your schedule and the changing circumstances of your life, it is bound to fail. I know it, you know it, the CDC knows it, and the smartest research scientists who study dieting know it. Give yourself a break.

Deciding where the blame lies for dieting setbacks (and ultimate failure) is important. Most people place the blame on themselves: if they just try a little bit harder, they’ll get it right the next time. So they embark on another attempt at dieting. Sometimes, it is the same diet that just failed them. Other times, it is a new diet plan. Regardless, the cycle begins: 1) decide to diet, 2) initial success on the diet, 3) inevitable failure on the diet, 4) deciding that failure was not inevitable, and 5) begin again.13

You know who is the most delighted that dieters fail but try again? The dieting industry. If dieting really worked, you’d only need to do it once. But the fact that it fails 98 percent of the time means big money for the diet industry. Just think about that number for a minute. Say I told you that a new car being manufactured broke down 98 percent of the time. Would you even think about buying that car? A company that produced such a lemon would see its profits vanish and quickly go out of business. However, in 2010, dieting industry profits were estimated to be $60.9 billion.14 That’s pretty exceptional, considering that we were in the midst of a global economic depression that year. This profit was not due to new customers, mind you. The diet industry relies on return customers—people who commit to dieting, are initially successful, inevitably “fail,” and then recommit to try it all again.

**Dieting Leads to Overeating**

Let’s say that you go on a diet and you decide that you will not be eating any sweets—candy, cookies, ice cream, cake, and the like. This decision
has the unfortunate effect of turning sweets into “forbidden fruit,” elevating these foods into objects of greater desire than if you hadn’t told yourself you couldn’t have them. So, what happens when you go to a birthday party and they are serving cake (and possibly cookies and ice cream as well)? You may be “good” on your diet and avoid these foods, or you may give in to temptation. Unfortunately, research indicates that if you do give in, you will eat more of these foods than you would have if you didn’t label them as “forbidden.” This tendency has been given a very scientific and descriptive name by dieting researchers: the “what-the-hell effect.”

If you are trying to diet and decide, “what the hell,” and eat whatever you want, chances are you will end up eating more than you would if you had never tried to restrict yourself in the first place. This is exactly why some dieters will engage in binge eating (i.e., eating an extremely large amount in one sitting). Essentially, they decide that once they have broken their diet, they might as well go crazy. Then, tomorrow (or, come Monday) they will recommit to being “good” and restrict themselves all over again. Sound familiar? Unfortunately, these episodes of overeating eliminate any benefit of successful dieting. One study that followed men and women for two years even found that those with a history of dieting weighed more at the end of the study than those without a history of dieting. Given these findings, one has to wonder—what’s the point?!

But if deciding not to eat certain foods leads you to overeat those very foods, how should you approach weight loss? Obviously, you can’t eat cookies, cake, and ice cream every day without expecting to gain a few pounds. Plus, it’s not healthy. Instead, you can begin to successfully lose weight and keep the weight off when you stop slapping the “forbidden” label on your favorite foods. Acknowledge that they bring you pleasure and joy and can be eaten in moderation. Many people are shocked to hear that I—a health psychologist who studies eating behaviors—eat dessert every night. But it’s true. Pretty much every night, I indulge in...
dessert! Perhaps, a lot like you, I love sweets, and giving them up is not realistic for me. So, I enjoy a moderately sized portion of something sweet most evenings—sometimes it’s ice cream; sometimes it’s a few Hershey’s Kisses; sometimes it’s frozen yogurt. Not only do I enjoy the sweets, but I enjoy this ritual. I have found that when I have tried to eliminate this evening treat (e.g., after I had my children and hoped to lose my “baby weight”), I actually gained weight. Yes, you read that right—when I deprived myself of my evening sweet treat, I ended up gaining weight! Imagine that.

A recent study concurs with my advice to allow yourself to have some “forbidden foods” (should you desire them). In this study, half of the participants were allowed a regular breakfast (300 calories), but the other half were given a large breakfast that contained something sweet (600 calories, with some calories coming from healthy foods and some coming from a donut, a piece of chocolate, or a biscuit). The first group, not allowed a morning sweet, initially lost weight but was unable to keep the weight off long-term. By contrast, the people in the “dessert for breakfast” group gradually but consistently lost weight after four months on this diet (in contrast, the other group started to regain weight loss after four months). These findings don’t necessarily suggest that cake for breakfast is the fastest (or healthiest) route to weight loss. I can’t advise having a heavy, sugar-laden breakfast on a regular basis. But what these findings demonstrate is that it is not necessary to restrict yourself entirely from favored foods. In other words, you can have your cake and lose weight, too!

In a rigorous analysis of 31 long-term diet studies, the majority of people regained all the lost weight, plus added more weight.

—Traci Mann, professor of psychology, UCLA
Dieting Can Lead to Weight Gain

So, you’ve now learned that you may be more likely to gain weight by cutting cake out of your diet than from eating it. And repeated attempts to diet lead to weight gain over time! There is a possible metabolic explanation for the link between dieting and weight gain (see page 33), but there is actually an easy-to-understand psychological explanation for what happens as well.

Let’s say that you decide to go on a diet. Maybe the onset of summer (and the threat of wearing a swimsuit in public) is motivating you to try to lose ten pounds. So you decide to cut out dessert and snack foods. The first couple of days will go well. You feel virtuous for foregoing chips in the afternoons and ice cream after dinner. Then, on day 3 of your diet, you are stressed out and tired. You decide that a little ice cream after dinner will really cheer you up. What starts out as a reasonable half-cup portion quickly becomes a pint of Ben & Jerry’s (the “what-the-hell” effect hits you). A couple of hours later, you feel miserable and guilty for ruining your new diet, and you vow to begin again the following day. Of course, the Ben & Jerry’s binge erased any weight-loss benefits of the first couple of days of dieting. Further, your frustration with your lack of “will power” makes it hard to get back on track. You feel like you are bound to cheat on your diet again at some point. Days 4 and 5 of your diet may be a success, with hardly a single processed or high-fat food passing your lips. Then day 6 brings you to the weekend and a wonderful dinner out with your friends. A couple of cocktails into the outing and you decide to indulge in whatever foods you desire (“what the hell!”). This binge wipes out any benefits of the previous couple of days of restriction. It’s about a week into your diet, and you haven’t actually lost weight. In fact, if you were to weigh yourself the day after your dinner outing, you would likely weigh more than when you started. Obviously, this would feel far from encouraging.
This scenario represents a week in the life of many dieters. But it can also be used to understand many months in the lives of chronic dieters. Some will be successful for weeks on end. They’ll cut out sweets or carbs or reduce their caloric intake. But these weeks of restriction leave them psychologically vulnerable to overeating when they finally do decide that they would like some cake, candy, or chips. After all, most of us know that we can’t live the rest of our life without indulging at some point. We seem inclined to diet as if we can entirely eliminate our favorite foods from our lives. Then, quitting or giving up on our diet leads to overindulgence in these foods we’ve deprived ourselves of for days, weeks, or months. Wouldn’t it be better to just allow ourselves the foods we enjoy and not vacillate between dieting and overindulging? This is both a commonsense and totally radical idea to many long-term dieters.

JOLENE’S Story

In the last few years, I’ve been on more diets than I can keep track of. I did the low-carb and no-carb thing for a while. It worked and I lost weight, but I just couldn’t go without bread for more than a few weeks. I liked the “flat belly diet,” but that didn’t last for more than a month. I invented my own diet that I called the “5 things diet.” I tried to just eat five things, like one apple, one bagel, one yogurt, and two heaping servings of salad a day. Then I realized that those five servings just kept getting bigger (bagels can be huge!). I’ve come to realize that I’m good at losing weight, but I’m even better at gaining it back. After all of this dieting, I weigh more now than when I started. What a waste! All that suffering—for nothing!

None of this made any sense to me until I took Dr. Markey’s Psychology of Eating class. Now I realize what a scam the dieting industry is. I also realize that weight loss can be a lot easier than most of us make it out to be. I’ve stopped “dieting” and have followed Dr. Markey’s recommendations. I’ve actually lost weight! And, it’s no big
deal. I go out with my friends on the weekends, and I don’t feel like I have to avoid eating certain foods. I eat three meals a day—and snacks. I pay attention to what I eat, but I’m learning not to be obsessed with food. I’m actually finding that I enjoy food a lot more, and my friends tell me that I seem happier. I only wish that I had understood the research about dieting a long time ago!

~Jolene, AGE TWENTY-TWO, STUDENT

**Dieting Negatively Affects Your Metabolism**

The word “metabolism” gets thrown around a lot today. Most of us have been led to believe that having a “fast” metabolism means that we can eat more than the average person without gaining weight. In contrast, having a “bad” or “slow” metabolism means that we’re doomed to gain weight easily. However, this isn’t entirely true. Our metabolism is not a fixed process that always operates the same way. Yes, we don’t all have the same “speed” metabolism, but this isn’t just because of genetics. Our genes and biology certainly affect our metabolism, but so do our eating habits.

Our bodies are designed to deal with the environment of our ancestors, not the modern world. In premodern times, shortages of food were common and excesses rare. Finding food took a great deal of energy, and the possibility of not having enough to eat at any given time was very likely. Thus, our metabolism was designed to function such that when we ate less (because food was scarce), our metabolism would slow down to protect us from starving. In other words, our bodies were designed to adjust to the food environment. Today, most of us have access to an abundance of food, and yet our metabolism still functions in the same premodern manner. This is partially why we seem to instinctually crave foods that are energy dense (e.g., full of fat) and likely to give us a quick boost of energy. Our premodern biology wants us to get full fast and stock up on foods that will keep us going for a long time—in case that next meal is a ways away.
However, when we eat less, our metabolism gradually slows down, and we gain weight more easily. This is one reason chronic dieters often complain that it is difficult to lose that last five pounds. As they lose weight, their bodies work against them, preparing for the possibility of starvation. “Yo-yo dieting” or patterns of chronic dieting—losing weight and gaining weight and losing weight again—are disruptions to our metabolism. Researchers have found that repeated metabolic disruptions make our bodies resistant to weight loss. Instead, they go into starvation mode! This is why chronic dieting has the potential to reduce our ability to metabolize food efficiently and effectively. This is also why diets that encourage extreme caloric restriction (even some of the time), such as the popular Fast Diet, may ultimately be counterproductive. The Fast Diet prescribes eating “regularly” for five days a week and fasting for two (women are advised to eat 500 calories and men 600 calories on a fasting day). I can’t imagine that the fasting days are much fun, but, more importantly, this behavior will not support healthy metabolic processes. In other words, in the long run, a “fast” diet only works to put the pounds back on . . . and fast!

So, how can you lose weight when your body is designed to keep your weight on to protect you from starving? The best way to keep your metabolism happy is with a gradual, long-term approach to changing your eating patterns. You have to give it time, and you have to be patient, but I’ve seen this work for my students, research participants, and even my own husband! This approach will not have negative consequences for your metabolism. On the contrary, avoiding food restriction and eating regular meals throughout the day may actually boost your metabolism. This is the most important difference between the majority of diets and my plan. It’s not restrictive. I do not want you to feel hungry or deprived. I do not want your body to think you are starving and your metabolism to slow down. Rather, I want you to gradually develop healthy eating and activity patterns that will boost your mood, increase your fitness, and improve your health.
Both your metabolism and your waistline will thank you for these lifestyle changes.

Most people think of a diet as a project they take on to lose weight. They think that they will lose this weight and it will disappear and never return to them. If this was how our bodies worked, then diets like the Fast Diet that prescribe dramatic food restriction would work. But the problem is our bodies and our metabolism doesn’t work this way. A comparison can be made between the way we attempt to achieve our ideal weight and how we obtain our desired temperature in our home. My husband and I always disagree on the ideal temperature. Many mornings he turns the thermostat way down to make our house colder. At a later point, I then turn the thermostat way up. The problem is, neither of us is really happy with this situation. The temperature in our home swings up and down over the course of the day. Both our marriage and our electric bill would be better off if we simply worked on a system where we gradually adjusted the thermostat to a temperature that made us both happy. An analogous dynamic happens with our weight. If we “turn down” the amount or types (e.g., high fat, calorie dense) of food we put into our body, our weight will go down. But, when we start to feed ourselves more, our weight will go back up. Our weight then starts to yo-yo up and down as we adjust our “internal thermostats.” In other words, we need to reset our weight thermostats to a place where we plan to stay and find a way to keep ourselves at this new weight. We do this by gradually working toward a relatively healthy, maintainable way of eating. We need to find what works for us. The goal isn’t to be constantly fiddling with our weight thermostats but to find a body weight (and the related amount and way we eat) that keeps us healthy and feeling good.

A diet is a plan, generally hopeless, for reducing your weight, which tests your will power but does little for your waistline.

—Herbert B. Prochnow, banking executive and author
Weight Loss That Works

Usually, when I explain the information in this chapter to my students, at least half of them tell me that they find this incredibly depressing. Diets don’t work!? Then what are we supposed to do? The more I’ve studied these issues, the more I actually find this conclusion inspiring. Really! I mean, who actually wants to go on a diet anyway? It’s actually pretty thrilling and even freeing to realize that dieting is a bad idea and there is a better way—an approach that is supported by science!

I do understand why people find the idea of going on a diet appealing, though. The majority of diet plans available offer very specific prescriptions for weight loss in very precise amounts of time. I understand why these specifics may be reassuring to people. We make countless food choices each day (for ourselves and other people), and there is something potentially easier about just having someone else make those choices for us. But, hopefully, this chapter has convinced you that these sorts of plans don’t work. Instead, a personalized, gradual, health-conscious approach to weight management is what you need. In the upcoming chapters, I’ll provide guidelines for getting your new approach to eating underway. This approach will give you a lot of flexibility to make the basic premise of this book work for you. So, let go of the old you who relied on diets and embark on a new you—a happier, thinner, and, most importantly, healthier you!

- Diets aren’t fun and they don’t work.
- Diets are more likely to lead to weight gain than weight loss.
- What the heck can you do? Be smart. Take a long-term, healthy approach.
Great results cannot be achieved at once; and we must be satisfied to advance in life as we walk, step by step.

Samuel Smiles, author and government reformer
If you are anything like me, when you want something, you want it now. Patience is not my greatest virtue! This is especially true when it comes to something I really care about. And, many of us care about our weight. We want to be thinner—yesterday. However, having patience when it comes to weight loss will pay off in the future. One of my students described her feelings about this nicely this past semester: “There are easier ways to actually lose weight and keep it off! Making a healthy lifestyle change and sticking to it will be beneficial to me. Basically, because Dr. Markey crushed my hopes about get-slim-quick diets, I’ve been forced to find the better way to make a change. I know it will save me money, time, tears, and pounds.” The “better way” that she is referring to is the approach that starts with Phase 1: honestly weigh in. I appreciate why you may be reluctant to give up on the hope you once had of losing twenty-one pounds in twenty-one days (or whatever get-slim-quick approach you’ve favored), but remember all that ever was, was a fantasy; it is not a realistic way to lose weight and keep it off.

Get Started Today

Don’t wait until Monday. Don’t wait until January 1 or bathing-suit season. Start today! But, before you get started, it’s important that you recognize that there is no “one-size-fits-all” approach to healthy weight loss and management. You need to understand your eating patterns and preferences, why and when you do or don’t exercise (although I’ll delve into exercise in more detail in Chapter 6), and how all of this makes you feel. It might feel “easier” to just be given a specific plan; I know you have enough other stuff to worry about. However, I also know that that won’t work; you need to do some of the work! The best place to start is by monitoring what you eat and when you exercise over the course of an average week. Being honest with yourself and really getting to know your habits is incredibly important. We all maintain habits that are potentially embarrassing, whether it is our total lack of exercise or our ten-
dency to eat breakfast in the car each morning. One of the best-kept secrets of healthy weight loss and management is to come to terms with the habits that don’t facilitate health and gradually change them. Today is as good as any day to begin to become more aware of the good and bad elements of your daily eating and exercise behaviors.

Your body is the baggage you must carry through life. The more excess the baggage, the shorter the trip.
—Arnold H. Glasgow, businessman and humorist

Your Initial Weigh-In

First things first: find an accurate medical scale to assess your weight. No need to go out and purchase a fancy one because after this initial weigh-in, you will not be using it much. If you don’t own a scale that you’re confident is accurate, borrow a friend’s scale, or weigh yourself at the gym or your doctor’s office. You want to pick a time of day (I recommend the morning) and circumstances (e.g., with or without clothes) that you can replicate for the occasional weigh-in. It’s typical for everyone to experience minor weight fluctuations (a few pounds) from day to day and even at different times of the day, so you want to be as consistent as possible. Don’t weigh yourself with clothes and a heavy jacket.
today and then in your birthday suit a week from now. Otherwise, that two-pound loss recorded on the scale will not be true weight loss.

Assessing your weight by itself is not that useful in terms of understanding your health. So you also need to measure your height. Many of us think we know how tall we are, but this perception of our height is not necessarily accurate, so it is worth taking a few minutes to do this. (My driver’s license says that I am 5’6”, but I’m at least an inch shorter. I never intended to lie—I was just being optimistic when I acquired my license at sixteen, and I’ve never changed it!) To get an accurate measurement, ask a friend to help you with a tape measure. Next, you’ll use these measurements to calculate your body mass index, or BMI.

*Calculating Your Body Mass Index*

Your body mass index is a metric of weight status that takes into account both your height and your weight. Calculate your BMI by dividing your weight in pounds by your height in inches squared, and then multiply this number by 703.

BMI Formula: weight (lb) / [height (in)]² x 703

Example: Weight = 140 lbs, Height = 5’4” (64”)

Calculation: [140 ÷ (64)²] x 703 = 24.03

If you don’t have a calculator handy, you can use the BMI calculator on the CDC’s web page (all you have to do is enter your weight and height): http://www.cdc.gov/healthyweight/assessing/bmi/adult_bmi/english_bmi_calculator/bmi_calculator.html.

Once you’ve figured out your BMI, you can get a sense of how healthy your weight status is by referencing the table below. It is important to understand that BMI is a rough, but important, indicator of a person’s health. As I’ll describe later, all sorts of health issues, ranging from cancer risk to diabetes, are affected by what we eat and our weight
status. Individuals who fall in the overweight and obese category are at increased risk of health problems. However, BMI is not an indicator of attractiveness. In fact, it is quite possible that you may find yourself in the healthy weight category and still desire weight loss. Most of the models and celebrities that we are inclined to want to physically resemble likely find themselves in the underweight category. This does not mean that the average person should aim to be underweight. Being underweight confers health risks including anemia, nutrient deficiencies, osteoporosis, cardiovascular irregularities, vulnerability to infection and disease, delayed wound healing, infertility and pregnancy complications (for women), lack of energy, and even depression.\(^2\) So, in thinking about your weight loss or weight maintenance goals, it is important to stay within a “healthy” weight range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BMI</th>
<th>WEIGHT CATEGORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Below 18.5</td>
<td>Underweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.5 – 24.9</td>
<td>Healthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0 – 29.9</td>
<td>Overweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.0 and Above</td>
<td>Obese</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tables below provides examples of weight ranges, BMI ranges, and weight category for two different heights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMPLE HEIGHT</th>
<th>WEIGHT RANGE</th>
<th>BMI</th>
<th>WEIGHT CATEGORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5’5”</td>
<td>111 lbs or less</td>
<td>Below 18.5</td>
<td>Underweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5’5”</td>
<td>112 to 149 lbs</td>
<td>18.5 – 24.9</td>
<td>Healthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5’5”</td>
<td>150 to 180 lbs</td>
<td>25.0 – 29.9</td>
<td>Overweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5’5”</td>
<td>181 lbs or more</td>
<td>30.0 or higher</td>
<td>Obese</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMPLE HEIGHT</th>
<th>WEIGHT RANGE</th>
<th>BMI</th>
<th>WEIGHT CATEGORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6’0”</td>
<td>136 lbs or less</td>
<td>Below 18.5</td>
<td>Underweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6’0”</td>
<td>137 to 183 lbs</td>
<td>18.5 – 24.9</td>
<td>Healthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6’0”</td>
<td>184 to 220 lbs</td>
<td>25.0 – 29.9</td>
<td>Overweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6’0”</td>
<td>221 lbs or more</td>
<td>30.0 or higher</td>
<td>Obese</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When you look at these tables, you may be surprised at the wide range of weight statuses that are considered normal and healthy. It is important that we all think about what is a healthy and comfortable weight range for ourselves within this normal weight range. As opposed to focusing on a single number for our ideal weight, it is much healthier to think about a five- or ten-pound range that we want to aim to stay within. We will not weigh the exact same amount each and every day, no matter how hard we try. Everything from the holidays to our hormones has the potential to cause our weight to fluctuate a little bit. If you can accept this, you will begin to feel less tortured by the scale. And, believe me, what a relief this is!

Understanding BMI

You may find it surprising that men and women do not have different weight categories for BMI. Usually, men are larger and weigh more than women. But, this is because men are typically taller than women. In spite of this, the association between BMI and percentage of body fat is fairly strong. Many professional athletes have high BMIs because they have more muscle mass relative to body fat, so they tend to be in good physical shape despite their elevated numbers. However, for you and me (i.e., individuals who are not professional athletes), a high BMI is almost always an indicator of serious health risk.

At different times in my life, I have changed my exercise regimen and found that I gained weight, not lost it. I have been comforted by the popular conception that “muscle weighs more than fat,” and my increased exercise must be making me more muscular, but not necessarily larger. However, it turns out that this is a cop-out, both in terms of oversimplifying the relation between exercise and body composition and in terms of understanding BMI. A pound is a pound. Yes, a pound of fat may look less appealing than a pound of muscle on a person’s body. But most of us who gain weight are not gaining it in muscle. Gaining muscle
mass is difficult to do and requires regular, arduous exercise across many months, if not years. Gaining fat is relatively easy to do and can happen in weeks. It is one of the many things about life that is unfair. All of this is to say that most of us cannot blame a high BMI on muscle mass. If you are an athlete or an extremely athletic person who spends several hours a day in the gym, you might not need to worry about your high BMI. The rest of us most likely need to lose weight when our weight status falls in the overweight or obese categories.

More Than BMI

Although I (and many others⁴) endorse the use of BMI as a rough metric of weight and health status, it would be irresponsible of me not to mention that all of us have family histories, psychological factors, experiences, and circumstances that contribute to our health.

BMI is unquestionably an imperfect measure of weight status, but more precise measures are typically costly, complicated, and less reliable (e.g., measuring the percentage body fat). However, one relatively easy assessment that helps to gauge our overall health is waist circumference. People who carry their weight around their waist (sometimes referred to as having an “apple shape”) as opposed to people who carry their weight around their hips (sometimes referred to as having a “pear shape”) tend to be at higher risk for health problems including type 2 diabetes and heart disease. So, before beginning any attempt at weight loss, you may want to measure your waist as well. To do this, breathe out and place a tape measure around your middle. You should measure your waist above your hipbones. If you are a woman, your risk of health problems increases when your waist is thirty-five inches or greater. If you are a man, your risk of health problems increases when your waist is forty inches or greater.⁵

Finally, before diving in to any weight loss plan, you may want to consider a visit to your primary care physician (PCP) to assess any
vulnerability you may have to cardiovascular disease, diabetes, elevated blood pressure, or cancer. Although all adults should have regular well visits with their PCP, usually we go only when we think we need a prescription for something. Use this as an excuse to at least have your blood pressure checked and blood work done to check your cholesterol levels. Consider going back to your PCP next year and have these assessments done again once you’ve lost weight—you will be amazed at how your health will benefit from following the recommendations in this book!

**Setting Goals**

Now that you have taken inventory of your current weight status and understand how you’re measuring up, so to speak, it is time to set some goals for yourself. If you are maintaining a healthy, normal weight, you really shouldn’t be setting a goal to lose fifty pounds, or you risk succumbing to health problems associated with being underweight (e.g., osteoporosis, cardiovascular irregularities, susceptibility to infection, infertility, etc.). If you are maintaining a healthy weight status but want to lose a significant amount of weight, evaluate your motives for weight loss carefully. It may make sense to talk with a counselor or nutritionist if you feel distraught about your weight but are maintaining a healthy weight by medical standards. Being overly concerned about your weight while maintaining a healthy weight can be indicative of an eating disorder or may place you at risk for developing one. Eating disorders are very serious medical conditions that take an extraordinary toll on individuals’ mental and physical health and well-being. If you think you may be at risk, I strongly urge you to seek professional help immediately. (If you aren’t sure where to start, the National Eating Disorder Association’s web page, NationalEatingDisorders.org, includes support and referral information.)

It is important to remember that the advice I offer in this book is not only evidence based but applicable to all people interested in losing
weight or maintaining a healthy weight. Whether you want to lose five pounds or fifty, the steps you take to achieve your weight goals are essentially the same, with improved health (not just improved appearance) being your ultimate outcome. However, if, by BMI standards, you currently fall into the overweight or obese category, research suggests that your health is likely to substantially benefit from losing just 10 percent of your body weight. So, for example, if you are a 5’5” tall woman who weighs two hundred pounds, losing twenty pounds will significantly improve your health. You may want to lose much more than twenty pounds, but it is important to recognize that this is a good initial goal. Start small—you can create more ambitious goals later, but set achievable goals now. Remember, it is better to lose five pounds permanently than it is to lose twenty-five pounds for three months only to gain it (and maybe a few more) back three months later. You can use my recommendations to continually revise your goals, but it is important that each goal you set is realistic.

Even if you have a vacation booked or a high school reunion on the horizon, it’s important that you don’t give yourself strict time limits or set goals of losing excessive amounts of weight when you begin this plan. Remember, you are going to keep the weight off for the rest of your life—you have time. You should have a range of weight that you’d like to lose, such as, “I’d like to lose four to seven pounds this month” or “I’d like to lose twenty to twenty-five pounds in the next six months.” Depending on your current weight and eating and activity patterns, it is unlikely that you can healthily lose more than one to two pounds per week and maintain that weight loss. If you are significantly overweight, weigh loss may be a bit faster (two to three pounds per week), but beware of unrealistic expectations. I appreciate that it may not be very motivating to set the goal of losing one pound during a week and then step on the scale at the end of that week to find that you lost . . . one pound. This is why you need to think long-term. Set a goal for the next month (lose five pounds), the next six months (lose twenty pounds
total), and the next year (lose thirty pounds total). Or, consider setting a goal for this month (lose three pounds) and then evaluate how this month goes for you before setting a goal for the next month.

Realistic goals for weight loss are important for many reasons. Of course, it is hard to quantify what is realistic for any given person, but obviously losing ten pounds in one day or even one week is not realistic for anyone. Remember, one of the many reasons that most diets ultimately fail is that we often are unrealistic about how fast and how easy it will be to lose weight. We also tend to be unrealistic about how our lives will change once we lose weight.7 In one study, people reported believing that losing weight would make them more likely to win the lottery.8 This is a fabulous notion, but unfortunately you cannot begin a weight-loss plan believing that losing weight will automatically lead you to enjoy professional and personal success. Weight loss has many advantages, but believing it will make you happier, wealthier, and taller (really, people have reported expecting to grow taller!) only leads to disappointment.

Setting realistic, incremental goals is psychologically important when you are trying to lose weight. And not being overly rigid about these goals is critical. To permanently lose weight, you can’t beat yourself up over every Hershey’s Kiss that passes your lips; you need to be flexible and understanding with yourself. You can’t punish yourself if you don’t achieve your goals as quickly as you’d like. I remember feeling somewhat disappointed when I gradually (following the advice I offer in this book) lost the weight I had gained while pregnant with my first child. It felt like such an accomplishment to put my old jeans back on. No one but me seemed to notice when that last five pounds was lost (and I certainly wasn’t any wealthier). This was one of the many times I came to realize that we care about our exact weight a lot more than other people care about our exact weight. We may guard what we weigh as if it is a national secret (even more than we guard our age!), but other people are not as judgmental of us as we are of ourselves.
Always keep in mind that this is not about achieving short-term weight loss; you are changing your eating and activity patterns for the rest of your life. Celebrate your successes, no matter how small they are. Maybe you lost one or two pounds this month. This is fantastic! Treat yourself to an extra round of golf or a pedicure as a reward. It may seem counterintuitive to award such “small” accomplishments, but being less rigid and less punishing of yourself will actually help you to achieve your goal of permanent weight loss.

**Start to Record and Record Everything**

Now that you have assessed your weight status and started to think about your achievable short- and long-term weight goals, it is time to begin to record and get a better understanding of how much you eat, when you eat, what you eat, and your general level of physical activity. It is important for you to know up front that you will be recording your food and activities for only about a week. So although it may be challenging to stick with this, it only needs to be for seven days. You can do this with the food diary sheet on the next page that I have asked participants in my research to use to record their eating and activity patterns. You may want to photocopy this page (or download it from www.SmartPeopleDontDiet.com). Or, you may want to type out your eating and activity patterns in a Word document. Others have found that it is easier to use their smartphone along with various apps available for these devices (see some suggestions that are provided later in this chapter). Every beverage and food item should be accounted for (even water). Calorie count, however, is not required, and I’ll explain why later. Walking half a mile to pick your kids up from school counts as physical activity (although I’d say that walking up the stairs in your house does not unless you have a lot of stairs or make a point of going up and down them many times). The most important thing is to be very thorough and take note of the time of day and everything you ate or drank with as much
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>FOOD/DRINKS CONSUMED/ PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>REFLECTION/MOOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12midnight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

detail as possible. Record whatever physical activity you participated in, and reflect on how you felt (both physically and mentally) about your eating, drinking, and activity.

When I ask my students or participants in my research to record what they eat, they always start off enthusiastically. However, after a
couple of days they start to complain that it gets hard to remember to record all of this. Some admit feeling bad when they see everything they’ve eaten laid out in front of them. This shouldn’t be an exercise that evokes negative feelings. Consider this a mission to get to know yourself better, and make a plan about the things you can do to remember to keep recording. Set your alarm on your smartphone to go off around mealtime as a cue to record. Tell the people that you eat with what you are doing and ask them to help you remember (better yet, ask them to record their own eating and activity behaviors so that you can remind each other!). I recommend recording throughout the day, as we tend to “forget” foods (usually unhealthy foods) if we wait. Remember, you are only doing this for a week, but it is a crucial step toward modifying your eating behaviors and managing your weight. You have to take this seriously if you are committed to losing weight. Record everything. Even those few chips that you just mindlessly snacked on—write it down.

What Technology Has to Offer

Although I suggest recording anything and everything you eat and all sorts of activities that you participate in, I realize that this can be burdensome and difficult at times. Fortunately, you do not need to have a piece of paper with you at all times anymore to do this effectively. New apps, web pages, and devices to monitor our eating and fitness behaviors are being designed all the time; by the time I finish writing this paragraph, it is likely that another device or app will be created. A recent report suggests that seven out of ten adults in the United States monitor their weight, diet, exercise, or some other aspect of their health. Most don’t use technology, but there is speculation that it will be increasingly helpful as these new devices and apps are refined to make them increasingly user friendly. Recently, an electronic fork (somewhat ironically, I think, named, HAPIfork) was created that can help you monitor what you eat. When you start to eat too fast, it vibrates. Although I’m not
convinced that this particular device will prove helpful with your efforts to manage your weight, other technology-based programs and apps may prove extremely helpful. The good thing is that you don’t need to spend a lot of time or money selecting an app or other device; I don’t advise that you continue to monitor your food intake forever. Once you adopt some healthy habits and get the hang of my approach, it is healthy to lay off the recording. Nothing ruins eating more than feeling like it is an endless homework assignment!

As you can see from these descriptions, some people have been able to incorporate technology into their weight loss strategy, whereas others find it more difficult to balance technology with their daily life. Different technology features appeal to different people, so take the following recommendations with a grain of salt, and play around with a few until you find the one that feels the most helpful. If none of this is for you, that’s okay, too!

SmartenFit. As I did research for this section of the book, I came to realize that there were many health, diet, and fitness apps available, but none embodied the philosophy of this book or provided all the features that I thought were necessary to do what I advise. Thus, SmartenFit was

Here’s what some users I surveyed had to say about their ventures into technology-assisted, nondieting weight management:

I use the Lose It! app and I really like it. It made me realize how quickly a little of this and a little of that can add up and that the difference between gaining and maintaining (or losing) is awareness, for me at least. It also made me realize that it doesn’t need to be about major deprivation; slow and steady can do wonders. ~Sara, age thirty-six

My partner hates when I enter my Weight Watchers points at the dinner table. ~Holly, age thirty-two

My Fitbit is an incredible tool that keeps me accountable daily for my calories (burned and eaten), weight, and activity. It automatically syncs to my computer and keeps me motivated to achieve my personal goals by providing online tools that chart activity, weight and calories over time. I love it! ~Susan, age fifty-five
born! In collaboration with two women with PhDs and complementary expertise in health, diet, social psychology, user experience, and technology use, I designed SmartenFit to include features that allow you to calculate and track your BMI, keep a food diary (using photos and text), set healthy (realistic and achievable) goals, generate healthy alternatives to the foods we all love, and think about weight loss and management as an important long-term investment in your health. The app also features health-related articles, motivational words, and tips vetted by me and other researchers I trust. The purpose of the app is to provide a simple and user-friendly way to employ the recommendations in this book to promote moderation and general record keeping (not every little thing needs to be recorded, not every little calorie counted) for long-term sustainable lifestyle change.

**Pro:** This app is extremely user friendly, intended to assist long-term weight management, and designed to help you do everything recommended in this book. You can get more information at www.SmartenFit.com or scan the QR code on the back cover.

**Con:** Just like this book, if you are interested in a fad or get-slim-quick scheme, you won’t find it here. Sorry.

**MyFitnessPal.** This is a free app for the iPhone and can be used online at www.myfitnesspal.com. It has consistently been among the top-rated apps since its release. MyFitnessPal allows you to calculate eating and fitness goals based on your current height and weight and your goal weight. It allows you to enter information about the exercise that you do, and it turns this information into calories burned. However, the feature that it is best known for is its extensive database of food items to help you track your food intake, including particular brands of foods, restaurant meals, and even recipes. Further, it allows you to enter a new food to the database should you be able to find something to eat that is not among the million or more food items already included.
Pro: Users of this app find it to be easy and fast to use, taking just minutes to log an entire day’s worth of information.

Con: It has more bells and whistles than you need and may promote more specific recording than you want.

**Lose It!** This app is also free and has many of the positive features of MyFitnessPal and connects to a website, www.LoseIt.com. This app will take the calories burned exercising and apply them to the number you have designated for your calorie intake (i.e., the more you exercise, the more you can eat in a day without going over your limit). Although this is a fun feature, I can’t recommend excessive exercise in the name of overeating. Moderation in both exercise and eating is a safer bet over the long term. This app will also scan bar codes of products to determine nutritional information.

**Pro:** Like MyFitnessPal, it is rated as very easy to use by consumers.

**Con:** All of this recording and the detailed features can start to feel like a never-ending school project.

**Weight Watchers.** The Weight Watchers app is another free option, but connecting to the online community or really joining Weight Watchers is not free (www.WeightWatchers.com). Weight Watchers’ prescriptions for weight management are similar to many of the prescriptions offered in this book and focus on the adoption of healthy, long-term eating and activity habits. However, Weight Watchers utilizes a point system, as opposed to a recording of calories, fat, carbs, protein, or fiber. So, when consumers enter food items, their “point value” is determined by the app, and users are advised to consume a particular number of points per day (based on their height, weight, and weight loss goals).

**Pro:** The point system is unique and may make keeping track of what is eaten easier.
Con: I don’t prescribe keeping track of what you eat forever, and if you have ever spent time around someone on the Weight Watchers plan, you know how irritating it is to hear about the point values attributed to specific foods.

Fitbit. A Fitbit (approximately $100) is a device that you wear (or stick in your pocket) that measures your heart rate, steps, calories, and can even tell you when you fall asleep and how many times you wake up. Its partner website is www.FitBit.com. The Fitbit can tell you how much you have exercised, or calories burned, across the day without you actually entering any information into the device (you have it on you). Fitbit has also developed a similar, bracelet-like device (see http://www.fitbit.com/flex) that not only tracks activity and sleep patterns but also allows you to determine your progress toward daily goals based on lights illuminated on the device.

Pro: Users love that it is small and powerful and has wireless syncing capabilities.

Con: Aside from the price tag, I have heard complaints about the device being unreliable when exposed to any moisture, which is a problem if you wear this while exercising and you break a sweat.

Pro and Con: The Fitbit’s constant tracking of your progress may prove motivating. However, I do think there are real drawbacks to knowing this much. I think that the Fitbit may be fun to use initially, but is unlikely to support a long-term approach to healthy weight management. After all, do you actually want to know exactly how many calories you have consumed and burned every day for the rest of your life?

Nike Fuelband. Nike’s Fuelband (and updated Nike+ Fuelband SE) is similar to the Fitbit in many ways (http://www.nike.com/us/en_us/lp/nikeplus-fuelband; cost approximately $150). The Fuelband is actually
a band that you wear around your wrist. It is made to look athletic and a bit futuristic. As you move, the device keeps track of your activity. It also tells the time, if you are one of those folks who don’t rely on your cell phone as your clock.

**Pro:** The Fuelband allows you to set daily activity goals, and a color-coded system on the band lets you know how well you are progressing toward them. It syncs with your smartphone and computer and allows you to connect with your friends.

**Con:** Consumers complain about the band being uncomfortable and moving around (although it is water resistant), and my concerns about it are generally the same as my concerns with the Fitbit: this may be a bit TMI for most people and may foster compulsive goal-setting and activity levels that are not maintainable across the long haul.

**UP band.** Similar to Fitbit and the Nike Fuelband, the UP band (and the newer UP24; https://jawbone.com/up; cost approximately $150) claims to track how you “sleep, move, and eat—then, helps you use that information to feel your best.”

**Pro:** This waterproof device communicates wirelessly with your smartphone and looks cooler than some of the other devices (at least I think so). You pay for style, but if it makes becoming health conscious more fun, then it is a minor financial investment that may pay for itself over time.

**Con:** If you plan to follow my advice to monitor your habits for a week at a time only periodically, then the gizmos provided by all of these devices and bands may prove to be an unnecessary expense. Further, you may be able to get a simpler app, like SmartenFit, that gives you the information that you really need.
Runkeeper and MapMyRun. If you want a computer-based but somewhat simpler approach to tracking fitness goals, you may want to check out www.Runkeeper.com or www.MapMyRun.com and their corresponding apps. These free apps and web programs allow you to keep track of and map (as their names suggest) runs, walks, and outdoor fitness activities. They also allow for tracking other activities as diverse as ice skating and skiing. My friends and I who run together typically use these apps, especially when we are training for a race.

**Pro:** They aren’t super fancy, but you can chart your progress in achieving fitness goals, determine calories burned during exercise, share information with friends, and it is fun to log on to the webpage and see yourself gradually getting in better shape.

**Con:** Like any of these apps, ongoing recording may prompt more attention to numbers (e.g., calories consumed, calories burned, miles ran) than is really necessary.

In Chapter 6, I’ll discuss physical activity as a part of long-term weight management and health in greater detail. For now, it is important to remember that you are merely recording what you usually do. If you don’t usually exercise, you have nothing to record, and that’s okay. If you prefer to avoid these gizmos and web pages and just write down what you eat and when you exercise in a journal of some sort, that is okay, too. The technology is always advancing, and new apps, web pages, and devices are available each day.

---

*You don’t have to be great to start, but you have to start to be great.*

— Zig Ziglar
Honesty Is the Best Dieting Policy

Once you start to honestly record your eating habits and physical activities, it may be tempting to dramatically change what you eat. Resist. Eventually, I will encourage you to change what you eat—bite by bite—but not yet. Right now, I just want you to begin to understand how you typically eat and the extent to which you typically exercise. For the time being, observe what you do throughout the course of a typical week. Do your best to include notes about how you felt at different points in the day. Did eating that oatmeal for breakfast make you feel ready to take on the day? Did having McDonald’s for dinner make you feel guilty? Did running three miles after work make you feel relaxed? Try to be totally honest with yourself. Honesty is the best approach to long-term weight loss and management.

To give you an idea of what a typical food diary looks like, read through Julie and Lilly’s (see pages 58–59). They were average-weight students in my Psychology of Eating class who were in their early twenties. They were interested in losing about five pounds (aren’t we all?) but were far from obsessed with their weight. Take notice of the amount of detail included regarding the portion sizes they consumed. You do not need to start to measure and weigh your food while you record what you eat during this first week. It is okay to approximate portion sizes, but if you are unsure of how to do this, then get out a measuring cup or pay attention to serving-size information on food labels. Lilly’s food diary does not include a lot of information about specific portion sizes, and yet you can get a pretty good idea of what she ate on this particular Thursday and Friday. Importantly, when I ask people to record what they eat and reflect on this, I ask them to always keep records from weekdays and weekends to compare. Likewise, you should also be sure that you keep good records for at least a few weekdays and weekend days. For a variety of reasons, our eating habits tend to be somewhat different on the weekdays and weekends, and it is important to become
aware of these variations. Notice how Julie made brief notes about her mood throughout the day. These do not need to be extensive, but they can prove helpful. For example, maybe every time you exercise you feel relaxed, and every time you eat chips you feel guilty. This will help you understand the kinds of changes in your regular patterns of behavior that are likely to make you feel better—and become healthier!

**We’re All Cheaters at Some Point**

After reading Julie and Lilly’s food diaries, you might start to realize that it can be hard to accurately and honestly report your food and physical activity. There are many, many ways you can cheat during this record-keeping phase. We are all vulnerable to cheating, myself included. Here are some of the ways that I find myself cheating when I embark on a stint of keeping track of my diet and exercise (yes, I still do this; you’ll understand why after you read Chapter 8).

- If I’m eating my kids’ leftovers I tend to “forget” to count or record it (after all, the food would go to waste if I didn’t eat it, so eating it is the right thing to do).
- If I’m tasting food while I prepare it, I often don’t record it. Of course, a quick lick of a sauce is not a big deal and fine to forget. But, when you have a spoon out and you are finishing off a bowl of chocolate chip cookie dough, that definitely counts.
- Eating while standing up tends to get overlooked. It’s not my fault I’m a busy mom.
- Calories you drink can’t be as bad for you as calories you eat—right? And, alcohol can’t have *that* many calories in it.
- A few gummy bears are ignored when it comes time to record (never mind that I rarely really eat only a few and that there’s up to 10 calories in each one; overall, not a good snack food).
- Condiments don’t count. And butter is a condiment—right?

*(continues on page 60)*
Julie’s Food Diary, age twenty-two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>FOOD/DRINKS CONSUMED/PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>REFLECTION/MOOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7am</td>
<td>Coffee w/ 2 splenda and ¼ cup of half and half Oatmeal (package; 180 cal)</td>
<td>Fine, tired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9am</td>
<td>Banana</td>
<td>More awake, fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12pm</td>
<td>Ham sandwich (2 pieces of wheat bread, 2 slices of ham, mustard, lettuce); water</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pm</td>
<td>Bag of Doritos chips (cool ranch flavor); diet coke</td>
<td>Guilty about chips, but they tasted good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pm</td>
<td>Walked for 30 minutes on treadmill</td>
<td>Great while walking; relaxed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4pm</td>
<td>Apple dipped in peanut butter (1 tablespoon); water</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6pm</td>
<td>2 cups pasta w/ pesto sauce. 1 small grilled chicken breast (about 5 in by 4 in). 1 cup of carrots. 1 glass white wine.</td>
<td>Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9pm</td>
<td>Ben and Jerry’s ice cream, chocolate chip cookie dough flavor (1 cup)</td>
<td>Tired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12midnight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Reflection**

How do you feel about what you ate and the physical activity that you did/did not participate in?

This was a pretty typical day of eating and activity for me. I would have liked to have had more time to exercise, but I couldn’t squeeze anything else in. I ate some “bad” foods (chips, ice cream), but I enjoyed them and did not feel like making a different or better choice.
Lilly’s Food Diary, age twenty-five

THURSDAY
Breakfast
- One cup English Breakfast tea with 1 packet Sugar in the Raw
- One medium banana
- One piece whole wheat toast with 1 tablespoon Nutella hazelnut spread
- One medium hot Dunkin’ Donuts coffee, cream, and Splenda
Lunch
- Chicken tenders, breaded and fried (2)
- Small to medium serving French fries (no larger than McDonald’s medium size)
- Ketchup for dipping
- BBQ sauce for dipping
- 22 oz water
Dinner
- Four small onion rings with thousand island dressing for dipping
- One salad, with light shredded cheese, oil, and vinegar
- Two slices whole wheat bread with butter (light)
- 1/2 chicken breast with sautéed mushrooms (in red wine sauce)
- One portabella mushroom cap with grated parmesan cheese
- Steamed broccoli, squash, carrots, sugar snap peas, and cauliflower (Salt and pepper to taste)
- Water with lemon (2 glasses)
Dessert
- One serving Tastykake coffee cakes (2 cakes)
- One cup Black Tiger Extra Bold coffee, 1 packet Sugar in the Raw, 2 tablespoons half and half

FRIDAY
Breakfast
- Two buttermilk waffles with margarine (one teaspoon) and lite syrup (two tablespoons)
- One cup English Breakfast tea with 1 packet Sugar in the Raw
Lunch
- One slice cheese pizza (medium slice)
- 22 oz water
Snack
- Small Clementine (2)
Dinner
- Sautéed ham (spiral cut) and potatoes (fresh from my uncle’s farm)
- Roasted red onions, green peppers, red peppers, and yellow squash
- Salt and pepper to taste
- 22 oz water
- 1 glass milk (1 percent fat)
Dessert
- Half of a small sized bag of movie theater popcorn, butter added
- 2 glasses water
• Running after my kids counts as exercise. Although I found a web page suggesting that this may lead to burning about 100 calories in thirty minutes, when I’m honest with myself I know that this is more mentally than physically taxing. There are better ways to exercise.

Any of these sound familiar? Maybe you tell yourself similar tales? Even those of us invested in eating well are not always as honest with ourselves as we need to be. It is easy to overlook, or consciously ignore, a few hundred calories per day. However, if we recognize these sorts of habits and improve upon them, this may be all we need to do to start losing weight. This is exactly why you need to record *everything.* A lot of the things we may be apt to overlook when we keep our food diaries are the exact same things we should be looking to change in our diet!

So, let’s assume Julie and Lilly kept an accurate assessment of their eating habits. Looking back over their diaries, how would you advise them to change their diets to improve their health? Are there any “red flags” in terms of poor food choices in these food diaries? What choices did Julie and Lilly make that you think are healthy? Do their food choices give you any ideas that you may want to incorporate into your own diet? (I learned from Julie that apples and peanut butter are an awesome combination!) We’ll discuss how to evaluate your own food diary in much more detail in Chapter 5, but sometimes I find that it is easier to be more objective in evaluating other people’s food choices. So, it may be beneficial to look over these examples provided and think about how these diets could be improved.

**To Weigh or Not to Weigh?**

At the beginning of this chapter, I advised that you assess your weight and height and take inventory of your weight status. Although it is valuable to assess your weight status before you begin a new eating and exercise regimen and I believe it is worthwhile to step on the scale every
month or so, I strongly advise against daily weigh-ins. Weighing yourself daily focuses your attention on a single number. This single number should not be the sole determinant of your success (or lack of) in your weight loss and management efforts.

Research supplies somewhat contradictory evidence about the benefits of weight monitoring (i.e., regular weigh-ins). Patients with eating disorders are often advised against monitoring their weight (or strictly forbidden by a treatment team) because maintaining a healthy weight over time is the goal. The exact number indicating these patients’ weight on any given day may be a source of extreme psychological distress. However, a recent study indicated that women and men may respond differently to frequent weight monitoring. In this study, women who weighed themselves often experienced high levels of preoccupation with their weight and appearance in general. These women expressed greater concern about their body shape than did women who did not weigh themselves more frequently. In contrast, men who weighed themselves frequently indicated greater satisfaction with their bodies and more positive evaluations of their health than men who did not weigh themselves frequently. The way this study was conducted, it is impossible to determine what came first—the frequent weighing or the way men and women felt about their bodies. However, it is possible to speculate that men who were physically fit and felt good about themselves weighed in more often as a means of validating their positive self-image. In contrast, women who were concerned about their weight and already upset about how they looked may have weighed themselves with the hopes of having these concerns refuted with positive feedback from the scale. Regardless of how you interpret the findings from this study, they suggest that frequent weigh-ins may be a source of distress for some people, especially women.

Plus, I maintain that the measure of your success should not be a number on a scale. Focusing on a number distracts you from what you should really be focusing on: How do you feel now? How do you want to feel? Perhaps you want your clothes to feel looser. Maybe you want to
have more energy. Generally, you likely want to feel healthier. These outcomes are better metrics of success than is a single number on a scale.

Once you settle into a healthier pattern of eating and exercising and you feel more secure about a long-term approach to weight management, I’ll invite you to weigh yourself once a month. Research suggests this may be helpful in long-term weight management, but for right now stay off the scale. I’m happy to admit that there is not a scale to be found anywhere in my house, and I’m glad not to be tempted to check what I weigh regularly. I know when my clothes feel tighter or my belly feels bloated. If I am curious or concerned about what I weigh, then I step on the scale at a health club, doctor’s office, or even a friend’s bathroom.

Hopefully, about now, you are surprised at how easy this approach to weight loss and weight management seems. Phase 1 is all about taking inventory and getting to know yourself—a critical first step. There should be no sense of deprivation when you follow the instructions for Phase 1. Phase 2 is when you’ll start to actually make changes to your eating behaviors. But you’ll be happy to hear that there should be no sense of deprivation when you follow the instructions for Phase 2, either! But, before we move on to Phase 2, the next chapter discusses another element of getting to know yourself before embarking on changes to your life: your body image.

• In this chapter, you learned how to assess your own weight status (BMI).
• You now understand how to think about realistic, achievable goals for weight loss and weight management. One of the most important things you can do when embarking on any change to your eating or physical activity is to set reasonable goals!
• You learned about the importance of honestly keeping a food diary for a week before you proceed with Phase 2 (Chapter 5).
Love Yourself Naked

“Well, we can try, Ma'am. But to my knowledge, nobody has ever sued a dressing room mirror before.”

Enjoy your body, use it every way you can. Don’t be afraid of it, or what other people think of it, it’s the greatest instrument you’ll ever own.

Kurt Vonnegut
Think about the last time you looked, or peeked, at yourself naked in the mirror. (Don’t pretend you’ve never done this.) Maybe you were deliberately checking yourself out, or maybe you just caught a glimpse of yourself as you got out of the shower. Perhaps, in this moment of stark exposure, you wondered, “Whose butt is that?” Followed by, “Ugh, why can’t it be just a little bit smaller?” Or maybe you wished that your biceps were a little less flimsy and a little more defined and that your belly was more flat than round. Have you ever wondered where this voice comes from and why you desire these physical qualities? Maybe a romantic partner once said to you, “Gee, I wish your butt/arms/tummy was smaller.” (If so, I hope this is an ex–romantic partner!) But, more likely, no one has ever explicitly told you how you are supposed to look to be deemed attractive. That is, no one except you.

So, what is body image? “Body image” is the term that is used to describe our thoughts and feelings about our bodies. If you are happy with your body, then you have what researchers refer to as “body satisfaction.” It is a rare person who is truly satisfied with his or her body. Instead, most of us experience some level of body dissatisfaction. We wish we were thinner, taller, more muscular, less muscular, had longer legs—you get the idea. Among girls and women, body dissatisfaction is so common that it has long been referred to as a “normative discontent.”¹ In other words, body dissatisfaction among girls and women is described as “the new normal.” This isn’t to say that it is okay that so many of us are not happy with our bodies, just that it is, sadly, the norm. Increasingly, boys and men are also experiencing body dissatisfaction. In my research, I’ve found that up to 90 percent of girls and women report experiencing body dissatisfaction and up to 75 percent of boys and men report experiencing body dissatisfaction.²

Sometimes, body image is measured using simple pictorial measures like the ones below.

Give it a try. Look at the pictures and select the one that you think looks most like you. Now, select the one that you’d most like to look
In this chapter you will learn . . .

- How body image is an important component of weight loss and weight management
- How the “myth of transformation” leads us to maintain unrealistic standards for our own bodies
- Why loving yourself naked and setting realistic goals for your body is critical to not only your long-term weight management but also your health and well-being

like. The extent to which there is a discrepancy between these two ratings is used as a rough (but usually very reliable) indication of body dissatisfaction. In my research, it is typical for the average person to indicate that they wished they were one to two pictures smaller than they actually are. In my research, it is typical for the average person to indicate that they wished they were one to two pictures smaller than they actually are. I wouldn’t be surprised or particularly alarmed if you

Body Image Pictorial Measure (Thompson & Gray, 1995)
would like to be a picture or two smaller. This is quite normal. However, if you find yourself identifying the picture at the far right as what you look like and the picture at the far left as what you’d want to look like, then your body dissatisfaction is pretty high, and I hope that you pay close attention to the advice I offer in this chapter (if for no other reason than the pictures on the far left are indicative of underweight figures that are not necessarily healthy). By the way, the pictures are headless for a reason; the idea is to get people to focus on the bodies and not be distracted by the faces.

A waist is a terrible thing to mind.
—Tom Wilson, cartoonist

Manage Your Image

One of the keys to long-term weight loss and management is to first achieve a certain degree of body satisfaction, a certain amount of acceptance of your body. We all need to come to terms with the fact that weight loss does not change some aspects of our bodies. If you have short legs, you will still have short legs, no matter how much weight you lose. I realize that this may sound somewhat backward. Most likely, you’re reading this book because you are not satisfied with how you look and feel. So it may not initially make much sense to hear that I advise working on improving your body image, and to some degree accepting what you currently weigh, prior to starting a weight-loss plan or at least as part of the process of managing your weight long-term. But, trust me, there’s a method to what sounds like madness.

It probably isn’t too surprising to learn that individuals who are dissatisfied with their bodies tend to be concerned about their own weight and these concerns often lead to dieting behaviors. I know what you are
thinking—no duh! No one has “accidentally” found themselves on a diet if they were not first concerned about their weight. However, this is where things get a little more complex. Individuals who have high levels of weight concerns tend to approach weight management in a maladaptive way, resorting to drastic approaches to weight loss that are not healthy and not likely to be sustainable over the long term. They are prone to skipping meals, eliminating food groups from their diet, binging, and even sometimes purging. In the short run, these strategies might pay off in the sense that a person may lose some weight. The problem (you knew there was going to be one, right?) is that eventually people get hungry (it is tough to skip breakfast every day) or they miss the food they vowed to give up (think chips, cookies, and ice cream) and they find themselves with a cookie (or ten) in their mouth. Weight gain often follows and so do additional concerns about their weight.

Decades of research shows a reciprocal relationship between body image and weight. The reality is that individuals with lower levels of body satisfaction are less successful at losing weight than those with higher levels of body satisfaction. Similar research has found that improvements in body image lead to healthier eating and exercise behaviors. Quite simply, when people feel good about themselves, they are more apt to take good care of themselves, eat well, and exercise.

Getting in the right frame of mind for weight loss and management—and not being down on yourself—is an important part of my advice, whether you want to lose five pounds or twenty-five. To understand the extent to which you are psychologically ready for successful and sustainable weight loss, try completing the exercise below. Be honest with yourself (no one else has to see your answers), and be prepared to work on both your body and mind as you work on weight loss and management. Of course, if you find that you are not in the best state of mind about your weight, there is no reason both your mind and your body can’t become more “fit” as you proceed with my advice in the chapters ahead.
Assess Your Weight Concerns

The Weight Concerns Scale is a survey that has been used for nearly two decades in psychological research aimed at understanding individuals’ feelings about their weight. Try taking the survey, add up your score, and then look below for information about how to interpret it.

1) How much more or less do you feel you worry about your weight and body shape than other people your age?
   0. I worry a lot less than other people.
   1. I worry a little less than other people.
   2. I worry about the same as other people.
   3. I worry a little more than other people.
   4. I worry a lot more than other people.

2) How afraid are you of gaining three pounds?
   0. I’m not afraid of gaining three pounds.
   1. I’m slightly afraid of gaining three pounds.
   2. I’m moderately afraid of gaining three pounds.
   3. I’m very afraid of gaining three pounds.
   4. I’m terrified of gaining three pounds.

3) Have you ever gone on a diet?
   0. No.
   1. I have gone on a diet once before.
   2. I have gone on more than one diet before.

4) Compared to other things in your life, how important is your weight to you?
   0. My weight is not important compared to other things in my life.
   1. My weight is a little less important than some other things in my life.
   2. My weight is as important as other things in my life.
   3. My weight is more important than most, but not all, things in my life.
   4. My weight is the most important thing in my life.

5) Do you ever feel fat?
   0. Never
   1. Rarely
   2. Sometimes
   3. Often
   4. Always

Scoring: As you may have been able to guess, higher scores are indicative of higher levels of weight concerns. In my research examining adult women in their twenties and thirties, we typically find an average score around 8. There is not an empirically supported cutoff score indicating that an individual has weight concerns that are truly problematic. However, in my professional opinion, a healthy weight concerns score is less than 6. Yes, that is less than the average, meaning that most people (or at least most women) may manifest an unhealthy degree of weight concerns.
Our body is . . . a vehicle for awakening. Treat it with care.

—Buddha

Get Real

How did you score on the Weight Concerns Scale? Even if your score is above average (i.e., you have more weight concerns than you’d like to), it is possible to turn your dissatisfaction into satisfaction and accept your imperfect body. I’m not going to pretend this is easy; we live in a culture obsessed with physical perfection. I don’t wake up each day loving my body either. I’ve never really liked my legs; most days, I accept them, but I can’t say I’d mind if they were longer, thinner, and looked a lot more like Gwyneth Paltrow’s! From magazines to movies, we are all exposed to an extraordinary number of images of “perfect” bodies. If you are at all in touch with popular culture, you have seen celebrities like Ryan Gosling, Brad Pitt, Angelina Jolie, and Jessica Alba nearly naked. Inevitably, seeing people like this makes us feel bad (at least a little bit) about our bodies. To obtain a body like any of those celebrities is extremely unlikely for any of us. You cannot diet your way into a celebrity body. Even with expensive cosmetic surgery, a personal trainer, a personal chef, and the best approach to weight management around (this one, of course!), most of us will never have the “perfect” body. In fact, most celebrities do not have perfect bodies either. The way we see them—in dramatically made-up, touched-up, and photoshopped form—is not an accurate representation of how they really look! Most of us simply do not have on-screen, Hollywood bodies—even the Hollywood celebs themselves. The sooner we get comfortable with this fact and accept realistic goals for weight loss, the happier we will be.

Truly, a certain degree of acceptance goes a long way. Most women will never have Jennifer Lopez’s derriere, and most men will never have
David Beckham’s six-pack. Of course, if you want to live in the gym and you want to watch every particle of food that passes your lips, you may get close. However, this is not a realistic lifestyle for most of us. And thank goodness—that’s a lot of work and pressure! Most of us are students, parents, professionals, and citizens involved in our communities. In short, we have roles and responsibilities that prohibit us (or at least probably should prohibit us) from spending the majority of our time focused on our bodies and weight. Life is way too short, and busy, to obsess about our bodies.

**Ignore Media “Thinspiration”**

It is hard to resist the draw of those *People* magazine covers as you wait in line at the grocery store. Some celebrity has always just recently lost her baby weight or worked on achieving big biceps for his new movie role. I often find myself thinking, “Why do I care how much Kim Kardashian currently weighs?” However, I sometimes find myself reading in line about her boyfriend or husband (what is it this week?) and her recent weight gain or weight loss. Although not particularly intellectually stimulating, I like to think that these magazine headlines, images, and stories are harmless fun.

However, psychological research provides convincing evidence that this assumption is wrong. Exposure to “idealized media images” (e.g., the pictures on those magazine covers) leads to decreases in body satisfaction among adolescents and adults. Perhaps even more disturbing is research indicating that celebrities are particularly influential on teenagers’ feelings about their bodies. This contributes to body dissatisfaction, decreases in self-esteem, increases in depression, and vulnerability to eating disorders.

It’s not only these magazines but also the television shows we watch that influence our body image. In research done in my lab, shows that feature physical makeovers have been found to be detrimental to viewers’ feelings about their own physical appearance. For example, people
who watched *Extreme Makeover*, in which a woman’s physical appearance is radically transformed (e.g., through cosmetic surgery), were more likely to desire having plastic surgery themselves! Not only did these individuals want to alter their own bodies but they also believed that doing so would make them look significantly better and would make them happier—just like the woman on the show. These sorts of results have been replicated and strongly suggest that individuals who routinely engage with the media are being trained to view changing their appearance as the key to success and happiness.

So, should we stop reading *People* and watching TV? This is probably not a realistic solution to improving body image for most of us. Some researchers suggest that parents may be wise to restrict their children’s access to some media and that parents should use media (e.g., television coviewing) with their children to improve their children’s healthy attitudes and behaviors about their bodies.\(^\text{16}\) For the rest of us bombarded with several thousand ads per day, we need to consciously remind ourselves that these images can be detrimental to our well-being.\(^\text{17}\) And, anyway, the myth that changing yourself physically in some way will change your entire life is just that—a myth. It’s a fairytale that we were taught at a very young age.

**My Beef with Barbie**

Even though I consider myself a feminist, I like to do “girly” activities with my daughter. We paint our fingernails together, I do her hair, and we go clothes shopping. However, there is one typical “girl thing” I don’t condone: Barbie dolls are not allowed in our home. My daughter hates this rule, and I’m sure at least a few of our friends find it fairly strange (or at least rigid) of me. But before you throw your Malibu Ken or pink corvette at me, let me explain myself.

Barbie dolls epitomize the exact figure that girls grow up wanting and boys grow up wanting their girlfriends (and someday wives) to have. However,
Barbie’s small waist, large breasts, never mind the arched feet and complete hairlessness, would leave a real woman unable to stand, much less function. Some have estimated that in real life Barbie would be six feet tall and weigh a hundred pounds. However, when scientists carefully evaluate Barbie, with a height of 5’7”, her bust-waist-hip measurements would be 32–16–29. Even with breast implants, liposuction, and a good corset, most women are simply not going to be able to achieve these proportions.

Just like magazines and movies, research indicates that Barbie impacts our children’s views of thinness and body esteem (body esteem is similar to body image but focuses on how people feel about their bodies). In one study, girls ages five to eight were either exposed to images of Barbie, an Emme doll (US size 16; modeled after real-life plus-size model, Emme), or no doll. The girls who were in the Barbie group were more interested in being thin and reported lower body esteem than the girls in the Emme- and no-doll groups.

My daughter is only getting older, and I don’t worry that playing with a Barbie doll every now and then will completely warp her views of femininity. But, doing what I do for a living, I have to take a stand. At the end of the day, what is most important to me is dialogue with our children about body image. I tell my daughter, “Real women don’t look like Barbies,” and, “I don’t want you to ever think that you need to look like a Barbie,” and, “You are beautiful just the way you are,” and, “What’s in your brain is more important than what you look like.” I hope that someday she looks back, understands the “no Barbie rule,” and her own body image benefits. Or, perhaps, she’ll just become so infatuated with this toy that she’s not allowed to have that she’ll end up working for Mattel.

The Myth of Transformation

Most diet plans and countless other beauty aids target your insecurities and aim to make you feel bad about yourself. Your arms are too flabby, your penis is too small, your gut is too big, or your butt is too round.
The marketing message behind a whole host of products—bras, penis enlargement products, and, of course, diet aids—is fairly simple: you are imperfect and should be unhappy, but this product will make you closer to perfect and will make you happier. You are being sold what body-image researchers refer to as the “myth of transformation.” If you attempt to transform yourself physically—typically via expensive and often ineffective products—not only will you look better, but everything about your life will be better. The illusion is very tempting and these products proliferate. We all want to improve ourselves and we all want to be happy. The trick is setting realistic goals when it comes to physical improvement and understanding what products are merely playing on our insecurities about our physical selves.

Have you ever gotten a new haircut and thought that you looked pretty darn good? Maybe you got compliments the first week. Maybe you felt better about your appearance in general after you got this haircut. However, chances are the self-esteem boost following this haircut was short lived. I’m guessing that this new haircut did not help you land a promotion or new job. It probably didn’t help you get a new boyfriend or girlfriend. It probably didn’t really make you a happier person for more than a few hours or maybe (if it was a really great haircut) a couple of days. Researchers who study individuals after they undergo cosmetic surgery actually find a similar pattern. People who get a nose job tend to like their nose better following their procedure and may feel better about themselves in general for a few months. However, over time, there is little evidence to suggest that “fixing” your nose will fix your entire life. Thinking any different is succumbing to the myth of transformation, the myth that changing yourself physically in some way will change your entire life. If only life were that simple. Even celebrities we admire have imperfections. Accepting our imperfections will not only keep us from weight obsession but will make us happier. This is important, given that research suggests that looking “perfect” is unlikely to lead to long-term happiness anyway.
Even the models we see in magazines wish they could look like their own images.

—Cheri K. Erdman, author of Live Large

Fake Out

The influence of the media on our body image and related weight concerns is especially worrisome given the dishonest messages presented in the media. The majority of the media images we view have been altered. In fact, among people “in the industry” it is widely accepted that photographs will be edited, retouched, and, in many cases, dramatically altered. A head can be put on a different body. A body can be stretched to slenderize it. Breasts can be made larger; cellulite and wrinkles can be “erased.” Photo manipulation has developed into an art form in and of itself. However, it has recently been acknowledged that these photos are misleading and potentially harmful to the viewer, prompting some discussion about labeling photos that have been manipulated.

In a recent study, fashion magazine photos were presented to groups of young women. Some women saw the photographs as they would in a magazine, whereas other women saw the same photographs but with “warning” labels indicating the pictures had been digitally altered. Women who viewed photos with warning labels reported more body satisfaction than did the women who viewed photos without labels. Findings such as these have led the American Medical Association to take a stand against excessive photo retouching as a threat to public health. Some celebrities, such as Jamie Lee Curtis, Kate Winslet, and Nigella Lawson have even asked that photographs of them not be retouched, in an effort to combat the detrimental effects of “false advertising” in photography.

The excessive use of retouching of photography has prompted the National Press Photographers Association to develop a code of ethics
demanding integrity and accuracy in photographs used in advertising. Specifically, this code insists that photographers “do not manipulate images . . . that can mislead viewers or misrepresent subjects.” Unfortunately, all photographers and advertisers have not taken this call for accuracy to heart. In 2009, an ad for Ralph Lauren featuring the beautiful model Fillipa Hamilton caused an uproar because the image of her was altered so much that her head appeared to be larger than her pelvis. The same year, an ad featuring the iconic model Twiggy prompted discussion in the United Kingdom about banning retouching in photos. Twiggy was retouched for an antiaging skin-care product to suggest that she had hardly any wrinkles—even at fifty-nine years of age. Ultimately, the Advertising Standards Authority banned this particular magazine advertisement, but this single case of action against false advertising does little to put a dent in the myriad fake images we all view daily.

An Interview with Eric Bauer, Photographer, http://visionsofnature.wix.com/elbweddingphotography

Eric Bauer is a professional photographer with more than fifteen years of experience photographing architecture, products, portraits, sports, corporate events, and weddings. He received a master’s degree in photography from the prestigious Brooks Institute of Photography in Santa Barbara, California. Below are some excerpts from an interview that I conducted with him.

CM: When you take pictures for media publications do you retouch the pictures?

EB: Nearly 100 percent of the time pictures used in media publications are retouched by a professional retoucher. Usually, a photographer will take the pictures and then pass them on to another professional. What most people don’t realize is that there are people who make a living just editing and retouching photos.
CM: In your professional opinion, what percentage of pictures displayed in popular publications (e.g., People magazine) have been retouched?

EB: 99.99 percent of the time these photos are retouched; unless perhaps the goal is to make people look unattractive.

CM: Do you think that media pictures and advertisements are deceptive, and, if so, is there a moral problem with this? Do you think that photographers should have to provide labels or “fine print” indicating when photographs have been altered?

EB: Photographs are altered and often deceptive when the goal is selling a product, and this is morally wrong. Young people in particular don’t realize that the images that they see are fake, and this may affect their views of themselves. If the health and well-being of younger people in society could be protected by disclaimers, then this could be a good idea. However, I don’t expect that the industry will necessarily cooperate with the inclusion of photo labels, particularly in the fashion industry. It is different when photos are altered to create fine art. It is the photographer’s prerogative to take what exists in real life and make it more beautiful.

How to Get a Handle on Body Angst

Because the media surrounds us with so many negative messages about our bodies, it can feel like a losing battle—how can we possibly love ourselves naked when we are so imperfect? Instead of looking in the mirror and pointing out your flaws, spend time focusing on the parts of your physical self that you do like. Maybe you have good hair, nice lips, muscular calves, big eyes, or handsome feet. Whenever you are tempted to be self-critical, think about the physical features that you feel good about, and remind yourself that complete perfection is impossible but self-acceptance is not.
Let me ask you something, in all the years that you have . . . undressed in front of a gentleman has he ever asked you to leave? Has he ever walked out and left? No? It’s because he doesn’t care! He’s in a room with a naked girl, he just won the lottery.

—Elizabeth Gilbert, author

In addition to spending time focusing on the positive, here are some commonsense (and in most cases, scientifically proven) ways to ease your body angst:

• **Exercise.** Plenty of research suggests that physical activity leads to improvements in body image.\(^{27}\) I know from personal experiences that when I exercise regularly I not only feel fit and strong; I also feel better about my body in general. Not only may exercise improve your physical fitness, but it can help you to value your body for something other than how it looks—how it moves.

• **Avoid the mirror.** Although it is probably advisable to spend some amount of time using a mirror for basic grooming practices (hair brushing, makeup application, etc.), there is no need to spend a lot of time in front of the mirror each day. Spending time checking yourself out inevitably leads to scrutiny (“Why aren’t my legs thinner, my butt smaller, my abs more defined?”), and scrutiny leads to a depressed mood.\(^{28}\) So give yourself a quick glance before you leave the house to be sure you don’t have food in your teeth or hair standing on end, and move on to more important things.

• **Focus on other attributes.** It’s important to remind yourself that you have many positive qualities besides your physical attributes.
Focus your attention on these other attributes. If you’re having a hard time identifying them, ask a friend. I have a friend who is always stylish and well put together, yet she is constantly worried about her weight. I try to remind her that not only does she look great but she has so many other qualities that I value her for: she’s funny, kind, a wonderful friend, and an excellent shopping companion. This is good advice, as research has found that focusing on our physical appearance distracts us from matters that we may value more. For example, in one study, researchers tried to force young women to think about their physical appearance by having them try on and wear bathing suits while other participants tried on a sweaters. To test the “comfort” of these clothing items, the women were asked to take a math test while they wore them. The women wearing a bathing suit did worse on the math test than those who were wearing the sweaters. Why? Feeling physically vulnerable and thinking about our physical selves seems to be very distracting. Just imagine what we all could accomplish if we spent less time thinking about how we look.  

• **Keep good company.** The company we keep plays an important role in our body image and related concerns. Women who have weight concerns influence their friends to also have weight concerns. In contrast, women who talk about exercise with their friends have more positive body images. The bottom line seems to be that it makes sense to spend time with other people who are health conscious but not obsessed with their bodies or frequently engaged in fad diets. I’m not necessarily suggesting that you dump your friends who have a poor body image, but it does make sense to be aware of the effect they could have on you. No one can ever have too many friends, and making an effort to have friends with healthier attitudes about their bodies is advisable.
Are Self-Acceptance and Health at Odds with Each Other?

The message in this book is that we need to lose weight to be healthy but we should also accept some of our physical imperfections. These are not necessarily contradictory messages. When you appreciate yourself—even your imperfections—you will be much more capable of improving yourself and sticking to the regimen for weight loss that I prescribe.

A certain degree of self-acceptance—even self-forgiveness—is conducive to both mental and physical health. Sometimes, I tell my students to “talk to themselves in a gentler way” and treat their bodies like they would treat a good friend. Would you tell your friend he or she is fat? If you spend a lot of energy upset with yourself, frustrated with your weight, and distraught about your appearance, a logical response will be to do something drastic to improve yourself. However, healthy weight management is not drastic; it is gradual. To embark on a long-term approach to weight management, you need to be patient with yourself. It doesn’t hurt to acknowledge that your weight is just one aspect of your life and that you should appreciate yourself for your many other qualities and capabilities.

I cannot pretend that patience and self-acceptance is always easy to come by. There are countless daily messages that tell us we need to improve some part of our physical selves. There are countless products, procedures, and diet plans available that claim to give us physical perfection. These quick fix tricks are appealing because they promise us improvements that we so desperately want. But, if we accept ourselves a bit, we won’t need these tricks.

Value Your Body, Value Your Health

Feeling good about our bodies is important to both our mental and physical health. But feeling good about our bodies means adopting a realistic view of our bodies. We must be kinder to ourselves than we
typically are. We must stop looking for our flaws and start to remind ourselves of our features that we do like. Try to embrace the elements of your physical self that make you a unique human being. People simply come in all different shapes and sizes.

*This is a call to arms. A call to be gentle, to be forgiving, to be generous with yourself. The next time you look into the mirror, try to let go of the story line that says you’re too fat or too shallow, too ashy or too old, your eyes are too small or your nose too big; just look into the mirror and see your face. When the criticism drops away, what you will see then is just you, without judgment, and that is the first step toward transforming your experience of the world.*

—Oprah Winfrey

It also helps to view our bodies as more than something that we “display” physically. Our bodies have a functional purpose and not just an aesthetic purpose. We tend to take our functionality for granted until we injure ourselves or aging prohibits activities that used to be possible. If you’ve ever broken a foot and found yourself unable to walk or if you have back problems and find yourself uncomfortable often, then you know what I mean when I say that the function of our bodies is far more important than the way they look. Some days, I have to re-mind myself that, in spite of my many physical imperfections, I can run farther now than I ever have been able to in my life. With middle age around the corner, I find a lot of comfort in knowing that my body is strong and fit; I’m pretty sure I could beat Gwyneth Paltrow in just about any race!

We may live in a looks-obsessed culture, but we don’t need to let vanity obscure common sense. Commonsense values health and fitness above looks. I want to help you love yourself naked by arming you with
the tools to lose weight sustainably and generally improve your overall health and functionality. I want you to look better, feel better, and move better than you ever have, and for many years to come.

- Feeling good about our bodies may result from weight loss, but feeling good about our bodies will also make weight loss more possible—it is all about setting appropriate expectations and goals.
- The bodies we compare our own to are often fake; we have to adopt realistic expectations for our own bodies.
- This book is not about getting you the “perfect” body, because such a thing does not exist. It is about getting you a healthy, fit body that you can love naked.
Bite by Bite

“Sticking to my diet is hard work. I can’t do it on an empty stomach!”

Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day out.

Robert Collier, author
You have now weighed in and have a realistic view of how you measure up. You’ve also begun the daily work of accepting yourself for who you are and what you weigh today. Now, it’s time to take a closer look at your food and exercise routines and how you can begin to shift them toward healthier habits that you’re willing to adopt for a lifetime. For starters, what do you think of your eating habits? What are you happy about and what would you like to change? Look back over what you recorded after reading Chapter 3, “Honestly Weigh In,” and identify your healthy food choices (fruit, vegetables) versus your unhealthy food choices (French fries, candy) and the extent to which you are physically active. Now, get ready to make some changes!

**Every Bite Counts (Over Time)**

The goal is not to eliminate all your unhealthy food choices; a life without cake may not be worth living. The goal is to identify healthy food that you can see yourself regularly eating and enjoying and to identify physical activities that you will regularly do more of or be willing to add to your daily routine. You need to establish healthy habits that can be sustained across the rest of your life. By the way, healthy habits can include some cake and even some cookies, ice cream, and candy—in moderation. It is not necessary to eat “perfectly” to be healthy, and you’re likely to be happier and more dedicated to a healthy lifestyle if you keep your expectations reasonable.

An evidence-based approach to change unhealthy habits and create healthy habits is to do so very gradually. To actually achieve your goals, you need to start by setting small, obtainable goals. Goals such as cutting out snacks or sweets entirely are nearly impossible for most people to achieve and are unlikely to be sustainable. So, you need to begin by making one minor change to your diet per week until you are satisfied with your new eating regimen. For some people, this may mean making one minor change every week for ten weeks. Others may feel like they
are on the right track after just three or four weeks. You’ll know that you are “done” establishing new habits when you’ve reached a (realistic) goal weight and when you feel healthier and happier. This approach will not lead to immediate, dramatic weight loss, but immediate, dramatic weight loss is not sustainable weigh loss. Remember, quick-fix diets don’t work and often result in weight gain, not loss. Don’t let yourself fall for the frustration involved in fad dieting. You are trying to change your habits to promote weight loss and improved health for the rest of your life.

On the following pages you will find suggestions for altering your eating habits. As you read over these suggestions, look back at the food diary you completed following my advice in Chapter 3. Think about your current food habits and what you could realistically eliminate from your daily routine. Remember, you do not have to give up any foods forever, just remove some unhealthy options from your daily eating habits. I’ll explain how you can replace unhealthy choices with a healthy alternative for one week. At the end of the week, you should ask yourself whether you can honestly live with this change. If so, then move on to the next item. Remember, this isn’t a race. Take your time and focus on just one food item alteration per week.

In this chapter you will learn . . .

• How to systematically think about and improve your typical eating and physical activity habits
• How to change one habit one week at a time to gradually lose weight and improve your health
• The importance of patience, diligence, and long-term thinking as you embark on Phase 2. Depending on how much weight you want to lose or how many habits you want to change, this phase may take you three weeks or three months—it’s up to you!
I do want to provide one word of caution: throughout this chapter I will discuss calories (and a more in-depth discussion of calories can be found in Chapter 7). Although I don’t recommend counting calories every day, it is valuable to look at nutritional information when you first establish good nutritional habits. Sometimes, foods that seem healthy are hiding a lot of calories, fat, sugar, or salt and aren’t actually healthy at all! Once you know what you both like and is good for you (and in what portion size!), then you won’t need to worry about the exact nutritional information in the future. I promise, once you have eliminated unhealthy foods from your diet and settled into good food routines you don’t have to focus on the details every day!

**DANIELLE’S Story**

When I started to follow Dr. Markey’s advice for weight loss, I think the biggest change I made to my eating habits was breakfast. I used to eat whatever I could get my hands on as I rushed out the door—a muffin, a doughnut, some toast. I did whatever was easiest. Now I plan for my breakfasts when I do my groceries. I make sure that I have easy but healthy options in the house. Some days I have a hard-boiled egg and an English muffin. Some days I make oatmeal and have a banana. I have more energy, and I like starting the day off with a good meal.

Changing what I drank and snacked on was also key to my weight loss. I used to always go for chips in the afternoon, and I actually eat a couple of pieces of fruit instead. I don’t run to the vending machine around three o’clock for chips and a soda but am sure to have at least a banana on hand. I also completely cut out regular soda. Some days, I still drink Coke zero, but I try to stick to water as much as possible.

Making one change at a time made all of this easier than any past diet I had tried. I think that getting in the routine of eating a lot of the same foods that I liked, I knew were healthy, were relatively low in
calories, and were easy to prepare was a big part of this for me. I was amazed when the weight gradually kept coming off! Twenty pounds in a little over two months and over a year later I still haven’t gained it back!

~Danielle, AGE THIRTY-THREE, NURSE

The Less-Liquid Diet

The easiest, most efficient way to drop calories and other undesirable nutrients (e.g., sugar) from your diet is to change what you drink. If you already drink water 80 percent of the time and low-fat (or nonfat) milk the other 20 percent of the time, then you can skip this section. But because most of us do not consume liquids in these proportions, I encourage you to stay put and read on.

Many of us don’t count beverages as a part of our diet; if it is not a solid, it is often overlooked and “guilt free.” However, the greatest culprit in adding nonnutritive calories to American’s diets is drinkable, in particular, soda and other sugar-sweetened beverages (e.g., juice, sports drinks, and energy drinks).² I’ll concede that most of these beverages taste good, and if you’re in the habit of consuming them, it may seem hard to stop. However, “drinking your calories” is one of the least satisfying ways to consume calories, and yet it’s one of the fastest ways to put weight on. Soda and sugar-sweetened beverages are estimated to contribute more to the rise in obesity than are any other single food or beverage item.³ This is one of the reasons some cities and states have discussed taxing soda and even banning large portions of these drinks. A twelve-ounce soda contains approximately 150 calories and thirty-nine grams of sugar. Of course, most sodas are not sold or consumed in twelve-ounce containers, so if you purchase a Big Gulp, you’ll be getting thirty-two ounces, close to 400 calories, and more than ninety grams of sugar. Most reasonable breakfasts contain around 400 calories (often less for women), so would
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you rather have breakfast or a big soda with lunch? Hopefully, that’s an easy choice for you (hint: go with breakfast!).

Unfortunately, juice is not much better for us than is soda (it falls into the sugar-sweetened beverages category, in spite of manufacturers’ claims to be “real” in many cases). For example, one of my personal favorites, cranberry-grape juice, contains 140 calories per cup (that’s only eight ounces) and thirty-five grams of sugar. Unlike soda, there is a bit of nutritional value in many juices, but the labeling of many juices is extremely deceptive; you’re likely getting much less fruit than the advertising would lead you to believe. Cranberry juice is popularly known as having health benefits for the bladder, a claim that is only somewhat true. Ingredients present in pure, unsweetened cranberry juice help prevent bacterial adherence to the bladder walls, reducing the likelihood of infection. In effect, the acidity of cranberries causes the bladder to empty regularly (a sensitive or damaged bladder will actually be worsened by consumption of cranberry juice). But most commercial cranberry juices have added sugar and next to no health benefits. Orange juice contains high doses of vitamins C and B and is often fortified with calcium, but eight ounces still contain about 110 calories and twenty-two grams of sugar. You’d be much better off having a glass of water and eating a real orange (60 calories, twelve grams of sugar, and fiber to boot!).

Alcoholic drinks and coffee beverages are another source of unnecessary calories. Many of us don’t consider that a standard glass of wine contains about five ounces and 120 calories. That twelve-ounce beer might taste good, but it is also around 150 calories. A martini, depending on the exact ingredients used to make it, may range from about 120 to 300 calories for about five ounces. Similarly, and most sad to this margarita lover, is the caloric content of margaritas, ranging from about 150 calories to 300, depending on the exact ingredients and portion size. How about your daily dose of Starbucks? A regular cup of coffee, without cream or sugar, may have as few as 5 calories. But, a white chocolate mocha (sixteen ounces) contains about 400.
The Skinny on Soda

Perhaps no other (legal) ingestible substance has received as much research attention, speculation, and policy consideration in recent years as soda. This focus on soda appears to be warranted. It has been estimated that approximately half the US population over the age of two consumes soda on a daily basis. In fact, there is a good chance that almost 10 percent of your caloric intake can be attributed to it. Soda consumption has been linked to the rise in obesity rates in the United States and appears to be associated with the recent increase in type 2 diabetes.

Hundreds of studies have examined links between soda consumption and weight status. One study of 500,000 adolescents in California found a strong link between obesity rates and the proximity of kids’ schools to fast-food establishments. How is soda relevant? Adolescents who had easy access to McDonald’s, Taco Bell, or a similar restaurant were less likely to eat fruit and vegetables and more likely to drink soda. It wasn’t really the fast food that was making them fat; it was the soda! Even those of us who consume diet soda are not immune to the negative effects of these beverages. A recent ten-year study found a convincing link between the consumption of diet soda and stroke, myocardial infarction, and vascular death (i.e., cardiovascular disease and related consequences). So, what’s a soda lover to do? These studies are not strong endorsements for soda consumption—diet or regular—but they do hint at the complexities uncovered in research examining soda.

Looking at a wide range of studies, it is clear that soda consumption is associated with a number of negative consequences, and this seems to be truer of regular soda than diet soda. Smart People Don’t Diet is all about using scientific information such as this, making sense of it, and applying it to your own life. Sometimes science meshes well with common sense; you probably already knew that regular soda does not contain any nutritionally beneficial ingredients and is high in sugar and calories. Sometimes, science reveals surprising findings, such as the potential link between diet soda and health problems. Regardless, soda isn’t the best beverage option available. This bad news still doesn’t mean that you can never have soda! I think nothing tastes better at a movie theater than popcorn and a Coke, and I have no intention of completely abstaining from my overpriced movie snacks.
Drink Fewer Calories

So, how should you handle all of these drinkable calories with little nutritional value? Well, for your first week of dietary change, try to make one simple change in your beverage consumption. If you usually have a white chocolate mocha each day, switch it for a regular cup of coffee or even a “skinny” or sugar-free flavored latte (180 calories for sixteen ounces instead of 400). The idea is not to deprive yourself of drinks that you enjoy but to make healthier choices more regularly. Buy 100 percent real juice (not the 10 percent fruit juice options that are often 90 percent sugar!), or if you can, stop buying juice altogether. Switch to seltzer water (0 calories) or mix your juice with seltzer, and you can cut your calorie consumption in half. Instead of regular soda, switch to diet soda. If the taste is too unpalatable, have a half diet / half regular soda combination. Gradually, try to give up both diet and regular soda altogether (really, there is nothing healthy about soda). Cut out that glass of wine in the evenings, and save it for the weekends or special occasions.

Always be careful when you are altering your consumption habits. You don’t want to stop one bad habit and encourage the beginning of a new bad habit. For example if you completely stop drinking wine during the weekdays only to start drinking five glasses on Saturdays, this defeats the purpose! Start by cutting back in one sustainable way, and as you do, notice how you feel.

My goal for you is to reduce your caloric intake of nonnutritive beverages by about 200 calories a day—or more if you drink a lot of beverages other than water or milk (low fat and nonfat milk, as well as nonsweetened, nondairy milks, get a pass because you get a lot of bang for your buck—they are relatively high in nutritional value and relatively low in calories). Keep in mind that this is a long-term change you are aiming for, so make changes you can stick to. Within reason. Dietary changes don’t need to leave you completely inflexible. If you find out on a Wednesday that you have been promoted at work, go out and have a
nice dinner and a glass of wine to celebrate. However, you shouldn’t find a reason to celebrate every Wednesday. If your day feels miserable without the reward of a glass of wine at night, then cutting out that glass of wine may not be a sustainable change for you. Maybe you can cut out the second glass of wine or you can eliminate another beverage you regularly consume. If, after evaluating the drinks you consume, you believe that you don’t have changes to make in your beverage consumption, then you have less work to do. However, for most people, starting by altering one drink you consume daily is a relatively easy and effective way to start changing eating behaviors for the better. If you have a lot of room for improvement here (too many fancy coffee drinks, glasses of wine, or juice), then try to make more than one change to your beverage consumption—one week at a time.

Rich was a student who signed up to be in one of my studies, and I worked with him to make dietary changes across a few weeks. He started by eliminating his typical one to two beers with dinner most weekdays. He still had a couple of drinks on the weekend, but he was able to eliminate about 1,000 calories per week by cutting out alcohol and switching to water and diet soda. Similarly, a woman I know, Jane, stopped buying juice and bottled iced tea beverages. She was also able to eliminate about 1,000 calories from her weekly intake by dropping out one of these drinks per day. She switched to seltzer and doesn’t miss the old drinks and has ended up being a few dress sizes smaller.

Although what we eat and weigh does involve complex nutritional science, basic math can show how just eliminating a single soda a day can save you calories and help you avoid pounds. The figure below shows how many pounds you’d avoid if you drop a can of soda a day for different periods of time. As you can see, simply eliminating a can of soda for a single day does almost nothing—at most you’d lose .04 pounds (about the weight of three nickels). However, if you kept this up for a month, you could drop 1.25 pounds. Not bad! As you stop desiring this syrupy concoction, you’ll drop about 15 pounds (or 53,000 calories) in
a year! Of course, this assumes that you don’t replace soda with another unhealthy beverage or food item. However, it is truly amazing how such a small can of soda can have a dramatic effect on our health across our lifetime.

Cutting calories drink by drink may seem like a really, really slow way to lose weight. Most of us want to cut out all of our unhealthy habits today and lose five pounds this week. You want the satisfaction of getting on the scale a week from now and seeing that you weigh noticeably less. Although a dramatic weigh-in may feel like real progress, I encourage you to take it slow and steady. Resist the temptation to move more quickly than I recommend. Remember, you’ve gone on dramatic diets before, and did they work? This time, try patience. I promise you that patience and persistence is the key to permanently changing your habits, along with your weight. Take a deep breath and read on.

Cut the Snacks

Once you’ve spent at least one week reducing the amount of calories you’re drinking (and maybe a few weeks, depending on how many drink changes you made in your diet), evaluate your snack time. Are you someone who
grazes throughout the day—a handful of nuts here, a bag of chips there, a few nibbles of a scone along with a latte before the afternoon meeting? Although many people seem to think that snacks should be eliminated to lose weight, this isn’t necessarily true—if your snacks are kept under control! A recent study found that small portions of snacks can be just as satisfying as larger portions. This may not make much sense at first read, but it turns out that our minds have as much to do with how hungry we feel as do our stomachs. In other words, satiety (the feeling of being sated or full) is largely psychological. Consuming a small snack may be all we need to hold us over, so snacking isn’t necessarily a bad thing.

The biggest problem with snacking is that most of us eat snacks when we aren’t actually hungry. Although we might snack throughout the day, the most popular time for snacking is in the afternoon. During this time of day, our energy levels are lagging, and we look to food to give us a bit of oomph and inspiration. Snacks may provide an important nutritional and psychological mechanism, but the trick is to choose our snacks wisely. The typical vending machine’s options can be hard to resist: chips, cookies, candy, and high-sugar energy drinks. As you might guess, these are not wise snacking options. A small bag of potato chips contains about 150 calories (with 60 percent of them derived from fat). A regular bag of peanut M&Ms is 278 calories (with 46 percent derived from fat). Four Oreo cookies are 160 calories (with about 38 percent derived from fat; note that most packs of Oreos contain at least eight cookies or at least 320 calories). Although the caloric content of these sorts of snacks is not terribly large, the fat content is high, and it is unlikely that four Oreos is going to hold you over and make you feel full. In contrast, a banana and an apple (less than 100 calories each and no fat) would be more filling, take you longer to eat, and will be more nutritionally advantageous.

Remember, you should not be concerned about eating a single bag of peanut M&Ms now and then (we all want something sweet sometimes!); my goal for you is to switch out unhealthy snacks that you regularly consume for healthier options. The healthiest snack options are fruits and
vegetables. Most Americans don’t get nearly enough fruit and vegetables in their daily diets. In fact, I often challenge people to try to eat too many fruits and vegetables. (If you happen to be diabetic, don’t take me up on this challenge.) It is nearly impossible to do. Most fruits and vegetables are relatively low in caloric content and high in nutritional value. Eat as many as you want as often as you want, and you are very unlikely to gain any weight. If you find yourself craving chips in the afternoon, choose something instead from the list below. There are many options available that are not on this list, but what I’ve tried to include are options that are relatively nutrient dense and relatively low in calories.

As you can see, most of the best snack options cannot be found in vending machines and often require some amount of preparation. At first, planning snacks to have on hand may seem tedious and tiresome. However, once you get used to always having an apple or a bag of nuts handy, you’ll find that you’re grateful to avoid having to look for a snack when you get hungry. You will also feel a lot better after eating a healthy apricot, almonds, or even pretzels than you will after downing some Cheetos. To encourage healthy snacking, you should stock up on options that you like and keep them strategically in your car, office, purse, briefcase, or backpack. I always have some of my favorite Luna bars and single-serve microwave popcorn bags in my office. They may not be the best snack options, but they offer portion control, they don’t perish, they taste good, the calorie count is relatively low, they’ve gotten me through many afternoons, and they don’t leave my fingers covered in orange Cheeto dust (what is that stuff anyway?).

As the following table suggests, altering your snacking means purchasing new items and not purchasing others. If you know that you will snack on chips if they are in the house, don’t buy them. If you usually have regular tortilla chips and don’t want to give them up, try switching to baked tortilla chips. As with beverages, you want to start by switching one habit at a time. Wait until you feel comfortable with eliminating one bad snacking habit before moving onto the next. If you typically
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Snack ideas</th>
<th>Serving Size</th>
<th>Calories</th>
<th>Fat (g)</th>
<th>Fiber (g)</th>
<th>Protein (g)</th>
<th>Sugar (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Almonds</td>
<td>1 oz (28 g)</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>1 medium (182 g)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applesauce with Pecans</td>
<td>1 cup applesauce (244 g), 1 oz pecans (28 g)</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apricot</td>
<td>1 whole (35 g)</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baked Tortilla Chips</td>
<td>10 chips (16 g)</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana</td>
<td>1 medium (118 g)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blueberries</td>
<td>1 cup (148 g)</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrot</td>
<td>1 medium (61 g)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celery</td>
<td>1 cup, chopped (101 g)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cottage Cheese</td>
<td>4 oz (113 g)</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cracker Chips, Sea Salt</td>
<td>18 chips</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cucumbers</td>
<td>1 cup, sliced (119 g)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edamame (in pod)</td>
<td>1 cup (155 g)</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber Square Cereal</td>
<td>3/4 cup (30 g)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granola</td>
<td>1/2 cup (122 g)</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grapes</td>
<td>1 cup (92 g)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain Greek Yogurt</td>
<td>1 packaged cup (245 g)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard-Boiled Egg</td>
<td>1 egg (50 g)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hummus</td>
<td>1 tbsp (15 g)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant Oatmeal (Plain)</td>
<td>1/2 cup (40 g)</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>1 large (184 g)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut Butter</td>
<td>1 oz (28 g)</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pear</td>
<td>1 large (230 g)</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popcorn</td>
<td>1 single-serving bag, plain (24 g)</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretzels</td>
<td>1 oz (twenty mini) (28 g)</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raisins</td>
<td>1 miniature box (14 g)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow Peas</td>
<td>1 oz (28 g)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbet</td>
<td>1/2 cup, most flavors (97 g)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberries</td>
<td>1 cup, sliced (152 g)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String Cheese</td>
<td>1 piece (28 g)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All nutritional values provided in this table are based on best estimates, but specifics may vary depending on brands of items or exact size of fruits and vegetables.
find yourself running to the corner store each afternoon, then pack a
snack and try to keep yourself away from the store for a week. When in
doubt, add in fruit or veggies for snacks. It is likely that you can eat a
banana, an apple, and some berries in place of a processed snack food
and consume fewer calories and benefit more from the higher nutri-
tional value. The trick is to find snacks that you like—and want to
eat—that are also good for you. Get in the habit of eating these new
snacks most of the time. You want to focus on making changes to your
eating behaviors that you can imagine sustaining for the rest of your life,
not just until swimsuit season begins.

Nicole was a student in my Psychology of Eating class who was en-
couraged to switch out an afternoon Snickers bar (in spite of the adver-
tising claim that it “really satisfies”) for one Nature Valley granola bar.
This amounted to about a 150-calorie reduction in her food intake every
day. That’s 1050 less calories per week just from switching out one snack,
and she was more than satisfied! Another student, Rob, a fruit lover, was
happy to eliminate chips from his morning routine by replacing them
with an apple and an orange. This simple change saved him a few hun-
dred calories every week, while significantly increasing his weekly nutri-
tional intake. You see, if you reduce 150 calories from your diet each day
(or one bag of chips), that’s 4,500 calories over the course of a month.
Across the year, that would be 54,000 calories, or a reduction of more
than 15 pounds. The idea is to make these relatively minor modifications
to your regular diet without constantly feeling like you need to track
what you eat. In other words, don’t count calories, fat, or carbs once you
start to establish good habits (but, to establish these good habits in the
first place, you’ll have to tune in to nutritional information).

(Mostly) Skip the Sweets

At this point you are probably three, four, or maybe even five weeks into
making dietary changes. You might even be starting to see some changes
in your body. Or not. If you feel like you’ve been at it a few weeks and your pants are still snug, don’t despair! This is a marathon, not a sprint. Remember, the goal is to make one lifestyle change per week. This is not necessarily going to result in rapid weight loss. You need to be patient and keep working on modifications that you think you can sustain for the rest of your life. I know this may seem daunting and not quite fast enough, but it works! Stick with it, and, once you’ve gotten a handle on your less-than-healthy drinking and snacking habits, take a look at your sweet tooth. It isn’t necessary to completely eliminate sweets from your diet, especially if you really enjoy them. However, sweets tend to have fairly little nutritional value and are high in sugar, fat, and calories. Any reduction you can make in the portion or type of sweets you consume is worth your consideration.

When it comes to sweets, there is often a trade-off between quantity and quality. You can have a small portion of Ben & Jerry’s ice cream (1/2 cup of vanilla ice cream is 200 calories, 110 of those calories are from fat) or a larger portion of Dryer’s vanilla ice cream (3/4 cup is 218 calories, 107 calories from fat) for similar calorie and fat intake. I’d rather have the Ben and Jerry’s any day, but the trick then is to watch the portion size—and that can easily become a losing battle. For a while, my husband and I were buying single-serving containers of Ben & Jerry’s for dessert (approximately 1/2 cup portions). Then, we decided that just wasn’t quite enough to satisfy our sweet tooth, so I started buying pints of ice cream in addition so we could scoop a dollop of ice cream on top of our single-serving portions. Who were we fooling? One day, my husband looked at the portion of ice cream he had prepared himself and laughed. It was clear that we were defeating the purpose of portion control; we had to stick with smaller portions of “the good stuff” or switch what we were eating so that we could enjoy larger portions. This isn’t to suggest that you should never indulge in a giant banana split. The trick is to come to terms with the fact that you can eat some sweets regularly, as long as you don’t make a habit of going crazy with how much. I mean,
if I could, I would eat a pint of Ben & Jerry’s every night! I know I’m not the only one; I think it is pretty typical to want to eat a lot of sweets. Indulging in the occasional high-calorie sweet is okay, but frequently overindulging is not a recipe for weight loss and healthy weight management for the long term.

Believe it or not, there are many options for relatively low-calorie (and even low-fat) sweet treats that you can eat on most days. For example, a 1/2 cup portion of Häagen-Dazs raspberry sorbet has 110 calories (and zero grams of fat). This is a healthier option than ice cream, and many find it to be just as tasty. Popsicles, although typically devoid of nutritional value, are tasty and low in calories. Because they are frozen, they take a while to eat, leaving you feeling like you’ve had a bigger treat than you actually had. For example, Edy’s all natural fruit bars have approximately 80 calories and even contain some real fruit. If you want to boost the nutritional value of your sweets, try making smoothies. A blended beverage containing yogurt (try Greek yogurt for additional protein), fruit (purchase large bags of frozen fruit for the best value), nonfat milk, and even a tablespoon of sorbet is a great way to consume some relatively healthy foods in one sweet concoction. I am constantly pushing smoothies on my kids as a way to increase their fruit consumption and satisfy their sweet cravings; smoothies can be a snack, dessert, part of a breakfast, lunch, or dinner. Leftovers get frozen into homemade popsicles for later treats.

I’ve had women who take part in my research tell me that they were able to successfully change their sweet consumption by reserving sweets for dessert only (cutting out afternoon sweets or breakfasts that were nothing more than sweets). I’ve also had participants claim that switching to “diet desserts” (e.g., Skinny Cow brand) was an easy fix for them. They still had sweets on many or even most days, but they just made better choices. Some ideas of sweet fixes worth trying are listed in the table below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dessert</th>
<th>Serving Size</th>
<th>Calories</th>
<th>Fat (g)</th>
<th>Fiber (g)</th>
<th>Protein (g)</th>
<th>Sugar (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angel Food Cake</td>
<td>1 slice (1/12 of cake, 28 g)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate-Covered Pretzels</td>
<td>3 (medium size) pretzels (33 g)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate-Covered Raisins</td>
<td>1/4 cup (50 g)</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frozen Strawberry Fruit Bar</td>
<td>1 bar (100 g)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frozen Yogurt (Flavors Other Than Chocolate)</td>
<td>1/2 cup (87 g)</td>
<td>110.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun-Size Snickers</td>
<td>1 bar (15 g)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun-Size Butterfinger</td>
<td>1 bar (18 g)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla Gelato</td>
<td>1/2 cup (66g)</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gummy Bears</td>
<td>11 bears</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate Hazelnut Spread</td>
<td>2 tbsp (37 g)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hershey’s Kisses</td>
<td>9 kisses</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry Jell-O</td>
<td>1/8 package (2 g)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut Butter Cookies</td>
<td>2 cookies (30 g)</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate Pudding</td>
<td>4 oz (108 g)</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla Pudding</td>
<td>4 oz (110 g)</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skinny Cow Salted Caramel Pretzel Ice Cream Bars</td>
<td>1 bar</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trader Joe’s Reduced Guilt Fat-Free Brownies</td>
<td>1/12 of the mix</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trader Joe’s Raspberry Sorbet</td>
<td>1/2 cup</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twizzler Twists</td>
<td>4 pieces (38 g)</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Ice (a.k.a., Italian Ice)</td>
<td>1 cup (232 g)</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yogurt-Covered Raisins</td>
<td>1/4 cup</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All nutritional values provided in this table are based on best estimates, but specifics may vary depending on brands of items or exact size of fruits.
What About Meals?

Remember that weight loss is possible when energy out exceeds the energy in. But how much energy do you really need in the form of food and drinks? It is easiest to reduce nonnutritive caloric intake in the form of drinks, snacks, and sweets, which is why I recommend modifying those habits first. However, some modification to your meals is likely necessary if you want to lose weight and maintain a healthy weight status that you are happy with for the rest of your life.

In general, men can consume around 2,300 calories to maintain their weight, while women can consume around 1,800 calories to maintain their weight. However, these are general estimates that do not take into account people’s age, height, current weight, current caloric intake, and activity level. If you are interested in determining the number of calories that you should consume each day to maintain a healthy weight or to lose weight, I recommend you go to the ChooseMyPlate.gov web page and enter your height, weight, and age information. This is where most diet plans and books are incredibly misleading; they typically require specific numbers of calories and specific types of foods that you should eat to lose weight. But they don’t take into account individual variations. So, for example, if you are a woman and you currently consume 1,600 calories per day on average, then increasing your caloric intake to 1,800 would lead you to gain weight, not lose it.

For each person, the size and number of calories for each meal is going to be a little bit different depending on his or her current eating and physical activity habits (this is why you started by evaluating your eating
and activity habits). However, when pressed, my general recommendation is that men consume 400-calorie breakfasts, 500-calorie lunches, and 900-calorie dinners plus 500 calories worth of snacks, sweets, or beverages that fall outside of primary meals. This amounts to the approximately 2,300 calories per day (400 + 500 + 900 + 500) that men typically require to maintain a healthy weight. Because women’s energy needs are lower (which is most certainly one of the greatest injustices in this world!), they may want to use the general guideline of 300 calories for breakfast, 400 calories for lunch, 700 calories for dinner, plus 400 calories for snacks, sweets, or beverages that fall outside of primary meals. This amounts to the approximately 1,800 calories per day (300 + 400 + 700 + 400) that women typically require to maintain a healthy weight. Remember, you must consider this in conjunction with your current habits! If this is an increase in caloric intake, then you will gain rather than lose weight.

To begin losing weight, see my suggestions below for modifying your meals. Keep in mind that you will be best served by modifying your current habits, not necessarily changing them dramatically. If you are not a big breakfast person or find yourself rushed getting ready for your day, then you may eat less in the morning (additional discussion about breakfast can be found in Chapter 7). Forcing yourself to whip up an elaborate breakfast is unlikely to be a reasonable long-term change to your diet. It is essential that you think about the long term and your particular lifestyle and preferences when initiating any dietary or physical activity change.

**Breakfast**

Breakfast is sometimes called the most important meal of the day, but many people consume little more than large quantities of coffee in the morning. I am not going to condemn coffee consumption; as I mention earlier in this chapter, many coffee drinks are relatively low in calories,
and there is research to suggest that caffeine consumption improves mood and attention span.\textsuperscript{12} (I’m pretty sure I would not have been able to write this book without coffee!) However, some nutritional food in addition to your cup of joe is highly recommended for the sake of your health, well-being, and even ability to concentrate. To be sure that you actually eat some nutritional food item(s) for breakfast, you need to plan the night before. It is difficult to think straight when groggy, tired, and trying to get out the door in the morning. The manufacturers of packaged breakfast foods know that your mind might not be working at 100 percent and capitalize on it well!

Try including some fruit in your morning meal. Personally, I find a banana a great addition to breakfast—they come in their own organic “wrapper,” they can be eaten on the go, and they are high in fiber, potassium, magnesium, vitamin B6, and vitamin C. However, a piece of fruit is unlikely to hold you over for very long. Some sort of more complex carbohydrate is also likely necessary to provide you with the energy you need to start your day. Cereal, oatmeal, toast, or an English muffin can be good choices. Be sure to check the caloric, fiber, and sugar content of these food items (especially for dry cereals, which tend to be high in sugar) before making any particular food a daily habit. A cup of regular Cheerios contains 100 calories, 1 gram of sugar, and 3 grams of fiber (note: this is the nutritional information without milk added—always be careful in reading food labels for little caveats like this). In contrast, a cup of Lucky Charms contains 142 calories, 14 grams of sugar, and 1.6 grams of fiber. Thus, if you choose the healthier cereal, not only will your health benefit, but you can eat more. A reasonable breakfast can consist of a cup of Cheerios with low-fat milk (assuming your portion size really is just a cup, approximately 150 calories), a banana (approximately 100 calories), and a coffee with about as much cream as you like (about 50 calories). Another option is a hard-boiled egg (75 calories), an English muffin (100 calories), a banana (100 calories), and a lighter coffee (minimal cream and calorie-free sweetener). A Greek yogurt (typically higher in protein
and lower in calories (approximately 100) than other types of yogurt) or a smoothie that contains fruit, yogurt, and nonfat milk may be a nice part of a breakfast as well (some ingredients can be put in the blender the night before, refrigerated, and then blended in the morning). Remember, once you get to know the nutritional facts concerning your daily morning foods, you should not spend any more time reading the national labels of these foods or thinking about their caloric content.

Eating a satisfying meal in the morning is a good start to eating well throughout the rest of the day. For many people, modifying your breakfast means adding healthy foods to this meal, such as a piece of fruit, or switching a relatively unhealthy cereal for one that is both more nutritious and lower in calories and fat. However, there are many breakfast traps that are easy to fall into. For many, junk food for breakfast is fairly typical and not the best way to start your day. Many breakfast foods (e.g., muffins and scones) are really desserts (in terms of their nutritional, caloric, and sugar content) disguised as breakfasts. I love doughnuts, but I know better than to eat them for breakfast. As you evaluate your breakfast habits, be sure that you are honest with yourself, and don’t eat a pastry for breakfast just because it is sold at the same place where you pick up your coffee.

**Lunch**

Most kids like peanut butter and jelly sandwiches for lunch. As a kid, I never really liked them. I actually never really liked most sandwiches. Thus, my nontraditional approach to lunch began a very long time ago. To this day, I don’t have “main entrée” for my lunch; instead, I eat an assortment of foods at my desk for lunch: a piece of fruit (or two), a piece of cheese, nuts, vegetables, popcorn. Although some research suggests it is a bad idea to eat while you work, it has been an adaptive approach for my lifestyle. In contrast, you may choose to prepare yourself a sandwich and use lunch as a break in your day. Being mindful of what you eat and
enjoying it (i.e., not working while you eat) has its benefits, and many people will ultimately eat less if they focus on their meal as opposed to eating while doing something else. Regardless, preparation is necessary if you want to get in the habit of eating a healthy lunch.

Once you’ve made gradual changes to your beverage, snack, sweets, and breakfast consumption, make an alteration to your lunch. Let’s say that you bring or buy a sandwich wherever you are during lunchtime (home, school, work, the mall) and grab a bag of chips to go with it. Instead of chips, have two pieces of fruit. I know, fruit doesn’t necessarily taste as good as Cool Ranch Doritos, and fruit perishes, introducing all sorts of planning complications. However, I’m guessing there is some sort of fruit that you really like. Maybe something more exotic than the standard apples, bananas, and oranges. How about berries, melon, or mangos? (If you put in a bit of effort you can find these fruit options year round. You can even order fruit on the Internet!) Worried about bruising your peach or squishing your berries en route? Nothing a Tupperware container can’t handle! If you aren’t a fruit person, get in the habit of snacking on veggies during lunch. Supermarkets contain a variety of ready-to-eat veggies (not just carrots), and veggies left over from the previous night’s dinner can be a great snack the following day. Make a commitment to put forth the energy to keep stocked up on fruit and veggies that you love to eat.

If you’re looking for more calories to easily cut while also improving the health of your lunch, take a look at what’s inside your sandwich or on top of your salad. Condiments can ruin any healthy food by adding oil, fat, and sugar. Admittedly, it is the oily, fatty, and sugary goodness that makes a lot of foods taste the way we want them to. I mean, who wants to eat lettuce without salad dressing? As my kids tell me, lettuce just tastes like leaves. It needs a bit of help to become palatable. However, salad dressing and mayonnaise can contain more hidden calories than seems possible in a small serving. Two tablespoons of Caesar salad dressing contains approximately 150 calories. A light Italian salad dressing will contain less than half that. If you really prefer Caesar, try mix-
ing it with some light Italian dressing to “water down” the calories and fat without losing all of the taste. Likewise, about a tablespoon of mayonnaise contains nearly 100 calories. A light mayo may be worth considering instead, at about 35 calories per tablespoon.

If you’re thinking, “Did I really buy this book to be told that I should eat light salad dressing? That’s pretty obvious!” I agree with you—but that’s not really my point. The point of this approach to weight loss and weight management is to make smart, calculated, thoughtful choices about what you eat and establish new healthy habits that you can sustain indefinitely. I could tell you exactly what you should eat for lunch, but if you didn’t like my suggestions, you wouldn’t stick to my advice. Instead, I want you to think about what you usually eat and modify it to make it a bit healthier. Maybe you like real mayo and don’t want to skip having it on your sandwiches. That’s okay; find something else to modify. Or, maybe you’ll discover that honey mustard (approximately 30 calories a tablespoon and no fat) is pretty darn good and you don’t need mayo. Be careful not to be fooled by advertising and labels suggesting that foods are healthy, light, or diet. Read labels closely before establishing new habits. And whatever modification you make to your lunch, ask yourself, “Is this a change that I can make for the rest of my life?”

I surveyed more than a hundred people to see what sorts of healthy options they like to have for lunch. Below is a summary of some of their ideas with approximate calorie information. Keep in mind that these are just ideas. You need to create a custom lunch plan that you find satisfying and enjoyable, or this is not going to work for you long-term.

**Dinner**

Is this you—eat on the go in the morning, eat relatively healthily during the day, and overindulge at dinner? I’ll admit it; this often describes me. Although I find breakfast and lunch nice and necessary, dinner is the meal that I find truly relaxing and enjoyable. I love to sit down with my
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LUNCH IDEAS</th>
<th>CALORIE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fat-free Greek yogurt</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 cup sliced almonds</td>
<td>+ 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 apple</td>
<td>+ 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 orange</td>
<td>+ 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut butter sandwich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 pieces of whole wheat bread</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 tbsp peanut butter</td>
<td>+ 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 banana</td>
<td>+ 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trader Joe’s (prepackaged) Greek Salad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 cup of blueberries</td>
<td>+ 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 eggs (scrambled in cooking spray)</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top with 1/4 cup shredded cheese</td>
<td>+ 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 English muffin w/ minimal butter</td>
<td>+ 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey sandwich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 pieces of whole wheat bread</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 thin slices of turkey</td>
<td>+ 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mustard, lettuce, and tomato</td>
<td>+ 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 banana</td>
<td>+ 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Choice chicken noodle soup</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(entire can; 2 servings)</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Saltine crackers</td>
<td>+ 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cup of strawberries</td>
<td>+ 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 veggie burger</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 wheat bun</td>
<td>+180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mustard, tomato, and lettuce</td>
<td>+ 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 orange</td>
<td>+ 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
family at the end of the workday and eat and talk—and eat! Sometimes milk is spilled, kids yell at each other, and there is complaining about my food (just because I study food doesn’t make me a gourmet cook). Sometimes, dinner is less than a perfect experience, but I still really enjoy a good meal at the end of the workday. On the weekend, a dinner out with friends or a date with my husband can wipe out all the stresses of the workweek. The trick, for me and many other people, is to eat consistently well throughout the day so that dinner doesn’t become a gorge-fest. It is important not be too hungry at dinnertime, or poor choices will be made.

What do you usually eat for dinner? Sadly, the “standard American diet” (appropriately, abbreviated SAD) incorporates some of the most unhealthy foods available, and many of them end up on our dinner plates. These avoidable ingestible errors include animal fats, saturated fats, foods low in fiber, highly processed foods, foods low in complex carbohydrates, and sparse amounts of plant-based foods (i.e., fruits and vegetables). If dinner for you consists of a hamburger on a plain bun with mayo and ketchup and a side of French fries, you’re dining on several of the SAD favorites: high levels of fat in hamburger meat, a bun devoid of complex carbs and fiber, sugary and fatty condiments, processed and fatty fries. Substituting a chicken breast or a veggie burger could greatly improve upon this meal by cutting out some of the animal fat and calories. Add some lettuce and tomato to your burger and drop the mayo and ketchup. Skip the fries and switch them for some fruit and a side salad. Or at least reduce the portion of fries and try baking them. Homemade fries are cheaper, better for you, and require very little preparation (five minutes to peel and cut potatoes and fifteen to bake in olive oil is not much longer than sticking frozen fries in the oven) and taste wonderful.

Although my intent is not to tell you exactly what to eat and to encourage you to think for yourself about healthy (or at least improved) options for meals, you should incorporate at least one vegetable into each dinner. Even better, throw in some fruit as well. Incorporating some sort of lean protein such as fish, chicken, or beans is ideal. An easy way to
boost the nutritional value of a meal is to cut out bread or rolls and include fruit and vegetables instead. Growing up, we always had bread as a side dish. I love bread and would never recommend giving it up, but unless it is a grainy, nutritionally dense bread, it probably is adding little to the healthfulness of your meal. In contrast, just about any fruit or veggie will add not only bulk to your meal but a variety of necessary nutrients. I’m always amazed at the quantity of vegetables my family is able to put away during a dinner (admittedly, my kids help out little in this regard). However, the veggies—whether they be broccoli, string beans, edamame, carrots, or cauliflower—are all relatively low in caloric density, and mass consumption has many benefits with no real drawbacks. The main idea to remember is you need to adopt dietary changes that you can maintain long-term—really, forever. Small one-time changes—like eliminating the side of bread at dinner on Saturday—are unlikely to reduce your pant size, but by skipping the bread basket as a general rule moving forward, you will likely be rocking skinny jeans in a few months, jeans that you continue to rock for years. You see, if you reduce 200 calories from your diet each day (or one large bread roll), that’s 6,000 calories over a month. Across the year, that would be 72,000 calories, or a reduction of more than 20 pounds. Yes, this kind of weight loss can take time, but it isn’t painful, and it’s weight that will stay off because it is a result of healthy behavior changes. And it won’t take you an entire year to feel better. Within a couple of weeks, you will begin to notice that your pants feel a bit loser.

Follow by Example

Even with all that you’ve learned in this book so far, it can be hard to objectively and honestly evaluate our own food choices. So, let’s revisit Julie’s food diary, originally presented in Chapter 3. By examining someone else’s food choices and thinking about improvements that she can make to her eating habits, you may be inspired to make similar choices for your own beverages, snacks, sweets, and meals.
Consisting of primarily water, coffee, and Diet Coke, there isn’t a lot of room for improvement in Julie’s beverage consumption. A Diet Coke may not be the best choice for health, but it is unlikely to make her gain weight. Water is a better option but may not provide the midday “pick
me up” desired. Julie could try to cut out her glass of wine with dinner to drop approximately 120 nonnutritive calories from her diet. Milk is a great addition to a dinner, with calcium, vitamin D, and other nutritional benefits.

Next, let’s evaluate her snack consumption. Julie had a banana for a morning snack, which is a great option, as is the apple and peanut butter for her afternoon snack. However, a bag of Doritos is not a good daily snack habit. Popcorn, fruit, or some of the other options in the table provided earlier in this chapter are all healthier alternatives. A piece of fruit in the afternoon may lead to a lighter dinner later, so skipping the snack is not the idea—swapping it for something healthier is the way to go.

Julie’s sweet consumption consisted of Ben & Jerry’s ice cream for dessert—just the sort of dessert I like to indulge in as well. Remember, the goal is not necessarily to eliminate all sweets. However, she may want to consider reducing the portion size or having sorbet some evenings instead of ice cream (sorbet is lower in fat and calories). A small serving of vanilla ice cream with some raspberries or other fruit (even frozen fruit) would provide more nutritional value than just ice cream, but dessert isn’t necessarily about obtaining the vitamins, minerals, or nutrients needed. Food should be enjoyed, and it should not feel like a chore!

Julie’s breakfast is fairly typical and a reasonable choice. However, instant oatmeal can hide a lot of sugar, and another cereal or toast option may ultimately be healthier. Adding fruit to breakfast is also worth considering. Her lunch and dinner present more opportunity for improvement. Julie’s ham sandwich for lunch is not a bad idea—especially if it is homemade (portion sizes are inevitably larger when you eat out, so packing lunch at home to bring with you is always a good idea). Selecting a whole grain wheat bread that is nutritionally dense is important, as is limiting condiment use. Further, adding additional veggies—tomato, pickles, peppers—would boost the health value of this sort of sandwich. Julie’s dinner choices of chicken and carrots are excellent. The pasta may be less than optimal. Unless the pasta is whole grain, it likely provides
little nutritional benefit, and the pesto sauce may provide substantial caloric and fat content. So, reducing the pasta to 1 cup and adding another vegetable would be one way to improve this meal.

It is obvious that Julie is already thoughtful about what she eats and spends some time and energy planning and making her meals (e.g., bringing a banana as a snack in the morning). The healthy modifications I’ve suggested to Julie’s diet are not extreme; they are actually fairly subtle. However, if she changed her daily eating habits according to my recommendations, she would reduce her intake by approximately 400 calories per day. If these small changes are sustained, she will lose weight and feel better. In fact, if changes like the ones I suggested are maintained across a year, she would lose approximately forty pounds! Notice that she didn’t note feeling particularly good when she ate chips or ice cream. Like all of us, Julie’s dietary habits should be viewed as a work in progress. The goal is to modify what you already eat, change your habits gradually, and become more thoughtful about your choices. The idea isn’t to embark on an extreme fast or abandon any food group or favored food item. The idea is to make practical, realistic changes across time that will improve your health, reduce your weight, and make you feel good physically and psychologically. Don’t make this harder than it has to be. Remember, food is fun.

• Modifying what you eat bite by bite is the best way to lose weight over the long haul.
• Start by evaluating and changing—in this order—beverages, snacks, desserts, and then meals.
• This phase brings you back to the basics of healthy eating and is the opposite of what most diet plans propose (which usually entails severe restriction at the start of a diet and then adding back other foods across time); this smart way of approaching weight loss makes all the difference if you plan to lose weight and keep it off!
Get Moving

“What fits your busy schedule better, exercising one hour a day or being dead 24 hours a day?”

It’s easier to wake up each morning and work out than it is to look in the mirror each day and not like what you see.

Jayne Cox, specialist women’s coach
About a year before my husband turned forty, he began to pay more attention to what he ate, and he started exercising. After nearly fifteen years of living with me (for all but a couple of which he seemed to go out of his way to avoid exercise), he finally revamped his health habits. What can I say, like most men, my husband can be stubborn, but after the birth of our second child he decided it was time to get healthy and live a long life! When this resulted in weight loss and people asked him about it, he would always say, “Oh, I just started running.” I think that he didn’t want to explain his weight loss in terms of something that sounded like a diet, and it was far more macho to talk about fitness. For a couple of years now, he has exercised nearly every day. This is a guy who used to say things like, “Why run when you can drive?” My proud couch potato is in the best shape he has ever been in (he slowly lost forty pounds across eight months and has kept it off for years). I love that I now have another person I can run with, and I find him an interesting and inspirational case of how even the most reluctant exerciser can become physically fit. This isn’t to say that this just happened overnight. In fact, he very gradually and somewhat reluctantly began to exercise. But if he can, anyone can!

Physical fitness is an important component of the weight management equation. You cannot think about weight loss and maintaining a healthy weight without incorporating some form of physical activity into your regular routine. Having said that, just beginning an exercise regimen is an unlikely means of achieving weight loss. It is important to be thoughtful about both what you eat and your physical activity. One helps the other. Hopefully, you’ve kept track of your physical activities while you were recording your food intake. If you are like most Americans, there isn’t much to keep track of. Maybe you’ve been working toward participating in regular physical activity—whether that is once a week or every day of the week. Perhaps you don’t have the time, or you simply aren’t motivated. Working exercise into our regular routines is not a simple thing to do. This chapter will teach you how to become
smart when it comes to exercise, because no thoughtful approach to weight loss and management can neglect the importance of moving your body!

Exercise is one of the best ways in preventing the rapid growth of obesity in America.

—Lee Haney, body builder, Mr. Olympia

An Inactive America

Some days, I wake up early to exercise, and I can’t help but wonder, “Why am I doing this?” I know that the majority of Americans are not exercising—or not exercising very much. In fact, less than half of the US population engages in enough exercise to stay healthy. One out of every three Americans gets no physical activity at all! Men are more likely to be physically active than women, but most men and women should exercise more than they do. Perhaps more troubling, almost half of US children do not participate in the necessary amount of exercise to benefit their health.¹ Even among teenagers—who always seem on the go—only two out of every ten are getting the recommended amount of exercise. Crazy, huh? The fact that only three out of every ten teens have
some sort of daily school-based physical education is an obvious contrib-
utor to these low rates of physical activity.2

There are regional differences in those who exercise in the United
States, with individuals residing on the West Coast, Colorado, Min-
nesota, and parts of the Northeast being most likely to be active. My
initial thought was to attribute these regional differences to weather
(my experience has taught me that it is easier to go for a run in the
winter in California than in Pennsylvania); however, the most active
states have a range of different climates. The states with the lowest
rates of activity (or, as it is often described, the highest rates of “lei-
sure time physical inactivity”) are in the South. In fact, if you com-
pare the map below of physical inactivity rates in the United States to
the map depicting obesity rates in Chapter 10, you’ll see some obvi-
ous similarities.3

Stop the Screen Insanity

Obviously, I’m going to encourage you to be more active. However, it is
necessary to first consider your inactivity—in other words, your seden-
tary behaviors. Modern advances have made it possible to be incredibly
sedentary. This is a dramatic switch from the state of affairs a couple
hundred of years ago. Not too long ago, heavy people were regarded as
attractive because fat was an indicator of wealth. It was a luxury to not
have to be physically active in the pursuit of food and to have the re-
sources to acquire enough food to allow you to be round.4 Nowadays,
getting food is pretty effortless for most of us in the industrialized world.
Getting exercise requires a great deal more effort.

One of the greatest detractors from exercise time is “screen time.” A
recent report based on a survey of kids eight to eighteen years of age in-
dicates that in half of their homes TV is left on “most of the time.” Add
in video games, computers, iPads, and other sources of screens, and kids
spend more than seven hours per day (fifty-three hours per week) sitting
and watching instead of running around. Adults are lucky if they suck up only seven hours of screen time each day. With jobs increasingly requiring connecting to others around the world electronically, adults’ screen time just using computers tends to exceed children’s. Such use of technology is why, over the past fifty years, most adults found themselves sitting down on the job. Translation: we burn 150 fewer calories per day on average than the more active working generation that came before us. Stay-at-home parents are also getting less physical activity and more screen time than they once did. Stay-at-homers burn approximately 360 fewer calories per day in the twenty-first century than they did in the 1960s.5

All of this screen time is linked with obesity in direct and indirect ways. If you’re sitting watching TV, you aren’t exercising, and you are more likely to be eating. It’s a double whammy. Less physical activity and more snacking (usually on high-calorie nonnutritive foods) is a quick way to pack on extra pounds. What is even more discouraging is that research
has found that not only do people eat while engaging in screen time; they eat foods that are heavily advertised—on those very screens!

Although it sounds simple, setting screen-time limits really does reduce how much time people engage in sedentary activities. Maybe this means establishing personal or family rules like no TV in the morning before work or school or no TV while in bed at night, or you could even try no eating in front of the TV (that may help preserve your sofa as well). Setting limits on how many hours per day people have access to screens is very helpful and will free up time for physical activity. One recent study that followed 240,000 adults over 8.5 years found that high levels of television consumption was associated with higher mortality rates. If nothing else, consider exercising while watching TV (or whatever screen you prefer).

\textit{Just Get Moving!}

So, now that you have the TV off, let’s talk about getting moving. There are many different ways to exercise and be physically active. You may have noticed that I use the terms “physical activity” and “exercise” interchangeably. I’m sure scholars who make a career of studying these issues will scoff that I’m not differentiating between them. According to these scientists, physical activity refers to any, well, physical activity. Anything that gets you moving, your muscles working, and your heart beating a little faster is physical activity. You might work up a sweat gardening, or you feel out of breath when chasing after your toddler. Maybe, you feel tired after cleaning your house or climbing the stairs at work. All of this constitutes physical activity.

Exercise, in contrast, is typically used to describe physical activity that is more purposeful, like going to the gym. You may start an exercise regimen to get in shape or to lose weight. If you are training for a race or an event, then you are exercising. In other words, exercise is always a physical activity, but all physical activities are not exercise. Usually exer-
cise is more intense than physical activity. Walking around the mall as you shop or having sex with a partner (usually) qualifies as physical activity, but I know few people who would categorize these activities as exercise. Although the terms are distinct, I intentionally blur this difference throughout this chapter. I do this for a reason: I don’t want you to think of exercise as something that always has to be planned or purposeful. I want you to focus on being active as much as possible, no matter how, when, or why. In terms of both health and weight loss, it is not important what we call it. Although purposeful exercise is an efficient technique to maintain weight loss, daily physical activity (i.e., not just sitting on the couch or in an office all day) is also important. In other words, just move! It is essential that you not just take in energy (in the form of calories) but that you also expend some of this energy through movement on a regular basis.

The When-You-Have-Time-For-It Workout

So, how much time will it take you to actually exercise? I understand that you already have a full life. You probably have a job (or jobs). Maybe you are in school. You most likely have responsibilities to other people, whether they are your children, coworkers, friends, or your aging parents. Taking time to exercise is often viewed as a luxury that most people cannot afford. But what if I were to tell you that just thirty-minute workouts would do the trick? Can you afford that?

For exercise to offer you real fitness and health benefits, adults need 150 minutes (that’s two and a half hours) of exercise a week. Adults should also participate in both aerobic activity (brisk walking, jogging, or running) as well as muscle-strengthening activities (push-ups, sit-ups). Children should be physically active for approximately an hour a day. This is important not only for weight management but for developmental purposes. For example, exercise helps to strengthen growing bones. Michelle Obama knows this, and her Let’s Move campaign has a
goal of getting all kids moving for sixty minutes per day.9 With the aim of including 50,000 schools and with corporate sponsors like Nike investing $50 million to support this goal, we can only hope that this generation of kids spends more time in gym class than they do in doctors’ offices.

To get 2.5 hours of exercise a week, you’d need to exercise for thirty minutes, five days a week. If this feels like more of a time commitment than you’re willing or able to make, don’t sweat it—you don’t have to do it all now. Just as it is with adopting a smarter approach to healthy eating, the smart approach to making changes to your physical activities is also gradual, realistic, and moderate. If you don’t have thirty minutes, five days a week, maybe you have thirty minutes once a week? Maybe you have time for a sixty-minute exercise class each weekend? Hear this now: any physical activity is better than no physical activity. Further, it is entirely possible that committing to even moderate amounts of exercise per week may inspire you to try to do more. Some experts recommend trying three ten-minute walks a day, five days a week.10 This may be a walk to work, walking your kids to and from the park, walking the dog in the morning and afternoon, or taking a ten-minute walk during your lunch hour. Although this may seem like a lot of walks to keep track of, with a bit of discipline, you can reach 2.5 hours per week without necessarily feeling like you are “exercising.”11 The opposite approach is also recommended by some: “vigorous intensity activity” for twenty minutes, three days per week, may have the same advantages as does more exercise of lower intensity.12 Further, some recent research suggests that four workouts per week may be better than six and that your body may burn calories more efficiently if you exercise a moderate amount per week and not every day.13

Although there may be no obvious, clear agreement about how much to exercise, for how many days per week, and at what intensity, any physical activity is better than no physical activity. We will not all be marathon runners, and we will not all develop six-packs. However, we
do want to be able to walk up a flight of stairs without feeling winded. The more we move, the better off our health and the looser our pants.

MEGAN’S Story

I joined CrossFit over two years ago, but it took me almost a year to really start going regularly. Now, I can honestly say it has been one of the best additions to my life. I had been trying for years after high school to find some form of exercise that kept me interested and made me want to do it. That’s what CrossFit does for me. Initially, I went about once a week. Then something just clicked, and I started going consistently three times a week. I think I realized how much happier I was after finishing a CrossFit class, and that’s what really changed my behavior. I gradually started increasing the number of days that I attend classes, and I now go five or six days a week.

I’ve also found that there is a relationship between exercise and eating right. I think finally realizing that I’m never going to lose the weight I want to or “feel better” by just doing one or the other was key. I decided I had to do both. I have finally gotten the exercise portion where I want it to be, and now I’m focusing more attention on eating better. Because I think of CrossFit as more of an everyday thing in my life now, I no longer have to force myself to do it. It’s not a chore; it’s just something that I do as a part of my daily routine.

~Megan, AGE TWENTY-FOUR, STUDENT

How Much Will This Help Me Lose Weight?

How much exercise will actually help you to lose weight depends on how much you exercise (minutes or hours), how vigorously, and how often (days per week). In the past couple of years, I’ve gone from running approximately fifteen miles per week to running more than
twenty, plus swimming for up to a couple of hours per week. How much weight have I lost? None—nada—zero pounds! In increasing my exercise regimen, I was not trying to lose weight; my goals have been fitness, health, and stress management. But why haven’t I lost weight? Simple: the more I exercise, the more I eat; exercising can make you hungry! I share this personal example with you not to discourage you but to help you understand that exercise should be part of a healthy approach to weight management, but exercise alone is not enough for long-term weight loss. If you are aiming to lose weight, then you need to keep your eating habits stable (or reduce your intake) while you increase your activity.

If you maintain the same eating habits but exercise for just fifteen minutes per day (burning approximately 100 calories per day), you will not notice a rapid change in your weight. However, if you maintain this daily exercise routine, you will burn about 36,500 calories in a year—or lose about ten pounds. Not bad for fifteen minutes! Most exercise equipment at a gym will provide you with approximate estimates of calories burned. (Beware: these are only estimates!) So if you are currently not exercising at all and you start to exercise regularly, you can monitor the energy expended in relation to the energy (calorie) intake. But don’t get too hung up on the numbers. Weight loss and weight management should not be a never-ending math problem! Most importantly, once you have your exercise and eating habits established, you should never focus on the numbers—don’t burn calories so that you can eat more! The trick is to be active and not to eat more.

The bottom line is that exercise can absolutely help you lose weight, but you also have to watch what you eat. Sorry, exercise isn’t a free pass to the buffet line, but chew on this: people who exercise regularly tend to feel more invested in eating well and more committed to their health. In other words, the more you exercise, the more likely you will want to eat smarter. In fact, going to the gym or on regular walks will likely encourage you to crave healthier foods. Imagine that! And the
more you regularly exercise and eat smarter, the easier it will be to maintain a svelte figure. It is easier to have that big piece of chocolate cake at that party and not experience any weight gain if you are regularly burning off some calories. If you commit yourself to changing your lifestyle, losing weight, and thinking long-term about weight management, you’ll soon see the benefits of adding physical activity to your weekly routine.

Another good reducing exercise consists in placing both hands against the table edge and pushing back.

—Robert Quillen, writer

Work Out Your Whole Body

Physical activity has benefits far greater than merely helping you lose weight or maintain a desired weight. Physical activity is associated with improved physical and mental health. For example, individuals who exercise regularly are less likely to experience heart disease, stroke, and some cancers. A study recently published in the prestigious British Medical Journal even found that a structured exercise program maintains your cardiovascular health better than prescription drugs. Exercise also helps prevent high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and type 2 diabetes. It can aid in digestion after a meal, strengthen your bones, and reduce your likelihood of developing osteoporosis. Exercise improves sleep habits over time and is even thought to have benefits at the level of our DNA. Perhaps most importantly, people who exercise regularly live longer than people who don’t.

If the above health benefits don’t motivate you and you happen to possess a Y chromosome, then a new study linking physical activity to sperm count may inspire you. Men who engage in regular physical
activity have 73 percent higher sperm counts than men who are less active. Higher sperm count typically means higher fertility. It seems that when a man is more physically fit, his body responds by being better prepared to produce babies (after all, it wouldn’t be adaptive for couch potatoes to reproduce as easily as their physically fit peers—right?).

Perhaps you expected me to remind you of the physical benefits of exercise, but did you know that moving your body can actually benefit your psychological health as well? Maybe you’ve heard people talk about a “runner’s high” or feeling “uplifted” as a result of exercise. It turns out that there is something to this; people who exercise regularly are less likely to be depressed than those sitting on couches all day. Exercise also alleviates anxiety and improves mood. There are both biological and psychological reasons for the links between exercise and psychological health. Exercise affects brain functioning by releasing “feel-good brain chemicals” (neurotransmitters and endorphins) that improve mood. Exercise also reduces the immune system chemicals that can negatively impact mood. Even the increase in body temperature following exercise is thought to have a calming effect that indirectly improves your mood.

On a more psychological level, exercise is a healthy distraction from negative thoughts or experiences. I love swimming because no one can bother me while my head is under water and I can’t hear anything! Exercise is a healthy coping mechanism. When we feel sad or anxious, it may be tempting to grab a beer or a glass of wine, but going on a walk or run is going to make you feel better. Even children experience the stress-reducing benefits of exercise: children who are regularly physically active have healthier hormonal responses to stressful situations than children who are not as active.

Exercise also increases self-esteem, especially if it provides you with an opportunity to set goals for yourself and then reach them. Because exercise facilitates weight loss, it indirectly helps you feel better about your physical appearance as well. Finally, exercise provides an opportu-
nity for social interaction. I find running with friends much more fun than running alone. I can’t say that I’d schedule thirty minutes to catch up with friends on a regular basis (especially not at 6 a.m.!!); however, when I run with a friend, not only do I get exercise, but my running partners and I have talked about everything from where we get our groceries to anything and everything about our children to whether God really exists (not necessarily during the same run!). I’m pretty sure all of this random conversation provides about as much psychological benefit as a good therapist would, and it is a lot cheaper!  

**Just Not Pumped?**

Newton’s first law of motion is “A body remains at rest unless acted upon by an external force.” In addition to explaining the motion of heavenly bodies, this law provides an analogy for why many people have trouble starting an exercise program. If your body has been at rest for years, it might feel like an impossible task to get yourself motivated to move. So, how can you get yourself pumped up to start exercising if you’re lacking the motivation needed to establish an exercise regimen? The secret, like with food changes, is to start out slow. One good place to start is by making modifications to your daily routine. Below is a list of some of the activities you might want to make part of your daily habits. As you’ll see, being active doesn’t have to involve a gym; being active can involve minor modification to your daily routines.

**Ten Things You Can Do Today to Increase Your Physical Activity**

1. Take the stairs, skip the elevator.
2. Park far away and walk five minutes to your destination.
3. When you go to check your mail, grab it and walk around the block while you look at it.
4. Do a household chore that you’ve been avoiding—vacuum, clean out a closet, or wash some windows.
5. Carry your groceries, packages, or small children instead of using a cart, carrier, or stroller.
6. Do twenty sit-ups and twenty push-ups while you watch TV. Do a second set if that goes well.
7. Take a break from work or other responsibilities and take a ten-minute walk while listening to music or an audio book.
8. Wash your car by hand.
9. Work in your garden, pull weeds, plant flowers, or mow the lawn.
10. Dance to music while you study, do the dishes, or play with your kids.

These are all easy, quick things that can have a gradual, significant impact on your health and fitness. In fact, if you do a few of these things each day, you are likely to burn about 100 or more extra calories. Once you start with these minor changes to your activity level, you will notice that you will be more motivated to increase your exercise level. However, remember to keep it slow—no signing up for the Boston Marathon yet!

Of course, some people enjoy the actual act of exercising. Some days I understand this. Many days I don’t. I like how I feel when I’m done exercising, but I often find the process less than fun. Somehow, I’m still pretty addicted to exercise. Some research suggests that encouraging yourself while you exercise can be motivating. It may sound a bit crazy, but telling yourself you are not tired or engaging in what researchers call “motivational self-talk” (i.e., thinking to yourself, “This feels good,” or, “I’m not tired yet”) can keep you exercising longer. For me, one of the tricks is to keep myself entertained. I listen to music, I listen to books, and I talk with other people. It seems I’m not alone: folks I see at my gym have all kinds of cool devices—phones, iPads, Kindles—that they bring to the gym with them. There are apps that may help as well (some of which I discuss in Chapter 3). A new app for the iPhone called Cruise Control allows people to “coordinate their pacing with their playlists.” Music can help you to walk, run, or
pedal faster. On some days, it even keeps me exercising a bit longer because I like the song that I’m listening to.

Taking a walk or riding a stationary bike is a great place to begin or add to your exercise routine. I know people who bring their iPad to the gym and watch TV shows or movies while they ride. A bit of planning to download a video ahead of time, and thirty minutes on a bike can go pretty fast (that’s just one TV show). I have a neighbor who has started to get up an hour earlier each morning to walk the indoor track at the gym. He says that he listens to the *New York Times* podcasts in the morning and just walks, and then he gets ready for work at the gym. His routine is relaxing, informative, and a healthy way to start the day.

If biking, running, or walking holds no appeal for you, consider what it is you really like to do. I’m convinced that everyone can find some sort of physical activity that they enjoy. Maybe it is playing a team sport, dancing, or stair racing. Yes, stair racing is a sport growing in popularity, and I have no doubt that it is an intense (and fast!) way to get in some exercise. So if you don’t have a lot of time, try running up and down stairs in your office building for fifteen minutes before you leave work. Before you know it, you might become one of the thousands of people racing to the top of the Empire State Building each year for the annual Empire State Building Run Up (that’s eighty-six flights of stairs!).

If you never hope to run to the top of the Empire State Building, then exercise classes might be a great way to socialize and exercise at the same time. The fact that there is a set time and location can be helpful. Setting goals, such as “I’m going to Zumba at 6 p.m. after work” can be very motivating. However, if you are currently out of shape or don’t know the routines presented in a class, it is easy to feel discouraged. Fortunately, some smart entrepreneurs appreciate the importance of feeling comfortable in a fitness environment, even if you are not (yet) “fit.” Fitness centers are popping up that cater to the reluctant or inexperienced
exerciser. They aim to make users feel comfortable and motivated to exercise, even though they may not feel like they know quite what they are doing. If this sort of an environment sounds better to you than being in a gym full of sweaty guys in tight tank tops with bulging biceps, do a web search for options in your area or check out www.fit-journey.com for one woman’s guide for new gym-goers.27

SAMANTHA’S Story

I am a forty-two-year-old working mom, so I don’t have a lot of free time to fit in exercise. But, as I get older, I realize that I need to exercise to stay healthy and be around for my family as long as I possibly can. I know that grand weight loss won’t likely come from exercise, which is why I watch what I eat. But I know that exercising is the key to staying fit and active as I age. It will help keep my heart healthy and help me retain my flexibility.

The most important thing for me was to find the RIGHT exercise. I hate the one-size-fits-all methods where the trainers tell you to run so many miles a week or go to the gym and do this or that circuit. That might work for some. But it is not for me. I need to love what I am doing, or I won’t keep doing it. I need to do activities that trick me into forgetting that I am exercising. This is why I Jazzercise three times per week, minimum.

I love to dance, and the routines challenge both my body and my brain. I leave every class covered in sweat with a smile on my face. If I have to miss class because of my schedule, I really do miss it. I can’t wait until I can get back out there again and dance around the studio. If you hate your workout and dread it, you won’t keep doing it for long. I always tell my friends that they need to find something they love to do and stick with it. I just met two women at my Jazzercise studio who have been coming to classes for thirty-seven and twenty-
five years. Now that tells you something. They wouldn’t keep coming back if it weren’t fun!!

*Samantha, AGE FORTY-TWO, CONSULTANT

Let Other People Help You

As you gradually work to incorporate more physical activity into your life, don’t feel like you have to go it alone. One of the best ways to change your habits—any sort of habit—is to solicit help. Tell people you are starting an exercise regimen, and ask them to check in with you about your progress. Tell your mom or best friend that each time you talk to her, you want her to ask you how exercising is going. Having this sense of “responsibility” to others can be very powerful. No one wants to admit that they’ve given up on a goal that is important to them. It also costs nothing for people who care about you to encourage you or make it easier for you to maintain an exercise regimen.

My husband and I often make deals with each other to make it possible for us to both exercise regularly. For a while, I put our kids to bed so that he’d feel motivated to go to the gym. Anyone with toddlers knows that bedtime is not the most fun time of day. Baths need to be taken and stories need to be read. “Escaping” that part of the day to be alone, on an exercise bike, with some music proved to be a pretty powerful incentive. Often, my husband gets our kids fed and dressed in the morning so that I can go running. Although we all love our kids, all parents know that scheduling our lives to maintain demanding jobs, be good parents, and focus on our own health requires strategic planning and help!

Perhaps one of the best ways to maintain an exercise regimen is to find a person (or people) to exercise with. Meet a friend at an exercise class or for a walk once or twice a week. If you can’t find someone you
already know to exercise with, then ask people you know less well. Ask an acquaintance or a work colleague if he or she would be interested in taking a class or checking out a new fitness center. I’ve been pleasantly surprised at how receptive people are to the idea of collaborating to achieve fitness goals. Most people appreciate that exercising regularly is challenging and welcome the idea of having someone help them get in better shape. I’ve actually become good friends with other women because we decided to exercise together; they have tremendously enriched my life besides just helping me to stick with an exercise regimen.

Technology can also be helpful if you want to connect with workout partners. For example, at Rutgers University, there is a program recently developed called Workout with Me that allows students to connect with others via Facebook and Twitter and encourage others to meet them at the campus gym. Students register for the group on the web and can post their workout plans, especially when they don’t have anyone to exercise with and would like someone to join them. The aim of the program is for students to encourage each other to work out and to have fun socializing while they do it. There’s no reason those of us who have left our college days behind can’t also use Facebook, Twitter, or simply texting to try to find workout partners and to encourage those we care about to meet their fitness goals, whether those goals be exercising two times a week or training for a triathlon.

**Take It Outdoors**

Maybe you feel claustrophobic in a gym, and the full length mirrors are nothing but a depressing reminder of how far you are from your fitness and weight goals. Well, there’s some good news for you. Evidence is accumulating that people exercise more regularly and for longer when they exercise outdoors. They also work their muscles differently and expend more energy when exercising outdoors versus on a treadmill or stationary bike. There’s even evidence that exercising outdoors lowers your
stress hormones while the sunlight boosts your mood. It’s also free—no gym membership fees—plus, there’s no awkwardness about trying to figure out how to use equipment, no strangers staring at you trying to wear spandex. The only downside is the weather. If it is too hot or too cold, it is hard to exercise outdoors. There is clothing designed for exercise in all terrains and climates, which helps. There is equipment made specifically for exercising outdoors when it is dark. I have accumulated a fair amount of this equipment in recent years and am grateful for it. I’m sure some people think that I am crazy when I go for a run in the snow, with a headlamp and a reflective vest (my kids love to tease me about this look). However, I just tell them that they’ll be glad their mom kept her bum moving and worked to maintain her health when they don’t have to take care of me later in life.

This isn’t to say that the climate can’t create challenges for even the most dedicated exerciser. And I don’t mind admitting that there are those who are much more motivated than I am and who have accomplished amazing athletic feats I don’t ever anticipate accomplishing. However, it can be useful to turn to professional athletes for motivation. Sometimes, watching the pros leaves me truly amazed at what the human body is capable of. It makes me want to get my body working to its fullest potential.

An Interview with Tara Lipinski, Figure Skater, Olympic Gold Medalist, and Sports Commentator

Tara Lipinski became a household name in 1998 when, at fifteen, she became the youngest figure skater to win a gold medal in the winter Olympics. She began skating at age six and ended her competitive career not long after the Olympics, turning to professional skating and touring. Today, she has a fulfilling career as a sports commentator for ice skating with Universal Sports and was a commentator for the winter Olympics in 2014. I interviewed Tara
in the process of writing this book because her personal story is inspirational and she provides a great role model for all of us trying to get in shape and stay in shape. Excerpts from this interview are below.

CM: What sort of advice can you offer the average person about how to stay physically active?
TL: Now that I’m not training for competition, I work out and am active for myself and how it makes me feel. Sometimes it is easier to stay motivated than other times, and I’ll go through phases when I don’t work out regularly. However, I always get back to exercising because I feel so healthy and fit after a good workout. It can take a week or two to establish exercise habits again, but, once you start to feel good from exercising, that feeling is what keeps you going. Exercise can really make you feel more alive—you just have to get in the habit. I guess my advice is that you just have to stick with it—give it some time, and you’ll see and feel the results of exercising. It is important to set your mind to goals that are important to you. Physical activity can make you feel accomplished and fit—it is easy to become addicted to that feeling.
CM: When you were competing, how were you able to stay motivated to stick with such long hours of training?
TL: It became such a routine. I always had new goals and new things to work on. Ice skating is a very physical sport and I was always motivated to get ready for competitions.
CM: You experienced some hip injuries during your career. Do you have any words of wisdom about how to stay active, healthy, and avoid injury?
TL: I think it is important to get to know your body and get to know what feels good to you. I think I learned when I was really young what my body can handle and what I enjoy. I also learned that
there is “good pain” that you can work through and pain and injury that you need to be careful about and address.

CM: As an athlete, how did you think about fitness, health, and nutrition? Given the media attention you received as a young woman, were you ever concerned about your weight?

TL: Skating is an aesthetic sport, but it is also an athletic sport, and I had to be strong and muscular to do the sport well. I grew up wanting to be strong; I knew that I couldn’t be rail thin if I was going to be successful. After my competitive career ended, I worked a bit with a nutritionist to help me maintain healthy eating habits conducive to maintaining my professional career, but my focus has always been on fitness, strength, and health. I have never “dieted.”

**Slow and Steady Wins the Race**

As you incorporate exercise into your life and find people to help you maintain your new habits, remember that changing your exercise patterns should be a gradual process. Take it easy and give yourself a break (or you might actually break something). Patience is key. You want to develop habits that you will keep for the rest of your life. Further, trying to do too much at once is usually overwhelming and will keep you from doing anything at all. You have to somewhat enjoy or find some value in your exercise habits for them to be sustainable. You don’t have to love the actual exercise, but maybe you enjoy the alone time. Maybe you enjoy meeting a friend and seeing him or her once a week. You may just like how you feel after exercising, and that may prove motivating.

Once you review your eating and activity logs, assess the extent to which you are already active and the days that you may be able to work
in additional activity. Unfortunately, for many people, exercising regularly means waking up earlier. You should not give up on the necessary amount of sleep (for most adults, seven-plus hours is necessary for not only health but also for weight management). However, you may need to go to bed earlier or cut out thirty minutes of inactive TV time to squeeze in thirty minutes of active time.

If you don’t currently exercise at all and you aren’t particularly excited to, then start with just becoming more physically active during your day. Next, try adding two thirty-minute episodes of exercise per week. Walk in your neighborhood, walk on a treadmill, or ride an exercise bike. Start easy and see how it goes. If you miss one of your two days of exercise, try to exercise for sixty minutes once that week. After a few weeks, maybe you’ll be ready to up the ante a bit. If so, then try jogging for a few minutes instead of only walking. Or raise the level of intensity on your exercise bike. Pick something that you can see yourself continuing to do and that you find relaxing, fun, or feasible with your schedule.

Start your new or enhanced exercise regimen gradually, but consider setting some goals for the next few months. Sign up for a 5K walk, or plan to be able to work up to a certain amount of time on the elliptical machine. Exercise regularly with these goals in mind if you find this motivating. When my children were younger, I could not exercise more than twice a week. There was no way for me to squeeze anything else in (and this was after a few year’s hiatus from any activity when I had babies who were up for large portions of the night). After a year or so with this routine, I added a third day per week. The following year, I added a fourth day. It’s taken me more than three years, but I’m probably now in the best shape I’ve ever been in in my life. This is not to say that most people should require three or four years to establish an exercise regimen that they are happy with. I would hope that most people’s schedules provide a bit of flexibility and that starting with two or three days per week of at least twenty to thirty minutes of
get moving

exercise is possible. However, if this is a very long-term “project” for you, that’s also okay.

The main thing to remember is to be as active as you can as much as you can without making it a stressful addition to your schedule. Being disciplined is good, but making exercise fun and sustainable is also essential. You don’t have to run marathons or spend a great deal of time exercising each week to reap some benefits (both psychological and physical). You should not feel like a failure if you never increase your exercise schedule beyond a couple of outings to the gym per week. Always keep your focus on establishing habits that work for you and are conducive to maintaining your health.

The important thing is not to catch something . . . the important thing is moving.

—Kilian Jornet Burgada, called the most dominating endurance athlete of his generation

The Bottom Line

If I had to pick one change for people to make in the name of weight loss, changing their eating habits is easily my choice. It is easier to eat fewer calories than it is to burn off calories. However, there are plenty of changes you can and should make—starting today—to increase your physical activity. Exercise is a great supplement to eating well if your goal is weight loss or weight management over the long term. Losing weight isn’t about just looking better but becoming healthier and hopefully even living longer because you take good care of yourself.

Here’s one final thought: you may actually like exercising. I remember telling my husband years ago that I felt sorry for him because he didn’t exercise and he didn’t know how amazing it could feel to do
a great workout. It took him more than a decade of watching me exercise before he decided to really give it a try. Now, he swears he’ll never go back.

- Exercise has tremendous benefits for your physical and psychological health.
- Any exercise is better than no exercise.
- Increase (or start) an exercise regimen by gradually incorporating activities that you enjoy into your routine.
- Exercise is an important component of long-term weight management—and once you lose the weight you want to, you won’t want to gain it back!
The food you eat can either be the safest and most powerful form of medicine or the slowest form of poison.

Amy Wigmore, holistic health practitioner
You’ve come such a long way—congratulate yourself! You now understand what it took me more than twenty years of my life to figure out: there are no magic, quick-fix diets that will work for long-term weight loss. However, eating for your health (and weight loss) is actually a lot easier than constantly dieting! The first time I ever sat down with a nutritionist, I was sixteen years old. After years as a dancer and plenty of personal dieting disasters, I was in desperate need of nutritional advice. She began to explain to me some of the science of weight management that can be found in this book. The nutritionists I’ve done research with since then have only reiterated her main point: eating well does not have to be hard, but you have to know what you are doing! Nutritional science, the psychology of eating, and exercise physiology are complex topics, but you don’t need to understand all the details; you just need to know the basics. Understanding these basics will help you find your way through all of the confusing information about calories, fat, carbs, sugar, and what does and doesn’t lead to weight loss and weight management. This chapter will provide you with additional information about how to implement a gradual approach to weight loss and management so you can succeed today, tomorrow, and for the rest of your life!

Deconstructing the Calorie

Let’s talk calories—not just how many or how few will help you lose weight, but what a calorie actually is. You probably learned in high school chemistry class that a calorie is a unit of measurement used to describe the energy potential of a substance. More specifically, the calorie from chemistry class is the unit of energy equal to the heat required to raise the temperature of one gram of water one degree Celsius. The nutrition calorie, the one that we eat approximately 2,000 of each day, is actually a kilocalorie, and it can raise a kilogram of water by one degree Celsius. I’ll use the nutrition calorie throughout this book and call it the
plain old calorie, as everyone does. But as far as calories relate to your weight loss and weight management, all you really need to remember is that, when your intake of calories is greater than the calories you expend, you will gain weight. Simply put, if you want to lose weight, you should reduce the amount of calories that you consume and burn more energy by exercising.

It sounds easy enough, and yet calories can be sneaky. If you are interested in losing weight and managing your weight, you need to have a general understanding of the calories that you consume and the calories you burn via exercise in a typical week (remember that food diary from Chapter 3?). Once you have this basic understanding down and you adjust your food and exercise habits, you will have no need to count calories in the future! The amount of calories that you burn per day, excluding physical activity but including when you sleep, is your basal metabolic rate (i.e., your BMR or your “metabolism”; see Chapter 2 for more about metabolism). Most people burn approximately 1,000–2,000 calories a day (usually on the higher end for men and less for women) just engaging in the sorts of behaviors that are required to
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stay alive: breathing, regulating your body temperature, keeping your heart beating, and digesting food. On top of calories that are burned by your BMR are physical activities calories. In general, a sedentary person (otherwise known as a couch potato) uses the equivalent of about 30 percent of his or her BMR for moving the muscles required for extremely light physical activity (like reaching for the remote). A moderate exerciser (someone who walks and does some fairly regular physical activity) uses the equivalent of about 80 percent of his or her BMR to engage in these activities. When you add together your BMR calories and your physical activity calories and a very small category called the thermic effect of food (TEF), you have calculated your total energy expenditure (TEE). This is the calories you have to consume to exactly match the total calories that you burn each day.

To understand the amount of calories you can consume to maintain your weight, you can calculate your BMR and TEE. There are web-based programs that will do this for you and apps that can provide reasonable estimates (try ChooseMyPlate.gov or http://www.myfitnesspal.com/tools/bmr-calculator). However, keep in mind that these are estimates. Also, read the fine print on any energy expenditure calculator. Often these calculations are intended to take into account calories you would burn if you did nothing all day (e.g., sat on the couch, slept, sat at a computer and never got up). Further, if you want to lose weight and one of these calculators suggests that you can consume more calories per day than you already are, then chances are the estimate is off and you have a relatively “slow” metabolism—lucky you.

Now, before you set a goal of removing massive amounts of calories from your daily plate remember this from Chapter 5: consistently cutting back just 100 calories a day can lead to a ten-pound weight lost across a year. One hundred calories is less than the amount of calories found in one glass of juice, one bag of chips, or one granola bar. With that said, keep in mind that this works in reverse as well: add 100 calories a day to your diet, and you may be wearing a larger pant size a year
from now. Related, research suggests that people tend to eat the same volume (weight) of food on most days. But a food’s volume is not perfectly related to a food’s calorie content. In other words, there are many foods (especially fruits and vegetables) that are similar in weight but contain fewer calories than snack foods that are not as healthy. If you switch what you typically eat (a bag of Doritos chips) for a food of the same weight but fewer calories (an apple or a bag of popcorn), you’re likely to feel just as full and save yourself some calories. A satisfying swap, if you ask me.

You’ll notice that my plan does not focus on a set amount of calories that you should or should not regularly consume. Although understanding what calories are all about and getting in the habit of making good food choices is important, “counting calories” across your day is not a necessary part of losing weight and weight management. Rather than asking you to do a mathematical calculation every time you sit down to eat, my recommendation goes like this: if you want to lose weight, eat less than you currently do. Of course, you have to know how you currently eat to know how to eat better. Once you’ve followed my advice from Chapters 3 and 5, you will be well on your way to reducing your caloric intake by at least 100 calories a day (just by swapping out some of your drink and snack choices). By doing this you will gradually reduce your calorie consumption, and you don’t have to add up your caloric intake over the course of the day. As you figure out drinks, snacks, desserts, and meals that you know are of a reasonable calorie content and that you like, stick to a healthy repertoire of these foods and beverages on most days. Getting in some food habits—for example breakfasts you usually have and snacks you keep on hand—will make grocery shopping a lot easier and will eliminate the need to keep checking on the nutritional values of everything you put into your mouth. Keeping track of every calorie that you consume is not a great long-term approach to weight management. Eating should be fun; it should not feel like math homework.
CM: If people are interested in “watching” or “counting” a particular kind of value—carbs, calories, sugar, fat—to try to lose weight, what do you recommend they focus on and why?
PP: All foods have a place in our diet—in moderation. Even fat has a place in our diet—it makes us feel full for a long period of time. If we try to exclude a particular nutrient, we tend to miss it and ultimately return to eating (and often overeating) it. However, the most successful long-term approach to weight loss is to lower caloric intake.
CM: Is a calorie just a calorie? Are some calories (e.g., from fat) worse for us than others?
PP: Yes; a calorie is a calorie. Some calories are demonized, but our bodies handle all calories the same way. They’re all broken into glucose or free fatty acids to “feed” our brain and muscles. A calorie from fat is not really different (in terms of weight regulation) than is a calorie from carbohydrates. Although some research focuses on the particular ways that our bodies utilize carbohydrates versus fats versus sugars, there is no long-term research to show that calories from one kind of nutrient lead to weight loss or gain differently than from other nutrients. In fact, early nutritionists in the late 1800s and early 1900s confirmed this fact over and over again.
CM: Why have low-carb diets been so popular?
PP: Diets before the Atkins Diet (and other low-carb approaches) asked people to exclude foods like red meat and ice cream from what they ate. Then, the Atkins Diet came along and said that we can eat those things—and still lose weight. This was a welcome excuse for many to eat foods that they may have felt guilty about consuming before. The result was that people started to demonize carbohydrates. When people stop eating carbohydrates, they are likely to initially lose some weight quickly, because carbohydrates retain fluids. Losing a few pounds of water weight quickly is not the same thing as losing a “real” amount of weight long-term. All these sorts of trends come and go, though. There is no magic in any diet. If you want to lose weight, you must eat less (i.e., lower your caloric intake) and exercise more (expend more calories).

CM: What’s the big deal with sugar these days? Sugar and artificial sugar (artificial sweeteners) are always being described as bad for you—are they?

PP: The main problem I see with artificial sweeteners is that we know that there are no calories in these sweeteners and this seems to turn off our ability to regulate how many calories we’ve consumed. We get used to food tasting sweet without calories in it, and then we find ourselves up against regular sugar (which has a lot of calories per ounce) and we don’t have the self-regulation we need to have with regular sugar.

Of course, moderation in any food we eat is important. Even zero-calorie artificially sweetened soda should be consumed in moderation. It is not a healthier option than water or low-fat milk. We don’t want artificially sweetened foods to replace foods that are better for us nutritionally.

CM: What are your thoughts about some of the diet plans that are currently popular?

PP: If your overall caloric intake goes down, then you are going to lose weight. It is not a good idea to fast, although some current
plans prescribe this. It is normal to eat more on some days than others, but skipping meals or severely restricting caloric intake is going to leave you feeling sluggish and tired. It is impossible to be physically active without eating. It’s like trying to run a car without any gas in it.

Overall, the rules I suggest are to eat breakfast every day, eat five servings of fruits and veggies each day, try to exercise each day, and limit television and screen time. That doesn’t make for an exciting “diet plan,” but it will effectively help people to manage their weight.

CM: Do you have any final “words of wisdom” for people trying to lose weight and keep it off?

PP: What I recommend to people to help them to lose weight is not always sexy, but it is what works. Weight-loss books change; most of them don’t stick around because they don’t work. To be healthy and lose weight, you have to change your habits. You also have to understand why you are eating. Convenience, habits, and our emotions are all an important part of our food choices. If we all stopped eating when we were full and followed some basic nutritional guidelines, we wouldn’t be in the midst of an obesity epidemic.

### Fat Facts

During the 1990s, low-fat and nonfat foods became very popular. Products ranging from salad dressings to bread were packaged with labels indicating that they were “fat free.” This encouraged many people to consume these products with little or no guilt. This also led to what Michael Pollan has referred to as the “Snackwell’s Phenomenon.” Snackwell’s is a brand of cakes, cookies, and other sweet and snack (primarily nonnutritive) foods that have become very popular by capitaliz-
ing on this marketing approach. The Snackwell’s Phenomenon refers to the fact that people tend to eat more foods when they think they are fat free (or are not a source of guilt for some other reason). However, let’s say you eat two Snackwell’s cookies (at 150 calories each) because they are fat free. You’d actually be much better off eating one regular cookie, containing fat, at 200 calories—not to mention more satisfied! Fat free and calorie free are not the same thing. Remember, the fat content of foods is not as important for weight loss as the calorie content. Excess calories are what make you gain weight.

So if the fat content of foods isn’t as important as calories, why is fat bad for you? Fat is more calorie dense than other food nutrients such as carbohydrates or proteins. Fatty foods are often satisfying, and there is research to indicate that we are “hard wired” to crave fat. Thousands of years ago, it made sense for humans to desire fatty foods because food was scarce. Eating something that was calorie dense and satisfying was logical in a food environment when it wasn’t clear when or where your next meal would come from. Fast forward to today’s food environment. It is nothing like it was a thousand—or even fifty—years ago. Today, high-fat foods are everywhere: pizza, burgers, French fries, and that whipped cream on your latte. Anything that is processed or fried is likely to have an especially high fat content. And I probably don’t have to tell you how easy it is to consume too many calories if you are eating foods high in fat. I mean, who eats just one slice of pizza or one handful of fries? But remember, it isn’t the fat itself that will make you gain weight; it is the fact that fat is high in calories that is the main problem.

It is important to understand that there are different kinds of fat and that having some fat in your diet is actually good for you. For example, you may have heard people say that nuts or avocados contain “good fat.” These foods contain unsaturated fats that do not have the same effect on your cholesterol and heart health as do saturated fats. In contrast, saturated fats raise your blood cholesterol, and limiting your intake of foods high in saturated fats—meat, whole milk (not low-fat milk), dairy products—can
lower your blood cholesterol. Fat intake is also associated with health problems, including heart disease and some cancers.\(^4\)

The bottom line: there is reason to be mindful of the amount of fat that you consume, particularly saturated fats. However, you actually need to consume some fat! Fat in and of itself will not make you gain weight. For example, if you normally eat 2,000 calories each day and 200 come from fat, your weight will not change if you increase this to 400 calories from fat but maintain the total of 2,000 calories. This is why some people can stay very skinny even while eating peanut butter sandwiches regularly; they are high in unsaturated fat, and if caloric intake is kept low, weight can be kept low as well.

**Sneaky Sugars and Salt**

Pretty much every processed food (food that is not a natural product such as fruits, vegetables, or eggs) contains sugar and salt. I’m not just referring to the sweets you eat or the obviously salty French fries. Check the food labels on your bread, cereal, granola bars, condiments, chicken nuggets, soup, and frozen and canned fruits and vegetables. Sugar and salt are often called by names other than “sugar” and “salt.” Salt may be called sodium chloride, and it plays a preservative role in many foods we consume and makes most foods taste better; thus, it is everywhere. A typical slice of bread contains between 100 and 200 milligrams of salt. A number of Weight Watchers TV dinners contain nearly 900 milligrams of salt. The American Heart Association recommends that all of us keep our salt intake to around 2,400 milligrams.\(^5\) That’s only one teaspoon of salt! Most people consume 3,400 milligrams daily. So it isn’t a bad idea to reduce your salt intake by about 1,000 milligrams a day. In fact, the American Heart Association even advises that high-risk groups (e.g., middle-aged and older adults, African Americans) reduce their salt intake to about 1,500 milligrams. Salt in and of itself will not make us gain weight, but it contributes to water retention and oftentimes consti-
Neither of these things leave us feeling good, and, because of salt’s potentially detrimental effects on our overall health, awareness of our salt consumption is warranted.

Sugar may go by names such as high fructose corn syrup, cane sugar, dextrose, fruit juice concentrate, or one of dozens of other names. Similar to salt, sugar makes things taste better. We’re all becoming so used to sweet foods that we don’t like bread (or soup or chicken nuggets or cereal) without sugar in it. Manufacturers know this and load up food products with salt and sugar to make them appetizing; their goal is not to improve our health but to get us to buy their products. Some recent research even suggests that we start to crave these sugary, salty concoctions and can feel “addicted” to them; the more we are exposed to them, the more we want them.

Sugar has been demonized even more than salt in recent years. Research suggests that our bodies metabolize sugar more rapidly than we metabolize other food products, making the consumption of sugar particularly detrimental. Sugar consumption is linked directly to an increase in diabetes rates in the past decade. Researchers have even asserted that obesity is not the real problem contributing to negative health consequences in recent decades but that our increase in sugar consumption is the culprit. However, the evidence supporting these claims is not yet conclusive; one recent study actually found no link between candy consumption and obesity, blood pressure, and cholesterol levels (phew!). Regardless, adopting eating habits that limit sugar consumption has no downside. Nutritionists suggest that we should get no more than 10 percent of our calories from sugar (about thirteen teaspoons of sugar per day). However, most people consume closer to forty-three teaspoons of sugar per day and six cups of sugar per week. Obviously, we aren’t just eating straight out of the sugar jar. But the hidden sugar in processed food products exceeds what most of us realize.

So, should you avoid sugar and salt? The easy answer is “yes, in moderation.” Easier said than done! Limiting sugar and salt consumption
may be the best we can do. Check the packaged foods you buy, and make a habit of buying the ones with lower levels of salt and sugar. Be especially careful of cereals and other “staples” that can be loaded up with sugar.

But what’s the smartest thing to do? Instead of these manufactured foods, eat more natural (unprocessed) foods! Making these changes to your diet will not only help reduce your weight but will improve your health.

To Carb or Not to Carb?

I remember the days when going to the Olive Garden was a real treat because you could get all the bread you could eat as a part of your meal. Although the Olive Garden still offers “endless bread sticks” with your meal, other restaurants have started taking a different approach. On a recent outing I discovered an upscale restaurant in Philadelphia that refuses to serve bread before the meal because it aims to be “a healthy restaurant” (or so the waiter explained to me). Even the French—arguably the world’s connoisseurs of bread and pastries—are consuming less bread than ever before. Since when has eating bread become “unhealthy”?

Bread really started to get a bad rap when Dr. Atkins’ Diet Revolution became a, well, revolution. Dr. Atkins began writing about a low-carbohydrate (a.k.a. low-carb) approach to weight loss and management back in the 1970s, but his ideas became popular in the 1990s and early 2000s. There is hardly a dieter who lived through the “revolution” who did not try a low-carb approach to dieting. This approach is based on the premise that fats and proteins take longer to digest than carbohydrates and are more satisfying to eat. Eliminating carbohydrates means eliminating foods that retain water, typically allowing for a quick initial drop in weight. Skipping carbohydrates, the body’s primary source of easily accessible energy, sends the body hunting for a different source of energy. Without a ready supply of carbohydrates, the body will utilize fat stores
for energy, resulting in a reduction of fat (and related, weight). Typically, these low-carb diets start with the complete elimination of foods high in carbohydrate value (which includes foods other than breads and grains such as potatoes and some fruit). Then, these foods are worked back into the diet in phases. The logic seems to be eliminate carbs, burn fat, then once fat is reduced add carbs back into the diet. Without getting into the complex biochemistry involved, it is pretty easy to see that this is faulty logic. The body will resume storing fat once a person reintroduces carbohydrates to his or her diet. Thus, the practice of phasing foods out and then phasing them back in will not lead to sustained weight loss. In fact, low-carb approaches to weight loss are unlikely to be much more successful than are other approaches such as low-calorie or Paleo diets, all of which have pretty miserable track records in the long run.\(^\text{11}\)

Despite the fact that no-carb and low-carb approaches to dieting are not all that effective, they have remained extremely popular. This isn’t too surprising, as a diet that allows bacon and cheeseburgers (without the bun!) has a lot of appeal to dieters sick of sticking to salads and giving up anything that’s a little greasy. Further, a simple rule like “don’t eat carbs” is easy to remember, and people tend to like direct, simple instructions about weight loss. Plus, with snack foods like chips taken off the menu, the tendency to eat between meals is likely to decrease. I don’t know anyone who is apt to sit on the couch and chow down on bacon. Thus, you can see why some people may find initial success when utilizing no-carb and low-carb approaches to weight loss.\(^\text{12}\) However, eventually, just about everyone wants a piece of bread, a plate of spaghetti, or a cookie. That urge for carbohydrates can be hard to fight indefinitely; ultimately, people eat what they crave and the diet fails.

The Mayo Clinic recommends that 45–65 percent of the calories we consume come from carbs.\(^\text{13}\) Carbs fill you up and are a valuable source of energy. Of course, not all carbs are alike. White bread is usually fairly nutritionally void (unless fortified) and contains processed carbohydrates that are quickly broken down and metabolized as fast as
sugar. A doughnut is likely to be high in carbs but also very high in fat. In contrast, whole grains tend to offer greater nutritional benefits, including fiber, which slows down the digestive process, and are likely to make you feel fuller and more satisfied. Smart carbohydrate options include brown rice, oatmeal, and multigrain bread. Many fruits and veggies are also high in complex carbs and nutrients and good additions to your diet, for example, apples, broccoli, pears, spinach, and zucchini. (Although all fruits and veggies are good for you for one reason or another.) In sum: you shouldn’t feel guilty for eating carbs. Carbs are not inherently evil; they are a great source of energy for our bodies. However, the rules of moderation and choosing to form good habits still apply.

Protein and Fiber

Most people don’t think about how much protein they get in their diet. But the good news is the average protein requirement (i.e., what will supply the needs of 97.5% of healthy people) for men is fifty-six grams per day and for women about forty-six grams per day. A regular-sized chicken breast has about thirty grams of protein. So getting what you need is not all that tricky to do. However, most nutritionists believe that it is sensible to boost protein intake to up to 20 percent of total calorie intake to help regulate body weight. For most of us, this involves boosting our protein intake by twenty-five grams. Eating foods high in protein is important because of the variety of nutrients available in these foods, ranging from vitamin B to magnesium.

Protein is also important for weight maintenance because foods high in protein make you feel full more quickly than foods that are lower in protein. If you want to avoid overeating, keeping your diet equipped with multiple sources of protein is likely to prove advantageous. Beans and peas are good sources of protein that fall in the favored vegetable group. Soy products, nuts, and seeds are also excellent choices (but be-
ware of the high “good fat” content of nuts and seeds, and don’t overdo it). Seafood is recommended as a weekly selection, and salmon gets top nutritional reviews. Of course, there are the standard selections: meat, poultry, and eggs. Below are some smart protein choices that can help with healthy weight management.

### SMART PROTEIN CHOICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Item</th>
<th>Protein Content (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 oz chicken breast, broiled</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 oz tuna fish (canned in water)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 oz king salmon (kippered; canned)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 oz Atlantic cod (broiled)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 serving nonfat Greek yogurt</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 cup diced low-fat cheddar cheese</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut butter &amp; jam sandwich (whole wheat bread)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 eggs</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 protein bar</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 oz 1 percent milk</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 cup cooked black beans</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 cup cooked peas</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All nutritional values provided in this table are based on best estimates, but specifics may vary depending on brands and exact size of items.

Consuming a diet high in fiber also has health benefits. The Institute of Medicine suggests that women should consume twenty-one to twenty-five grams of fiber a day (closer to twenty-one for those over fifty) and men should consume thirty to thirty-eight grams of fiber a day (closer to thirty for those over fifty). Are you eating that much fiber every day? If your answer is yes, good for you! The health benefits of dietary fiber include normal bowel movements (who doesn’t like that?), healthy digestion, healthy blood sugar levels, improved heart health, lowered cholesterol, and a reduced risk of diabetes. And that’s not all. Fiber intake also helps with weight loss and management. Fiber is, by definition, food that is not digested or absorbed by the body.
These foods pass through the body relatively intact. They are bulky foods that often take a relatively long time to eat (think about how long it would take you to eat an entire cucumber versus a piece of plain bread), which ultimately leaves you eating fewer calories. Foods high in fiber also tend to make you feel full faster and longer (again, the bulk is the reason). So if you are serious about improving your health and losing weight, you need to add in foods high in fiber, such as apples, artichokes, barley, beans, Brussels sprouts, carrots, citrus fruits, nuts, oats, peas, prunes, raspberries, wheat bran, and whole-wheat flour. Foods with three grams of fiber per serving are typically considered “smart” sources of fiber, while foods with five or more grams of fiber are “excellent” sources of fiber. If you don’t consume enough fiber, then use the recommendations in Chapter 5, and gradually alter your diet, one week at a time, to begin to work in more fiber. And, as I often say, go ahead and try to eat too many fruits and veggies! They are nutritionally dense, low in calories, high in fiber, and you really can’t overdo it.

### SMART FIBER CHOICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Item</th>
<th>Protein Content (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 cup split peas, cooked</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cup black beans, cooked</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cup raspberries</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cup soy beans, cooked</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cup whole wheat spaghetti</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cup Brussels sprouts</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cup broccoli</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pear</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 whole artichoke, cooked</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cup brown rice, cooked</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 oz almonds</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 orange</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All nutritional values provided in this table are based on best estimates, but specifics may vary depending on brands and exact size of items.
Breakfast: The Most Important Meal of the Day?

College is a wonderful place to gain knowledge, but it isn’t always conducive to healthy eating. When I was in college, I would wake up less than an hour before my first class (even if that class started at 1 p.m.). I’d get dressed and grab “brunch” at the cafeteria. I remember feeling virtuous because sleeping in allowed me to skip a meal without feeling hungry. I’d typically eat just two meals a day and maybe some snacks. I didn’t buy the old wives’ tale that breakfast was “the most important meal of the day.”

It wasn’t until I was pregnant with my first child, and I had to eat in the morning to keep the nausea at bay, that I became a regular breakfast eater (one of the very counterintuitive things about morning sickness is that eating tends to make it better, not worse). Now I can’t imagine ever going back and skipping breakfast. Of course, I keep a slightly more regular schedule these days (I can’t remember the last time I slept in until 8 a.m., much less noon), which makes eating breakfast (and often lunch) before noon not just possible but necessary. I’ve also learned that I feel a lot better and maintain my weight more easily when I eat breakfast, and research suggests I’m not the only one.

For starters, eating breakfast has a positive impact on your ability to pay attention. Children who eat breakfast perform better on exams than children who don’t. Although we may not always feel hungry when we skip breakfast, we end up much more distracted than we realize. Not eating breakfast is even associated with our ability to remember things. This makes sense—right? If your stomach is growling, it is difficult to remember the capital of Wisconsin on a test or where you left your keys and what meeting you have to get to next.

In addition to the cognitive benefits of breakfast consumption, there are weight-management benefits to regular breakfast consumption. Simply put, people who eat breakfast maintain a healthier weight than those who skip this meal. This may be because early eating leads to more
healthy choices later in the day. The problem seems to be waiting to eat until you are really hungry and then making poor choices. If you wake up feeling completely uninterested in food (this is true for some folks), then waiting an hour (or even two) to eat breakfast may make sense. The important thing to remember is do not skip breakfast all together.22

Get Your Beauty Sleep

If you are asleep, you can’t eat. Well, there are some people who walk and eat in their sleep, but as a general rule sleep is a time when you are not consuming calories.23 Not a bad reason to get some shut-eye. Perhaps, more importantly, you should get a good night’s sleep because our bodies work better when we are well rested. Getting an adequate amount of sleep is necessary for healthy weight management and good health overall.

So, what is an “adequate” amount of sleep? The CDC suggests that adults need seven to nine hours of sleep per night.24 The problem is that more than 25 percent of adults are not getting enough sleep. What happens when you don’t get enough sleep? You become vulnerable to a range of health problems including cardiovascular disease, depression, and even obesity. It may seem odd that not sleeping is related to your weight, but research has found that being tired makes you more likely to eat high-calorie junk foods than you eat when you are well-rested. In particular, the parts of the brain that affect the motivation to eat respond more favorably to fatty and sweet foods when a person is tired. Research even suggests that the frontal cortex—the part of the brain that helps us to be organized, planful, and judicious—is less focused when we are tired. It’s a double whammy when we are tired—we crave unhealthy foods that are likely to be immediately satisfying and provide us with energy quickly, and we are unlikely to control our desires for these foods.25 The amazing—and frightening—thing is that this pattern starts to happen after just one day of sleep deprivation.
Fewer Calories for Your Buck

In Morgan Spurlock’s successful 2004 documentary, Supersize Me, he offered a critique of the fast food industry’s (in particular, McDonald’s) role in the obesity epidemic. As the title suggests, he focused on the excessive portions of food that we consume in the twenty-first century. For example, the original 1955 McDonald’s hamburger was 1.6 ounces of meat. Now, the largest McDonald’s burgers weigh in at 8 ounces. French fries used to weigh in at 2.4 ounces, but now large sizes have grown to 7 or more ounces—that can be over fifty French fries.

And fast food companies aren’t the only culprits. Nearly everything we eat today comes in larger portions than it did even twenty years ago. Bagels are bigger; muffins are bigger; beverages are bigger. And what happens when our portions are bigger? You know the answer to this question: we become bigger! We like these bigger portions because we feel like we are getting more for our money. This is referred to in the industry as “value sizing.” Take, for example, the ridiculously expensive soda and popcorn you buy when you go to the movies. At my local theater, the small soda (twelve ounces) costs $4.00. The medium soda looks so much bigger (eighteen ounces) and costs $4.50. The large soda is huge (twenty-four ounces) and costs $5.00. It may make financial sense to order the large—you get twice as much as if you order the small for just $1.00 extra—but ordering larger doesn’t make smart health sense. Occasionally, I’ve ordered a small popcorn at the movies and asked the person helping me to not fill the bag to the top (after all, even the small is a lot for one person to eat). This usually requires me to explain that I will pay the full price; I just don’t want to eat all of the popcorn. This typically leads to some of the strangest looks I have ever received. I admit that it doesn’t make financial sense to spend $4.50 on a small popcorn and then not even get all of the popcorn. However, if you think of this in terms of weight management, it is worth wasting that dollar of popcorn to avoid overeating. To combat our growing
waistlines, we need to start to value our health over getting more calories for our buck.

One reason such large portions are dangerous to our health is because we typically eat all the food placed in front of us. I bet the last time you went to the movies you finished off that “medium” popcorn, and during your recent fast-food trip you ate every salty fry in your order. It is possible to use this tendency for good. It turns out, just like unhealthy French fries, when we have larger portions of healthy food (i.e., fruit and vegetables) available to us, we eat more of these foods as well. Assuming that these options don’t come straight out of the deep fryer, we can strategically increase our intake of fruit and veggies just by having more of these foods around us.28 So it may be worth putting a second type of vegetable on the dinner table or supersizing your salad if you’re interested in upping your intake of these foods and decreasing your intake of the less-than-healthy options. I realize this may seem really simple, but that’s just it—eating smarter requires that you make some simple shifts in your thinking.

Set a Smart Table

Have you ever gone to a restaurant and ordered a meal only to find yourself shocked when it comes because it looks huge to you? The plate is big and piled with delicious looking food that you are sure you won’t be able to finish. And then, somehow, you manage to eat all of it! This is partially due to our growing acceptance of large portion sizes and our tendency to just eat the food placed in front of us (like that bucket of popcorn at the movies). However, it also has a lot to do with how the food is presented. A large plate makes your meal look smaller. A smaller plate makes your meal look bigger. Does this actually impact how much you eat? You better believe it!

Brian Wansink’s Food and Brand Lab at Cornell University has done some of the most notable research on environmental factors that influ-
ence our consumption behaviors (many of his findings are documented in his book *Mindless Eating*). Wansink and his colleagues have repeatedly found that larger plates lead people to perceive the servings of food on those plates to be smaller and, consequently, they eat more. The color of your plate is also important; the color contrast (or lack of) between food and plate influences eating behaviors. For example, if you have white plates and go to serve yourself some mashed potatoes, you are likely to dish out a bigger portion size than if your plate is red. When the food and plate colors blend together, the serving sizes get bigger. If you want to encourage your consumption of green veggies, a green plate may be a good idea. If you are working to discourage consumption of alfredo pasta, bread, or potatoes, think about setting the table with colored plates. It turns out that even changing your table, tablecloth, or placemat to contrast with your dinnerware can lead to a reduction in overserving by 10 percent!

These findings about portion and plate size pertain to both adults and children. When kids are given adult-sized plates, they serve themselves more, and they eat more. If you are trying to get your kids to eat (some kids are picky eaters and the struggle is to ensure they eat enough), give them a big plate. If you want to reduce what your kids eat, keep the kiddie plates handy.

---

_Food is an important part of a balanced diet._

—Fran Lebowitz

---

_Surround Yourself with Smart Food_

I understand that sometimes you have so much to do—so much going on in your mind—that it’s hard to think clearly about food. On many days you may just not have the time or energy to figure out how to make
the smartest food choices. You may have what I call “food decision fatigue”: you have so many food choices to make each day and have limited resources to deal with the options available to you.

It may be worth remembering that this is a good problem to have! Having too many food options is a uniquely “first world problem” that millions of people lacking resources would love to experience. However, this reality check is not enough to help you lose weight. You must steer a course through the food carts, coffee shops, vending machines, fast-food drive-thrus, pizza delivery places, and the millions of other food options that are likely to present themselves across a day. You need to change your personal food environment. You have to take charge of your “food world” and habitually make good food choices.

If you want to make good food choices most of the time, then you want to surround yourself with good food options most of the time. Buy foods that you like, you are interested in eating, and are good for you. Be careful; if you only buy healthy foods that you don’t really like, you won’t eat them and Papa John’s will be delivering pizza to your door instead. Probably the best thing you can do to start having a healthy and realistic food environment is to plan. Before you go to the grocery store, make a list. Think ahead to the breakfasts, lunches, and dinners you’ll eat for the coming week. List snacks and desserts that you find appetizing and are relatively healthy, and be sure to have them handy. Check your cabinets and pantry before going to the store. Make your lunch for the next day the night before. You’ll be more likely to stick to that lunch if you plan ahead (and you’ll save time for breakfast in the morning). Some of the foods you might consider keeping in your home are listed below.

In addition to surrounding yourself with good food options, it helps to surround yourself with smart eaters. I’m not suggesting that you dis your friends who don’t eat well; that’s a bit extreme. But it may be worth befriending some new folks who share your food values and goals for a healthy lifestyle. Being around health-conscious people who enjoy good, healthy food makes it easier to eat well. Want to meet folks who eat well?
### 10 Smart (and Satisfying) Foods to Keep in Your House at All Times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Item</th>
<th>Why</th>
<th>How</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Almonds</td>
<td>High in fiber and protein</td>
<td>Opt for prepackaged 100-calorie snacks for portion control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An easy, nutritionally dense on-the-go snack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>that’s filling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apples</td>
<td>They don’t perish easily</td>
<td>Eat plain as a snack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bake with some cinnamon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dip in some low-fat peanut butter (just keep your PB portion to a spoonful)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berries (Frozen)</td>
<td>They’ll keep for several weeks (or even</td>
<td>Blend into smoothies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>months!</td>
<td>Sprinkle over low-fat yogurt, ice cream, or sorbet for a snack or dessert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High in fiber and protein (but relatively low in calories)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edamame (Frozen)</td>
<td>They won’t perish</td>
<td>They can be microwaved and sprinkled with salt for a snack or side dish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High in fiber and protein (but relatively low in calories)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popcorn</td>
<td>Tasty, salty treat</td>
<td>Can be purchased in portion-control packaging (usually, 100 calorie packaging)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretzels</td>
<td>Another good chip alternative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relatively low in calories (fifty-three small Royal Gold pretzel sticks for 110 calories)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A good cure for the craving to snack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String beans (frozen)</td>
<td>Low in calories (more than two cups can still be under 100 calories)</td>
<td>They can be microwaved or even baked with a bit of olive oil on a cookie sheet (add salt and pepper to taste)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nutritiously dense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High in fiber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String cheese (low-fat)</td>
<td>Excellent source of calcium</td>
<td>Good on-the-go food for the whole family (what kid doesn’t like peeling a string cheese?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usually under 100 calories per package</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbet</td>
<td>Will keep in the freezer for months</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relatively low fat and low calorie way to snack, have dessert, or calm a sugar craving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yogurt (Greek and/or low-fat varieties)</td>
<td>High in protein (esp. Greek yogurt) and calcium</td>
<td>Typically packaged in approximately 100 calorie servings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easily transportable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: These are foods that are good to have on hand when you want to put together a healthy meal or snack. They may not be optimal (e.g., fresh fruit and veggies are usually better than frozen), but having some frozen or easy options may go a long way toward preserving healthy eating.
Try signing up for a cooking class at a local community center or Whole Foods.

Keep in mind that even if your home is full of healthy foods and many of your friends are healthy eaters, you live in a world that contains McDonalds, Starbucks, Baskin Robbins, Dunkin’ Donuts, and Domino’s Pizza. Not only is it impossible to completely avoid unhealthy foods; this would be an unreasonable goal. But I know all too well how easy it can be to slip into bad habits—a latte here, a pizza night there, some ice cream for dessert. I’ve dedicated Chapter 8 to a discussion of how to get back on track food-wise after a bad stretch, but it is important to keep things in perspective; one wild Saturday night with too many martinis is not necessarily a bad stretch. It’s just real life. Be patient and forgiving with yourself, and revise your previous set of goals as needed so that they will work for you moving forward. There is no such thing as eating perfectly; we are all just works in progress.

- Get to know the nutritional basics of your regular diet and then alter them—gradually—to improve them.
- Lowering your caloric intake is most conducive to weight loss, but making smart choices about salt, sugar, carbs, fiber, and protein are also important.
- Understand the circumstantial factors that influence your ability to eat smart: don’t skip breakfast, get your beauty sleep, don’t fall prey to supersized portions, and surround yourself with smart food choices.
- Dramatic changes to your diet aren’t necessarily needed, but eating less and better is key to weight loss and weight management for the long haul.
Restart Smart

“Many people gain weight during the holidays. Unfortunately, the calendar says there are 58 holidays a year.”

We all eat and it would be a sad waste of opportunity to eat badly.

Anna Thomas, cookbook author
I always “fall off the wagon” in December and on most vacations. In December, I am usually stressed out with end-of-year work and holiday preparations. The weather gets cold and the days get shorter, making exercising outside tricky. In fact, I am writing this chapter in a sugar-induced state of lethargy while I sit on my couch the day after Christmas. The cookies have been made (and generously sampled), big meals have been served, and too much wine has been drunk. I’m tired, unmotivated, and possibly a bit hungover. It is moments like this that I completely understand why people set “get in shape” and “lose weight” as New Year’s resolutions year after year. By the time I get to Christmas, I’m tempted to set these goals as well. But I don’t.

I’ve titled this chapter “Restart Smart” for a reason. Overeating is not a matter of if but of when. We all experience life circumstances that mess with our eating and activity habits. A two-week trip to Italy, the holiday season, or an illness or injury are all enough to throw off your regular eating and activity patterns. Maybe you move to a new city and find yourself eating new foods. Maybe the season changes, and you just can’t bring yourself to walk or run outside in the snowy weather. These events are just a part of life and something that we shouldn’t make ourselves feel bad about. Can you imagine how you would feel if you accepted that during certain weeks and even months of the year you maintain better habits than during others? What if you didn’t vacillate between being “good” and “bad” in terms of your eating and exercise habits and just stayed more “in the middle” most of the time? Wouldn’t that feel great? Maybe then you could indulge on vacation, eat enough Italian gelato to feel satisfied, and then resume better habits when you get home without feeling full of guilt.

I want to encourage you to stop wasting energy being upset with yourself when you “mess up” and overeat. You’ve learned so much and you’ve come so far—this is not the time to give up! Of course, it’s important to acknowledge when you settle into bad habits and have had too many snacks, too many cocktails, or not enough fruit and veggies. Maybe your pants feel snug and your energy level is low. Don’t get frus-
this happens to all of us at one time or another! It’s just time to restart smart. How do you do this? The easy answer is to go back and read Chapters 3 and 5. Assess your weight. Record what you eat for a week. Then, gradually work to improve what you eat. Maybe you feel like you’ve already done that and you’re still struggling. So maybe some more information would prove helpful.

This chapter is designed to help you better understand some of the factors that may lead you to disregard your good eating and exercise habits once they have been established. It will provide you with information that will teach you to deal with these issues and eat smart. Ultimately, this chapter will help you better understand your own motivations for eating and exercising. Once you understand yourself and the inevitable challenges we all face in trying to eat well and exercise, it will be easier for you to establish and maintain healthy eating habits for a lifetime.

People are so worried about what they eat between Christmas and the New Year, but they really should be worried about what they eat between the New Year and Christmas.

—Author unknown
The “I’ll Start on Monday” Mantra

The problem: You overate. Now you feel fat, you’re disgusted with yourself, and you want a quick fix. You decide to start a strict diet on Monday. Or maybe January 1 is right around the corner, and you decide you will join a gym and exercise every day.

The reality: How many times have you (or someone you know) said, “I’ll start on Monday”? Maybe you decided to start a diet or exercise program, but whatever it was I’m confident that you didn’t start on Saturday. The weekends are often conceptualized as days to have fun—to splurge and relax after a week of work. Mondays are when we get down to business. Monday is when our “real lives” begin. However, Mondays are not necessarily the best days to start a diet. Splurging on the weekend with the promise to yourself to make up for it on Monday (and other weekdays) is likely to result in a net gain of weight, not weight loss. Why? Because while you’re waiting for Monday to roll around, you’re likely eating everything you want to eat. You’re feasting now because you know the famine is coming. What you are really doing is putting on a pound (or two—or more!) in anticipation of your upcoming diet attempt to lose this very same pound! So don’t wait—start today. What you eat (and don’t eat) should be a regular part of your life as many days of the week and as many weeks of the year as you can muster.

Similarly, year after year, most adults make New Year’s resolutions to get in shape and lose weight. The problem is, this is the same resolution people make year after year—indicating that dieting for the New Year rarely lasts a full twelve months.1 In fact, 25 percent of adults don’t even make it longer than one week before giving up on their New Year’s resolutions.2 And if you are anything resembling a regular visitor to your gym, you know that attendance surges in early January only to drop off substantially by February.
In a study that I published with my husband (Patrick Markey, also a psychologist), we tried to quantify these annual trends in dieting behaviors.3 We did this by assessing the extent to which Americans make online inquiries about dieting (e.g., using Google searches). Not surprisingly, interest in dieting peaks in January and gradually drops off across the rest of the year, surging again the following January. What we were surprised to find is that these inquiries about dieting were related to not only rates of obesity but mortality rates due to diabetes, heart disease, and stroke (diseases all highly influenced by weight status and eating habits). Admittedly, this study does not provide conclusive evidence linking dieting to obesity and negative health consequences. However, it does tell us that the locations where people set New Year’s resolutions to diet are the same places where people are most likely to die from diabetes, heart disease, and stroke. This hardly suggests that setting a New Year’s resolution to diet is a health-promoting behavior!

The solution: If New Year’s resolutions and “I’ll start on Monday” doesn’t work—what does? Should we even bother trying to lose weight and get in shape? The answer, of course, is yes!

The reason people fail to change their eating and exercise behaviors is because their approach is wrong, not because it is impossible to change these behaviors. Part of being successful at losing weight and keeping it off is no longer thinking about “good days” and “bad days” or “healthy days” and “splurge days” or Saturdays and Mondays. Healthy weight management means thinking about doing your best to be healthy every day and when you do splurge, not waiting until Monday or January 1 to try to do better. When you slip into habits you are not happy with or that are conducive to weight gain, then re-establish healthy habits as soon as you can, be that Sunday afternoon, Wednesday night or March 1.

And how do you do that? Solicit help from a friend or family member. Remember, it is easier to change our habits if we don’t have to make these changes alone.4 Make a public proclamation about what you are
going to do to improve your approach to weight management. You don’t necessarily need to tell all of your Facebook friends that you plan to start eating Fiber One for breakfast instead of Froot Loops, but you can tell your partner, colleague, or a trusted friend. Telling other people that you plan to make a health change (and asking them for support) is a proven way to increase the odds that you will actually make that change.5

Just because you’re skinny doesn’t mean you’re going to be happy. You can be absolutely miserable when you’re thin.

—Abby Ellin, from “Fat and Thin Find Common Ground,” the New York Times

Mood and Food

The problem: When I’m tired I want to eat. When I’m sad I want to eat. When I’m happy I want to eat. The only times I don’t really want to eat are when I’m sick, exercising, or asleep. For most of us, our moods impact our food consumption. To a certain extent, this is okay. If you’re excited about a promotion at work, you should go out for a celebratory dinner. If you had a really crummy day, an extra scoop of Ben & Jerry’s might not be so bad. The problem is when your emotions get the better of you more often than not and your eating habits suffer as a result. You may not be able to completely control how your mood and food consumption are related, but developing an understanding of this relationship is conducive to long-term weight management.

The reality: Historically, research has examined how negative moods lead to increases in food intake. What you may think of as “comfort foods” or “comfort eating” is often called “emotional eating.” Researchers have fo-
cused on trying to understand emotional eating not just because people tend to overeat when they are upset (i.e., binge eating) but because they tend to eat foods that are high in calories and fat. For example, people really do eat more chocolate when they are depressed (and this is true for both men and women) than when they are feeling happy. Unfortunately, eating chocolate (or any comfort food) doesn’t always provide comfort, especially when the guilt sets in. And yet, when we are upset, we often make poor food choices. People even have a hard time identifying the extent to which food is unhealthy (e.g., high in fat) when they are upset, thus people are inclined to eat more unhealthy foods in response to negative moods. It follows then that emotional eating is, not surprisingly, counterproductive to our weight loss efforts and even places us at risk of obesity.

Although negative emotions are linked to overeating, it turns out that I’m not the only one that likes to eat when I’m happy. In fact, people are just as likely to overeat when they are happy as when they are sad. Although sadness might induce a craving for chocolate, you are more likely to consume snack foods like chips and corn nuts when you are happy. It turns out that being happy may lower your inhibitions around a bag of Doritos. However, not all people eat in response to their emotions to the extent that I do. People who are more emotional eaters eat more in response to all of their moods than folks who are not emotional eaters (how’d I luck out?).

The solution: So, how do you know whether you are an emotional eater, and what do you do if you are? The Emotional Eating Scale is a measure that researchers use to try to understand how likely individuals are to overeat when they are experiencing anxiety, anger, frustration, and depression. Take the measure on the next page and follow the instructions for scoring it. Once you’ve taken the Emotional Eating Scale, then you can actually understand if you are likely to eat when your moods fluctuate.

Please indicate the extent to which the following feelings lead you to feel an urge to eat by checking the appropriate box.
EMOTIONAL EATING SCALE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No desire to eat</th>
<th>A small desire to eat</th>
<th>A moderate desire to eat</th>
<th>A strong urge to eat</th>
<th>An overwhelming urge to eat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Resentful</td>
<td>2) Discouraged</td>
<td>3) Shaky</td>
<td>4) Worn out</td>
<td>5) Inadequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Excited</td>
<td>7) Rebellious</td>
<td>8) Blue</td>
<td>9) Jittery</td>
<td>10) Sad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scoring: To determine whether you are an emotional eater, add up the points you earned when completing the scale (every “no desire to eat” answer earns you 0 points, every “a small desire to eat” earns you 1 point, every “moderate desire to eat” earns you 2 points, every “strong urge to eat” earns you 3 points, every “an overwhelming urge to eat” earns you 4 points). Total scores can range from 0 to 100 points. There is no clinical cutoff score established by researchers as a clear indicator of emotional eating, but higher scores indicate that you are more likely to be an emotional eater. Research suggests that average scores range from 16 to 25 points, suggesting that a score above 25 points is above average and, thus, indicative of emotional eating.

We obviously don’t want to deny ourselves the experience of emotions (even the bad ones make sense sometimes), nor do we want to deny ourselves the nutrients that we need. But if you are an emotional eater, there are steps you can take to avoid that chocolate bar each time you start to get a little teary eyed. Remind yourself of your tendency to find comfort in foods, and direct yourself away from food as a source of comfort and toward other sources of comfort: your friends, family, exercise, a good book, a relaxing bath, walking the dog. What, besides food, feels like a treat? When you grab for that candy bar, ask yourself, “Am I really hungry for food? Is there something else I could do right now that would feel satisfying? What else would fill me up?”

Emotional eaters should limit their access to the foods they turn to when they are emotional. In other words, if you don’t keep your comfort foods in the house, it is going to be more difficult to eat them when you’re emotional (if you care enough to drive to the store to buy a particular food, maybe you really need to be comforted by that food?). There are all sorts of foods that you don’t really need to stockpile in your home: chips, candy, cookies, ice cream. If you know you can’t control yourself around these foods or that a particular mood triggers overconsumption, don’t buy them. I’m not suggesting that you should never eat your comfort foods. These foods just need to be reserved for special occasions or when you really need them, and then indulge only moderately. Go ahead and go for ice cream with your family on Friday evenings to celebrate the end of the week. Buy your favorite cookies on your way home from work at the end of a long, frustrating day. Just be smart about how much you consume, and try to be mindful of what you’re truly craving. Is it cookies or comfort?

Research has taught us that our comfort foods are, in part, learned preferences. From our past experiences, we have learned to think about a tub of ice cream as a treat and a source of comfort. Theoretically, we could come to think of any food as a comfort. For example, women in Western countries tend to appease their need for comfort with chocolate,
but, in places where chocolate is less available, women crave other types of sweets. So our comfort foods are dependent on our food environments. We may not be able to change our general food environment (i.e., the culture we live in), but we can change the food environment in our homes, changing our tendency to crave particular foods in response to particular emotions.15

Mental Fatigue

The problem: How many decisions do you make in a day? You probably don’t think about this often, but each day involves a countless number of mundane choices—everything from picking out what you are going to wear in the morning to figuring out which route to take when you drive home. You also face numerous challenging decisions during the course of a regular day—how to reprimand a child or the best way to make amends with a colleague who frustrated you. At the end of the day, it is easy to feel mentally exhausted. In spite of this fatigue, we still have to make smart choices about what to eat.

The reality: This is all common sense, but it is also supported by research: keeping a mental record of what you eat, or “counting” what you eat, is exhausting. This is one reason I don’t recommend constantly counting calories or counting anything as part of a long-term approach to weight management: food choices shouldn’t add to your mental fatigue. Studies have examined the mental energy (often referred to as “bandwidth”) available to dieters versus nondieters. Research has consistently found that people who diet are distracted by their diets and have a more difficult time learning new information, they don’t problem-solve as well, and they have lower self-control (ironic, huh?). One study even looked at the mental toll of eating a chocolate bar among dieters and nondieters. The nondieters were not particularly distracted by this indulgence, but the dieters were so distracted by eating a bar of chocolate they were unable to think
clearly. They had too much else on their mind, such as “why did I eat that?” and “what should I eat later today to make up for eating that?” In other words, focusing energy on keeping track of what you eat reduces your ability to do other, potentially more important, things.

**The solution:** After a preliminary assessment of what you eat for a week, you do not need to keep track of everything you eat to successfully achieve weight loss. You need to form good habits and adopt food routines that you can maintain. Work on your beverage consumption, snacks, sweets, and meals (one thing at a time, as discussed in Chapter 5), and settle on some “go to” foods. Come up with a few breakfast and lunch options that are appealing, healthy, and you can eat regularly. Forming good habits and limiting your options will help you make good choices. You may want more variety for dinner (which tends to be a more social meal), but you can still develop habits that will keep you eating well and keep your weight where you want it to be.

Making a personal “food plan” of certain foods that you routinely eat for different meals is a good way to establish these healthy choices. You can spend less than an hour on the web one time (see recommended web pages in Chapter 3) to figure out some good food options that you can then eat regularly. Try to always have a vegetable, fruit, or both as a main component of your dinner. Avoid getting in the habit of eating too many foods at meals that are nutritionally empty. Keep portion size under control. Don’t eat while you stand up or watch television. Develop habits conducive to healthy long-term weight management. And don’t let food stress you out, or it will be one more thing adding to the mental fatigue that makes it hard to eat well!

*Develop a Taste for Healthy Food*

**The problem:** I’ve spent enough time teaching preschool and elementary-aged children about healthy eating as part of my community outreach
efforts to know that it doesn’t take long for children to understand that “bad foods” taste good. Ask any five-year old what his or her favorite food is, and you’re likely to hear French fries, ice cream, or candy. Of course, this list of favorite foods probably isn’t too different for twenty-five- or forty-five-year-olds! We all may like strawberries, but given a choice between strawberries and candy, candy usually wins, regardless of our age. So, how do you get in the habit of eating well when you simply like unhealthy food more than healthy food?

The reality: Americans eat more potatoes than any other vegetable. The majority of potatoes are consumed as French fries, chips, and snacks. Other foods in Americans’ top 5 are cereal, bread, soft drinks, and bottled water. There’s nothing wrong with eating cereal and bread, depending largely on what sorts of cereal and bread you select. Americans tend to choose white bread or refined wheat bread that is high in sugar and calories. Further, we all know that cereals with a high sugar content taste better than those with a low sugar content, and consumption patterns suggest that folks like their Cap’n Crunch. Want a side of soda with your cereal? Well, it seems likely that plenty of people opt for Coke instead of milk (not necessarily on their cereal), with estimates indicating that Americans drink twice as much soda as they do water or milk.

The solution: There is nothing wrong with liking unhealthy foods and indulging in them sometimes. But, in order to maintain a healthy weight, you’re going to have to find some foods that you like that are healthy, relatively low in calories, and nutritionally dense. One way to keep your eating habits healthy and easy is to swap out some of your favorite foods for healthier options (such as those listed on page 174) that you find appealing. It is important that these swaps are appealing, otherwise you’ll just resort to your earlier, less healthy habits. For example, at breakfast, instead of eating a regular bagel for breakfast, try to eat two mini bagels. The result will be fewer calories but a sense of eating “more.” Or get in
the habit of eating a healthy cereal instead of Lucky Charms. At lunch, switch your iceberg lettuce salad for a spinach salad to gain essential nutrients without gaining much in the way of calories. Or try a veggie burger on a whole wheat English muffin instead of a regular sandwich. The bread will be lower in calories and more nutrient dense, and the “meat” will be more filling. Use mustard instead of mayo and ketchup whenever possible for a lower-calorie swap. At dinner, bake your potatoes and chicken instead of frying them. Switch a side of bread for a side of veggies; rolls are filling and often calorically dense but usually don’t add much to the meal (nutritionally speaking). Cook with olive oil or a cooking spray instead of butter. Switch your regular ice cream for a sorbet.

I review other sorts of simple alterations that you can make to your diet in Chapter 5. There are even entire books dedicated to helping people make food swaps they can live with. The idea is to just change your habits and stop buying, ordering, and eventually craving some of the unhealthy options. These sorts of small changes may seem overly simple, but they will culminate across time, resulting in sustainable weight loss!

Remember, make only gradual changes to your diet; you want to make your habits as easy to maintain as possible! You don’t want to get too elaborate as you alter your diet. You don’t need to squeeze your own oranges to make juice; just eat an orange. You don’t need to make homemade bread; just buy whole-grain bread. It is okay to rely on frozen fruits or veggies to ensure that you eat enough each day. If you want to change your habits for the long-term, stick to a plan that is simple and create food routines. Simple is sustainable.20

Staying Motivated

The problem: You decided to lose some weight and get healthy—great! You worked through the different phases in this book and have been eating better and feeling good. However, recently your motivation to stay on the healthy path has started to decline. This is a problem because,
**TEN “SUPER FOODS” THAT ARE FILLING, NUTRITIOUS, AND LOW IN CALORIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bananas</td>
<td>Fibrous and full of potassium Easy on-the-go snack (100 cal/med size banana)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baked potatoes</td>
<td>Opt for regular or sweet potatoes High in potassium (esp., regular) and vitamin A (esp., sweet) Very filling, just be careful not to overdo the toppings (i.e., limit butter, sour cream, and cheese; approx. 150 cal without toppings)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bean soup</td>
<td>Opt for black beans in particular for a high protein, high fiber, filling lunch or dinner (approx. 120 cal/cup)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs</td>
<td>6 g protein per egg make them one of the most economical sources of protein A hearty breakfast, lunch, or dinner mixed with some veggies to make an omelet (and approx. 70 cal per egg and lower in cholesterol than most other sources of protein)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek yogurt</td>
<td>High in protein (15–20 g in 6 oz) Low in fat and calories (approx. 100 cal in 6 oz) High in calcium and potassium and lower in sugar than regular yoghurt Often contain probiotics, which can improve digestive health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oatmeal</td>
<td>Low in saturated fat and sodium High in fiber, phosphorus, and selenium Complex carbohydrate that is filling for relatively low calorie content (approx. 200/cal/cup)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinoa</td>
<td>High in protein, fiber and iron Also contains vitamin E, zinc, magnesium, and selenium A gluten-free carbohydrate that will fill you up at approximately 200 cal/cup (cooked). A great replacement for pasta or rice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salad</td>
<td>Choose darker greens for greater nutrients (e.g., spinach, romaine) Top with low-cal options like mushrooms, cucumber, and berries Fibrous (and high in volume for the caloric content) Will leave you feeling fuller than many meals will The greens are very low in calories Portion control with dressing is essential (a salad can easily be &lt;200 cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmon</td>
<td>High in omega-3 fatty acid (shown to protect heart health) Low in calories (200 for 3 oz) and saturated fat High in protein and iron A great replacement for other sources of protein (e.g., meat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoothies</td>
<td>Mix low-fat (or try nonfat, soy, or almond) milk, frozen or fresh berries, add in a bit of nonfat yogurt or sorbet for a sweeter flavor A good source of calcium and vitamin D Berries (depending on type chosen) can be an excellent source of antioxidants and phytonutrients High in fiber Depending on exact ingredients, estimate 200 cal/12 oz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All nutritional values provided in this table are based on best estimates, but specifics may vary depending on brands and exact size of items.
if healthy eating is not a habit yet, our motives and goals influence how dedicated we are to weight management. This is a big concern that must be overcome—your health and well-being depend on it!

The reality: Most people abandon any typical diet within weeks or months. They gain any weight they lost—and often some extra pounds. Establishing good, sustainable habits is difficult for most people. But this book isn’t about dieting—it’s about living a healthy life and maintaining a healthy weight. It doesn’t have to be hard, and you don’t have to eat perfectly. You do have to stay just motivated enough to restart smart when necessary.

The solution: If you find yourself becoming less motivated to improve your health or just no longer have enough motivation to actually manage your weight successfully, focus on other goals. Focus on something superficial that does motivate you, like the ability to wear that pair of jeans that sits in the back of your closet. We all like to think that we are health conscious and not superficial people. Yet would you eat healthily if it made you fat? Probably not. It’s a sad reality that we are often more motivated to change what we eat to improve our appearance than our health.21 One cool study found that simply explaining some physical benefits of eating fruits and vegetables improves people’s consumption of them.22 Specifically, when people were provided with information indicating that they would look physically better (e.g., their skin) if they consumed fruits and vegetables, they actually ate more of them! Including more fruits and veggies into your diet may be one of the most important elements of healthy weight management. And, as much as I argue for a focus on health and the importance of health (check out Chapter 10), if looking better motivates you to eat more bananas and broccoli, then you shouldn’t necessarily feel inclined to abandon this motive.

Another solution to the problem of staying motivated may surprise you. What if you could get money in exchange for sticking to your diet?
Could that prove to be the ultimate incentive? In a study recently conducted by researchers at the Mayo Clinic, they paid people twenty dollars for each month that they achieved a weight loss goal, but these people had to pay twenty dollars for each month that they failed to meet their goal. Turns out that the promise of not only weight loss but cash paid off. When given a financial incentive, individuals are more likely to lose weight than when they have no hope of a payout at the end of the month.23

Of course, unless you find a study like this, I’m not sure you should expect a payout for weight loss or healthy weight management. However, maybe you can make a deal with a friend who is also interested in losing weight, and you can pay each other for each month of weight loss and collect money when you don’t meet your goals. Perhaps you could pay yourself with a reward of some sort every month that you are successful, whether that be an article of clothing you want, a salon outing, or some sort of fitness equipment. Money can be a powerful motivator and may help you achieve your weight management goals. Besides, when you consider the real costs of obesity and poor health, what’s twenty dollars per month? And, think about the billions of dollars spent each year on diet supplements, bars, and “potions” that rarely result in any weight loss at all.24 You might as well find a way to pay yourself instead of paying for products that are neither FDA approved nor effective (never mind, they tend to cost more!).

Another way of keeping yourself motivated may seem counterintuitive: focus on not gaining weight instead of losing weight.25 When we decide to lose five pounds, ten pounds, twenty pounds, or even more, we may feel motivated to feel better, impress the people around us, or wear a smaller size in clothing. However, we also are likely to feel daunted by the prospect of following a new diet plan and inadvertently set ourselves up for failure. So one approach is to just lower the bar and never mind trying to lose—just don’t gain weight. Research suggests that this approach is easier on our psyche and keeps us committed to a
longer-term approach to weight management. Given that most people gain weight with age (the infamous “weight creep” of at least a pound per year), this may be an important goal in and of itself.

*Refocus: Distracted Eating Becomes Overeating*

**The problem:** Are you losing sight of your weight-loss and weight-management goals? Is it time to refocus? Start with one easy exercise: for an entire day, pay attention to when you are eating. More likely, you will find that you are talking, typing, or standing in the kitchen and mindlessly eating. Mindless eating not only leads to poor food choices but overeating (trust me, I just ate three pieces of licorice while typing this paragraph and didn’t even realize it until I had finished—the licorice, not the typing).

**The reality:** Research suggests that we overestimate the amount of food we need to eat to feel full. That popular saying about your brain needing time for your stomach to tell it when it’s full is actually supported by scientific evidence. It takes the brain about twenty minutes to receive information from the stomach indicating that it has had enough food. This is why after eating a big meal or Thanksgiving Day dinner it takes a while before you realize that you feel uncomfortably full. While you were eating your third helping of mashed potatoes, you did not feel that full, but once your brain caught up with what was going on, you started to realize that you had overeaten, and it was time to unbutton that top button on your pants.26

Eating quickly also places you at risk of indigestion and gastroesophageal reflux disease (a.k.a. “acid reflux” or GERD). No matter how rushed you feel, it is a bad idea to eat your dinner standing up over the sink, at your desk, or in the car. Further, these sorts of unfocused eating behaviors disrupt your body’s ability to interpret fullness, which leads to overconsumption (and, ultimately, weight gain). Researchers have even
begun to speculate that Americans’ preference for combined kitchen, living room, and dining room spaces (i.e., the highly sought after open floor plan) may contribute to overeating and the obesity epidemic. Although there is still no conclusive evidence to support this suggestion, it makes sense that our movement away from designated dining spaces that promote sitting, relaxing, and eating as a separate activity (i.e., not something we do while watching television) is problematic when it comes to weight management.27

The solution: Pay attention to what you eat. Eat slowly. Savor. One study of healthy women investigated their feeling of fullness after they ate quickly and after they savored their meals (on separate days). When the women ate quickly, they ate more and reported enjoying their meals less.28 In another study, weight status was linked to speed of meal consumption. Individuals who ate faster were more likely to weigh more.29 So the trick is to slow down and not wait until you feel full to stop. You need to enjoy your meals knowing that mealtime is not a race and there will always be another opportunity for a meal or snack later if you are still hungry.

I realize that it may not be possible all of the time, but whenever possible sit down and enjoy your meals. Talk with people while you eat (not with your mouth full—in between bites!). Put your fork down occasionally and try to keep yourself from shoveling the food in until your stomach feels like it is going to explode.30 Consciously working on enjoying your meals and slowing down a bit will be good for your stomach and your waistline.

Go vegetable heavy. Reverse the psychology of your plate by making meat the side dish and vegetables the main course.

—Bobby Flay
Don’t Drive Through

The problem: Your schedule is busy. You are at the mercy of others’ schedules. Fast food is just so much easier, whether it be a drive-through, takeout, or throwing something in the microwave. It is easy to feel like life is too busy to plan what we eat. But don’t let yourself feel like food is in control—you are in control! Structuring a healthy eating environment is a critical part of healthy weight management.

The reality: The average cost of a drive-through “value” meal is six dollars (compared to three dollars or less for a home-cooked meal for one person31), and the average amount of calories in a fast-food meal is double the amount in a similar home-cooked version. So not only does it cost more money to enter a drive-through; it will cost you more calories. Not much of a value is it? I’m not saying you should completely give up convenience or any foods you particularly enjoy—eating on the go (in moderation) is something you probably can’t realistically give up. However, always try to cook your meals at home instead of relying on a clown, a burger king, or a girl named Wendy to make your food choices for you. As Michael Pollan has famously said, “Eat food. Not too much. Mostly plants. And cook it yourself.” (That last part was added recently in his latest book.)

The solution: You can structure a healthy eating environment by developing good habits and setting some general rules for yourself (and your family). One of the best habits you can get into is to avoid fast-food restaurants altogether and eat at home. By eating at home you avoid many unhealthy options and can have more healthy choices like vegetables. Veggies are often harder to get in the habit of eating than other healthy choices like fruit. So, at the start, don’t get too fancy with your vegetable options. Focus on buying veggies that you like and that are easy to eat. Maybe “baby carrots,” prepackaged salads, or even frozen
veggies. Research suggests that the high water and fiber content of vegetables will make you feel fuller and reduce the amount of calories you actually consume, thus promoting weight loss.\textsuperscript{32} As I mentioned in Chapter 5, you really can’t eat too many fruits or veggies, but I challenge you to try!

What other rules can you establish for yourself? Think about the food swaps you’ve started to make. Is there room for additional improvement—especially when it comes to fast food? There are probably some unhealthy items that you still eat (or drink) that you don’t even like that much. Swap them or stop buying them. If your roommate, significant other, or kids really like those foods, make a deal with them about a replacement food item that you’ll purchase instead. Again, the idea is not to deprive yourself of foods you enjoy but to establish good habits and just keep working toward gradual improvement!

This is also another good time to remind yourself that you should eat only when you are actually hungry. I understand that it is sometimes hard to keep driving by In-N-Out Burger after you see their advertisement for French fries and hamburgers. But before you drive through and order that large fry ask yourself, “Am I craving comfort, or am I really hungry?” Sometimes, I realize that I don’t even like what I’m eating, but I just keep eating it because I’m tired and I’m too lazy to make something that is better for me. However, I really do feel better when I have healthy meals and snack foods on hand. Lately, I’ve been stocking up on plain Greek yogurt. My daughter and I both like it for meals, snacks, and even dessert. My new, latest food rule: have a yogurt then see if you are still hungry.

\textit{Be Smart and Fight the Fads}

The problem: Everywhere you look you will see ads, images, products, and plans that promote dieting. You may still want to lose some more weight (who doesn’t?), so these ads, images, products, and plans are go-
ing to be compelling. Even as someone who knows better and who has studied eating behaviors and body image for her entire adult life, I often find myself looking twice at a new pill or potion that promises assistance with weight loss. After all, it would be so much easier if all we had to do was take a pill and then we’d look like a supermodel without worrying about what we eat.

**The reality:** As you now know, diets don’t work. Maybe they work for a few weeks or a few months, but then you will soon be back to where you started before your diet, plus a few pounds. If you want to be cranky, depressed, and hungry, then go on a diet. If you want to be healthy, maintain weight loss permanently, and be happy, then you need to focus on moderation, gradual changes to improve your habits, and a bit of diligence and persistence.

---

**FIGHT THE FADS MANTRAS**

Think long-term.

Protecting your health is the most important thing you can do for yourself.

Food is physical—and psychological—nourishment.

Slow and steady wins the race.

Food is fun.

Moderation is important—most of the time.

Select diet and activity behaviors that you can imagine doing for the rest of your life.
The solution: The solution to fighting the diet fads is apparent throughout the pages of this book. You understand this intellectually, but weight management is an emotional issue for most of us. So you will need to talk yourself off the edge every now and then. Don’t jump into a new diet that will only bring distress and more pounds. Remember that you are smart; you are capable of making smart choices. These points may prove helpful to you. Make the ones you like your personal mantras and repeat them to yourself as you resist the urge to click on that internet ad for whatever diet fad will inevitably appear each January 1.

- In this chapter, you learned about circumstances that may make it difficult for you to eat well and exercise regularly. Most important, you understand what to do when this happens!
- You now know that it is normal to fall off the wagon some of the time, but it is best not to wait until Monday to get back on it.
- You’ve come to understand that your moods may affect what you eat, and you’ve learned tricks for avoiding emotional eating.
- You’ve learned how to stay motivated for the long haul and restart smart when necessary.
Share Your Success and Encourage Others

We can make a commitment to promote vegetables and fruits and whole grains on every part of every menu. We can make portion sizes smaller and emphasize quality over quantity. And we can help create a culture—imagine this—where our kids ask for healthy options instead of resisting them.

Michelle Obama
At the conclusion of my Psychology of Eating class, I tell my students, “You can’t unlearn this; you are a changed person now.” I ask them what they plan to do with all of the information we’ve discussed. Typically they respond that that they will not buy or eat fast food. They will always remember the risks associated with what they eat and being overweight. They will have more realistic expectations for their own and others’ bodies. But, perhaps most importantly, *they will not diet*.

I’m always gratified to hear these comments from my students, but I can’t help but try to push them toward something more. At the risk of sounding evangelical, I want them to “spread the news” about the psychology of eating and healthy weight management. They need to tell their parents what they’ve learned. Someday, they need to tell their children. I want them to advocate for themselves and others to promote a healthier weight-management environment—a world that makes it easier to not diet, to exercise regularly, and to stay healthy.

I hope, as you are getting near the end of this book, that you are willing to think about how you can make the people you love healthier. You need to not only celebrate your success but share it with others! You are not the only person invested in weight loss and weight management; most of the people you know are likely interested in losing a few pounds (or more) or maintaining their current weight and improving their health. Furthermore, we are in the midst of a global obesity crisis. We can’t diet our way out of this crisis. We all must consider changing our lifestyles and promote healthier lifestyles among others.

**Feed Your Children Well**

Before I had my children, I was sure that having kids would lead to a greater sense of resolve in implementing healthy nutritional habits in my household. My husband and I were never particularly *unhealthy*. However, in the early years when we were living on below-the-poverty-line...
graduate student incomes, it was hard to always purchase, plan, and prepare the foods required for healthy meals. I knew that once we had kids (and an income) we would all eat healthier. Of course, as most parents will admit, what you think you will do before you have children and what you actually do once you have them rarely resemble one another. Parenting is a supremely humbling activity. I learned very quickly that what my research about parenting and eating taught me did not always translate easily into real life. This real-life experience has given me a good sense of how difficult it can be to feed our children well (it turns out you can’t force toddlers to eat the healthy foods you would like them to eat). And, yet, to conquer staggering obesity rates, it is arguably critical that we focus on the next generation.

We must feed our children well and teach them to be healthy eaters so that they can avoid the perils of both obesity and dieting. Fortunately, there is a growing body of informative research on this topic, a great deal of which presents counterintuitive information. One of the greatest and most easily implemented lessons to make our kids healthier is to help them focus on their internal biological cues for hunger and satiety.¹ In other words, don’t make kids eat if they are not hungry and don’t make them stop if they are still hungry. Children should learn to listen to their bodies and understand what it means to be hungry and full. If all of us ate only when we were hungry and stopped when we were full, there would

---

¹ For more information on this topic, see the section on internal biological cues for hunger and satiety in the chapter.
be no obesity crisis. However, sometime before kindergarten, children often lose the ability to clearly detect when they are hungry and full because the environment shapes their eating behaviors. Parents, teachers, and the time of day begin to determine mealtimes, and internal cues indicating hunger and satiety are given less and less attention with age. However, unless our children are truly at risk of starving, we should give them some autonomy in determining *how much* they eat and when they eat.

Many of us grew up in households with parents who routinely instructed us to “clean our plate” at dinner before dessert was a permissible option. Guess what? Multiple studies suggest that this is an ineffective strategy! Requiring children to eat undesirable foods (e.g., broccoli) so that they can eat desirable foods (e.g., ice cream) quickly teaches children that they should not like or want broccoli but should prize ice cream. Instead, kids should be told that they don’t have to eat everything that is available at dinner, but they should be encouraged (not forced) to eat healthy options such as fruits and vegetables. If dinner consists of mostly fruit and vegetables, then it’s very likely that our kids will end up eating fruits and veggies! Of course, we all know that even the most heartfelt encouragement will not necessarily lead to the consumption of Brussels sprouts. However, pushing Brussels sprouts and restricting dessert is likely to make the desired dessert foods that much more desirable (this is true for adults as well, of course). So make sure you always offer good, healthy options in abundance, offer fun, palatable foods in moderation, and work to create an eating environment that is conducive to generally healthy nutritional patterns. People are often surprised that I don’t force my children to eat particular foods and my kids often end up making food choices that I don’t necessarily agree with. But, in following what science has to say about this topic, I know that I stand a better chance of helping my children adopt healthy eating habits in the long run if I don’t push them too much. I can’t keep them from preferring French fries over green beans, but I can keep serving green beans and encouraging them to sample them.
Parents can also help create a healthy eating environment by modeling healthy eating habits and providing primarily healthy food options to their children. Children will inevitably be exposed to French fries, soda, chips, candy, and ice cream. However, this does not mean that you need to make these foods a regular part of their diet. Don’t make them “forbidden fruit,” per se, but don’t supply them readily, either. Psychologists refer to this as “covert restriction.” In other words, keep most junk food out of the house so it doesn’t become a part of your children’s regular eating habits. When I educate parents and children about healthy eating, I refer to these “junky foods” as “sometimes foods”; it is okay to have them sometimes. In contrast, healthy foods (e.g., fruits and veggies) are “everyday foods” because we should eat them every day. Our bodies are like cars in that cars need gas to work; our bodies need everyday foods to work, and, although they may be delicious, “sometimes foods” don’t fill up the tank.

It’s also important that parents model a healthy approach to weight management. If parents push healthy eating and then pursue a fad diet such as the Atkins Diet themselves, they’re sending a mixed message. Doing so will teach children not only to fear certain types of food but potentially to obsess about calories and focus on weight instead of health. And, because these fad diets inevitably fail, it will teach children that it is normal to cycle through approaches to weight management. However, being passive about healthy eating is also problematic for establishing healthy eating habits in children. If moms complain about being fat, dads reminisce about the days when they were in better shape, and then they eat fast food and spend too much time watching *Dancing with the Stars* (watching others being physically active is not the same thing as exercising yourself), kids are unlikely to “do as they say and not as they do.” We need to model healthy eating behaviors and take part in the process of educating our children if we want our kids to eat well and have healthy, long lives.

In spite of all I know and what I do for a living, my son claims to “not really like any vegetables.” So, how does research advise me to handle this
situation? Offer vegetables repeatedly, prompt tasting of these foods, model eating of these foods, and recognize that actual liking of these foods is a gradual process. Many foods and drinks are not immediately enjoyed.6 (Think of coffee and beer, two standby options for many adults that are often extremely distasteful on the first try.) Most foods are actually an acquired taste, with research suggesting that eight to ten exposures (i.e., different tasting opportunities) may be necessary before food (and drinks) are really liked. Forcing kids to eat certain foods is not going to be effective and in the long run can backfire entirely.7 Our eating habits—and our children’s—should be conceptualized as a work in progress. Keep serving the good stuff, offer it in different dishes, and let your kids watch you enjoy it. Sometimes, the best goal is just minor, gradual improvements and avoiding the terrible extremes (e.g., fast food all the time).

No matter what you do as a parent, the deck is stacked against you when it comes to getting children to eat well. Although there has been a growing movement toward educating children about healthy eating and physical fitness (thanks in part to Michelle Obama’s Let’s Move campaign), explaining that eating well now matters so that you don’t get diabetes or cancer in twenty years is a hard sell to a five-year-old.8 Kids live in the moment. And unhealthy foods are marketed to kids all day long. But, there is good news! When kids’ food environments improve—that is, what they’re served at home, at school, and at grandma’s house—their eating habits also improve. For example, legislation implemented to improve school meals has been shown to improve kids’ consumption of fruits and vegetables.9 So although getting our children to eat well is difficult, it is not impossible.

Teachable Moments

The days of the food pyramid that most of us grew up learning about are over. The original model had carbohydrates at its base—which are a good source of energy but vary widely in their nutritional value (i.e., white bread and brown rice are not the same, nutritionally speaking).
Similarly, no distinctions were made among different types of protein, even though lean fish and fatty hamburger are not the same thing. So the food pyramid evolved for about a decade to differentiate between the "good" and "bad" types of carbs, proteins, and fats. It got better but it got unwieldy. It was no longer the sort of thing that could be taught to second-graders. Then, in 2011, enter the Food Plate, a return to a simpler model that presents fruits, vegetables, grains, and protein as the heart of the meal with a side of dairy included. Although not without its critics, the Food Plate is arguably a reasonable, moderate way to teach young people—and even adults—how to eat healthy, balanced meals.

Although the majority of Americans do not follow the guideline proposed that "about half of your nutritional intake should be from fruits and vegetables," I think it is a great goal to strive toward. The Food Plate web page (www.ChooseMyPlate.gov) also includes a wealth of information that is both educational and practical.

As a culture, we’ve become upset by the tobacco companies advertising to children, but we sit idly by while the food companies do the very same thing. And we could make a claim that the toll taken on the public health by a poor diet rivals that taken by tobacco.

—Kelly Brownell, dean, Duke University Sanford School of Public Policy and professor of public policy, psychology, and neuroscience
My Food Plate has infiltrated the elementary school curriculum, as evidenced not only by the research I do but by the handouts my own kids bring home from school. This is great, but it still isn’t enough. Each year $870 million is spent to market foods and beverages to kids in the United States. These efforts are concentrated almost exclusively on advertising cereal, fast food, and snack foods. The bad news for health is that these ads are extremely effective. One study even indicates that when celebrities endorse food products such as Oreos (Serena Williams), Papa John’s pizza (Peyton Manning), or Pepsi (Beyoncé Knowles), kids end up eating more of those foods. Where are the commercials featuring celebrity endorsements of fruits and vegetables? Where would the budget for such endorsements come from? Or, better yet, where are the celebrities willing to volunteer for such a cause? Although there is a certain degree of pressure to improve the health-related messages aimed at children, some companies will always favor money over a sense of responsibility for protecting children’s dietary habits.

The news is not all bad, however. Some companies are making moves in the right direction. McDonald’s has committed to not marketing some of its unhealthier options to children and now includes fruits and vegetables on its menu. Burger King has produced a “healthier” French fry (called “satisfries”) that are 30 percent lower in calories and 40 percent lower in fat than its competitor’s (McDonald’s) fries. Cereals marketed to kids are now lower in sodium and sugar and higher in fiber than they were just a few years ago. However, there is plenty of work to be done; 97 percent of children’s meals at the top restaurant chains are still unhealthy.

My eight-year-old was shocked the other day when I tried to explain to him that people who make food don’t typically care whether it is healthy for you. They care about selling their product. He had innocently assumed that people were not “allowed” to make cereal, hamburgers, or doughnuts if they were completely nutritionally depleted. He
understands that some foods are “everyday foods” while others are “sometimes foods,” but it was incomprehensible to him that foods that posed a health risk were allowed to be produced. Of course, what is tricky in thinking about foods as a “risk” is that a single consumption of any food will not instantly kill you. No matter how much chocolate you eat, you are unlikely to actually overdose on it the way you can overdose on heroin. Food does its damage (and provides its benefits) slowly, over time. However, public health messages directed at children with the aim of improving their eating and physical activity patterns seem be having a positive effect by encouraging youths to exercise more, eat more fruits and vegetables, and consume less sugar.21

One More Reason to Help Kids Eat Well

Researchers at the University of Bristol in the United Kingdom have recently discovered that the risk of becoming obese later in life may begin earlier in life than we’d assumed and the consequences of obesity may be more diverse and far reaching than those of us in the medical community had imagined.

Dr. Kate Northstone and colleagues have found that children’s IQ is linked with the food they consume.22 Specifically, after studying nearly 4,000 children when they were 3, 4, 5, and 8.5 years of age, her research team found a link between kids’ food intake at 3 years and their IQ a little over 5 years later. Kids who ate more processed foods (high in sugar and fat intake) had lower IQs than did kids who ate healthier foods (e.g., fruits and vegetables). The researchers controlled for many factors that may explain the link between diet and intelligence, so it seems that food may really affect not only our developing bodies but also our developing minds early in life. This sort of study is just one more reminder to parents that, even if our kids don’t get excited when offered vegetables at dinnertime, it is important to keep offering them and encouraging their consumption. Not only will broccoli contribute to their health; it might even increase their SAT scores!
Gently Encourage Your Loved Ones

In addition to looking out for the health of your children, there is plenty you can do to help your grown-up loved ones become healthier. There is a clear link between the weight of our good friends and partners and our own weight, so helping to keep those around us svelte may indirectly help keep us fit as well.\textsuperscript{23} A win-win!

It seems that when we are in a romantic relationship, we tend to compare our weight status to our partner’s.\textsuperscript{24} If we are heavier than our partner, we have more concerns about our body and weight.\textsuperscript{25} When we are overweight and our partner is not, we look at our partner and are reminded of our own overweight status, making us more concerned about our bodies and weight.\textsuperscript{26} However, instead of comparing, we should conspire. View your significant other, friend, or family member as a teammate, and work together at healthy weight management.

Of course, a great way to lose friends and upset a partner is to point out the calorie content of the foods they are eating. If you are concerned about a loved one’s health because of his or her weight status or a friend or family member has expressed concern to you about his or her weight, then you will need to tread carefully during the ensuing conversation. We are all fairly sensitive and feel some vulnerability when it comes to our appearance, and we take what we eat personally, so engaging in any discussion of eating and weight with people we care about can be risky.

My best advice: don’t ever use the “F word” (fat). Instead, focus on health. Telling your boyfriend he is fat is not going to motivate him to lose weight. Most people are aware of their own weight and have some idea as to whether they are overweight.\textsuperscript{27} Using the “F word” is only going to be hurtful and embarrassing, and it will lead to anger and resentment. If you really care about what someone weighs, then tell that person that you have concerns about his or her health. Remember too that how you say something is as important as what you say.\textsuperscript{28} Be caring, and assess your weight status together following the instructions in
Chapter 3 (weigh yourself, measure your height, compute your BMI—or let an app like SmartenFit do it for you). Just remember, criticizing someone as fat always makes you sound mean and superficial. Talking about health and the importance of taking care of one’s body to ensure a long life makes you a nice, helpful, and caring friend and partner.

Keep in mind that your friends and loved ones who are interested in losing weight have probably already tried several approaches to weight loss. And, very likely, these past approaches have been unsuccessful. It is easy for them to feel discouraged. Remember, you’ve been there, too! What is helpful is encouragement, being told, “You can do it!” Even little bits of supportive advice may go a long way. For example, give your friends a tip, such as telling them about your kids’ newfound love for edamame. (A vegetable! And it’s high in both protein and fiber.) In contrast, don’t ever ask, “Are you really still hungry?” And asking, “Are you sure you should eat that?” is unlikely to do anything but make the receiver of that question defiant. Do these questions seem like the sort of thing we might find ourselves asking our kids and not our adult friends? Believe it or not, in my research I find that people ask these questions of their significant others all the time. Remember, if you want to help your loved ones, always suggest healthy behaviors with inspiration and kindness.

If you are concerned about someone’s health, you might even consider making a lifestyle change with him or her. You can tell your significant other that you think you both should begin an exercise regimen. Maybe you could ride your bikes on the weekend or start going for walks after dinner. Making changes to your lifestyle—whether it is picking up an exercise routine or changing the foods you eat for breakfast—is easier and more enjoyable if someone is doing it with you. My husband and I are constantly juggling our schedules to provide each other with time to exercise. We don’t actually physically exercise together all that often, but having a partner who encourages you and helps you find the time to exercise makes it a whole lot easier to stay motivated and in shape.
Helping to keep our loved ones and ourselves stay healthy may not always be convenient; it may require extra trips to the grocery store, encouragement, and the purchase of exercise equipment. However, it will allow you to spend many extra years with the people you love.

Of course, everyone should feel a sense of autonomy over their bodies and what they put into their bodies. You want to encourage the people you care about to be informed and capable of taking charge of their eating behaviors, weight, and health. But you do not want to deprive them of their sense of personal self-control. And, you shouldn’t ask or expect anyone you care about to do anything that you wouldn’t do. Although it can feel easier to just tell your best friend what she should do, it’s more effective to show her. For more than a decade, I have lived by my own advice. I understand that weight management is tough for many of us, and I don’t judge anyone who is struggling with these issues. I try not to offer unsolicited advice, because I appreciate that the decisions we make about what we eat and how we take care of our bodies are both personal and emotional. But I do desperately want my loved ones to be healthy, and I don’t want them to struggle; I want them to follow the advice I present in this book. I exercise regularly and try to eat well at home and when I’m out at restaurants with my family and friends, and if someone I care about is struggling with his or her weight, I do what I can to lead by example. It’s the best that we all can do—show people what works.

**MONICA’S Story**

When I first started dating my husband, he was really into biking. I mean *really* into it. He would bike for hours on the weekend and was always signing up for events—things like hundred-mile rides. I hadn’t ridden a bike in probably twenty years. I wasn’t really sure whether I even could ride a bike anymore! But, before I knew it, I had purchased a fancy bike and all of the requisite gear. It turns out that riding really does just come back to you!
SHARE YOUR SUCCESS AND ENCOURAGE OTHERS

Now we both ride together most weekends and during the week when we can. We go to scenic trails, have coffee breaks in the middle of our rides, and enjoy the time outdoors. It’s an added bonus that we are doing something to preserve our health together. And we both like that we’re burning calories while we’re at it. We aren’t getting any younger, and working together to take care of our health and maintain a healthy weight is more important than ever. Viewing this as a team effort makes all the difference.

~Monica, Age Sixty-Two, Retired

Encourage Smart Relationships with Doctors

If you want to improve your health, your primary care physician is an excellent resource. It also makes sense to encourage your loved ones to work with their doctors in achieving their weight-loss and weight-management goals. Working with a doctor may not only lead to support but to invaluable medical advice. In addition to these benefits, doctors can accurately assess weight status (which you can also do if you follow the guidelines in Chapter 3) and can determine whether your weight seems to be affecting your health by assessing issues like cancer risk, cardiovascular health, blood pressure, and cholesterol levels. If you or your loved ones are worried about particular health concerns and a doctor doesn’t prescribe blood work or other tests, then it is reasonable to discuss this and see whether he or she believes that health assessments are warranted, given your (or your loved one’s) age, gender, and health history. Doctors will not only offer some advice about weight management and nutrition, but they may be willing to have patients come in for regular appointments for “weight checks.” Doctors are also an excellent source of information about other specialists, such as registered dieticians or health psychologists, who can provide additional help.
Keep in mind that most primary care doctors are not psychologists or therapists and may have minimal training in nutritional science. Further, although he or she may not admit it to you, your doctor may feel awkward discussing your weight with you. The thing is, doctors know that there is no “magic pill” (in spite of what some products claim) that will help a patient to lose weight effortlessly. There is no prescription that can be written to cure anyone’s weight issue. The emotional, behavioral, and personal aspects of weight management are something you need to take into your own hands.

However, even though your doctor can’t offer a pill that will result in weight loss, forging a partnership with him or her is an important step in achieving both weight loss and health goals. Further, we should all advocate for the doctor’s role in monitoring patients’ weight status. Health-care providers who are trained to discuss the delicate issues surrounding weight with us should be given positive feedback. It should be the norm that doctors ask not only whether we smoke, drink, and do drugs but about what we eat. Doctors can play an important role in monitoring our weight, inspiring us to lose weight to improve our health, and referring us to other specialists to facilitate weight loss. We can all make these conversations with our health-care providers easier by admitting that weight management can be tough, and social support—whether it be from a significant other or a physician—can help.

An Interview with a Pediatrician

Dr. Karen Rendulich is one of the rare physicians who spends a lot of time helping her patients manage their weight. This is especially important because her patients are children and adolescents. Dr. Rendulich has earned degrees from Stanford, Harvard, and the University of Pennsylvania. She is currently a medical specialist for the city of Philadelphia. Her patients are predominantly poor, ethnically diverse, and many of them are overweight or...
obese. Below I’ve summarized a conversation I had with Dr. Rendulich in which she describes how her clinic is working to curb obesity rates among her patients—and finding some success.

CM: Have you noticed a change in overweight and obesity rates in the years that you have been practicing?
KR: Just before I began working as a pediatrician with the Philadelphia Department of Health, the city began developing programs to help children maintain healthy weights. This was fairly cutting edge fourteen years ago, when the rate of obesity among my patients was very high but recognition of this health problem was relatively low. I’ve witnessed some modest decreases in obesity rates since then, but, more importantly, I’ve seen a huge change in awareness about obesity and related health consequences. Parents are much more willing to hear that their child is overweight than they used to be; they are starting to really get that weight is an important health issue.

CM: As a pediatrician, how do you talk with your patients (or their parents) about food and weight issues?
KR: All of my well-child appointments (i.e., annual checkups) start with charting a child’s height and weight. I’m able to show parents (and children, if they are old enough) where a healthy weight is on a chart and where their child’s weight is. I try to explain the child’s weight trajectory if the child appears to be at risk of becoming overweight or obese. I don’t typically explicitly say that a child is overweight. I talk about weight in the context of a child’s family and medical history. I explain that we don’t care about weight because we want all children to look alike but because of the health risks, such as heart disease and diabetes. For example, if the mom is diabetic, I explain that the child is at risk of developing diabetes as well if the child doesn’t maintain healthy eating and exercise habits. We never prescribe a “diet” for a child. We explain that
lifestyle change is important and that changing health habits (and weight) takes time. We prescribe one change at a time, based on the goals that the children are interested in setting. We also have a nutritionist in the clinic who can meet with the children and families.

CM: So many adults struggle with weight management, how do you convince kids and their parents to invest time and energy into managing their weight?

KR: I try to ask kids to think about what they would be able to do if they had less weight on their bodies. They typically recognize that they could run faster, have more fun in their gym classes, and even look better. I try to help them identify health reasons for weight loss and goals. I never explicitly tell a child that he or she should go on a diet. In fact, oftentimes, one of the goals we set is just to have kids not gain any more weight between their current doctor’s appointment and their next appointment. Kids are fortunate in that they are growing taller all the time. If their weight stays constant and they grow a couple of inches, it is entirely possible for them to grow into a healthy weight. Our nutritionist also does a twenty-four-hour dietary recall on the day of the visit; she asks patients what they ate all day long the previous day (meals, snacks, what they drank, etc.). This diary can often lead to discovery of poor eating habits. For example, children may have breakfast at home and then get the free breakfast at school, or children may eat extra treats or even full meals at afterschool programs.

CM: For your patients, what seems to be the primary contributor to overweight and obesity, and how do you try to remedy this?

KR: Often, when children are overweight, their parents are also overweight or obese. The entire family has adopted unhealthy habits. I try to explain some easy changes to make to these habits. Cutting out sugar-sweetened beverages is one of our first goals. We tell par-
ents that reduced- and low-fat milk and water are the only drinks that kids should be regularly offered.

We also draw blood to screen our patients who are overweight and obese and are able to show the physical health consequences of their weight—even at as young as five years of age. We know that making it clear to parents that their young kids are at risk and changing health habits in early childhood, around five, six, and seven years of age is really important. Although the consequences of obesity (e.g., high cholesterol) are reversible through adolescence, the earlier children start to change their bad habits into good ones, the more quickly their health improves. Unfortunately, once bad habits have set in—for example, by the teenage years—it takes much more discipline and focus to reverse them.

We find that many patients and their families need information and support to deal with these issues, and we ask them when they want to come back for another appointment to talk more about these issues with me or with our nutritionist. Sometimes, kids want to come in every few weeks. We encourage patients to follow up with our nutritionist or healthy weight team as often as they need.

CM: What do you believe are doctors’ (primary care / pediatricians’) roles in education and intervention when it comes to obesity?

KR: I think that doctors can play a central role in obesity reduction. However, most physicians have not historically been trained in nutrition or weight management. Fortunately, doctors have countless opportunities to learn more about healthy weight management because to remain board certified they must participate in ongoing education. Hopefully, continuing education and doctors’ efforts to help their patients eat well will continue to contribute to solutions for this critical public health issue.
Eating Smart—For Good

By understanding the research findings from nutritional science, psychology, medicine, sociology, marketing, and public health, you now understand what’s involved in eating well and maintaining a healthy weight. You are now equipped with the tools to partner with your children, significant others, friends, and physicians as you undertake this journey. You are aware that healthy weight management is not a quick process that can occur in weeks or months; it is about establishing good habits that work for you over the long haul. Weight management is not hard; you just have to evaluate your current habits and establish some new guidelines for yourself, whether that be eliminating all fast food, cutting out dessert most days, or resisting the lure of sugar-laden drinks.

I decided to write this book because I have a deep-seated belief that these issues are important and often misunderstood. I watch people I care about skip dessert unnecessarily, hide underneath elaborate cover-ups at the pool, and experience despair and dissatisfaction with their bodies and their weight. This is exacerbated by the information about obesity, weight management, body image, and dieting that is all around us. Unfortunately, most of this information is misleading or downright inaccurate. You deserve to know the facts, the information that researchers who study these issues understand. You deserve to play a role in your own health, to choose to make healthy choices (at least most of the time) for yourself and your loved ones. By achieving healthy weight management, you will not only be healthier; you will be happier and live longer.

I’ve spent an inordinate amount of my life thinking about food. It’s caused me distress; it’s brought me joy; it’s become my career. I’ve come to believe that food is both more and less important than most people realize. Food is important because it is the basis of our health and well-being. But food isn’t so important that it has to be a source of anxiety and distress. An important take-away message from this book is
that you should not be stressed about food. We all eat badly sometimes! But by eating well most of the time, you can lose weight. You can maintain a healthy weight. You can become living proof of the lessons in this book. You can embody the proverb that smart people don’t diet. Remember, this isn’t a sprint to the finish line. There is no end point. This is a marathon you will be running for the rest of your life. So—what are you waiting for? This lifelong journey toward healthy weight management occurs one step at a time, one day at a time, and one year at a time. Get your family and loved ones on board and get started today!

- Eating smart should be a collaborative effort among your family, the people you care about, and medical professionals who can help care for you.
- Establishing healthy eating habits for your children today will benefit them for the rest of their lives.
- We should work with our doctors to effectively lose weight and maintain a healthy weight.
- Smart people don’t diet! Thinking about your health as a long-term project is critical!
The Big Picture

"With this diet, you don’t count calories, fat or carbs. You count people who suffer from heart disease, diabetes and high blood pressure."

Obesity happens one pound at a time, so does preventing it.

National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
Now, you know how to lose weight, keep it off, and maintain a healthy weight. Whether you want to lose five pounds or fifty, you know what you need to do, and hopefully you’re already making good progress toward your realistic goals. You might have even started to encourage your family and friends to live healthier lives. But what about the rest of the world?

Obesity is a modern health problem. Back in the “olden days” (as my kids would say), getting enough food for survival was the challenge; trying to avoid food was not something people worried about. Now, most of the modern world has easy access to food, much of which is processed, high in sugar and calories, and nutritionally depleted. Thanks to the wonders of modern technology, it is possible for us to get through an entire day without breaking a sweat. In contrast, past generations had no choice but to make meals by hand. Often, components of those meals had to be picked or fetched from the farm or garden. People walked nearly everywhere they needed to go. Believe it or not, they always took the stairs because there simply was no other option. And people wonder why we’ve gotten so fat in the past few decades. Hopefully, as you’ve read this book, you’ve come to understand that losing weight is not just about your appearance and health but that a better understanding of the food environment—and the consequences of this environment—will aid in your efforts to achieve your weight-loss and weight-management goals.

Our world makes it difficult to eat well and stay active, which is why it’s important that you continue to make conscious decisions about eating and exercise. Statistically speaking, we are all at risk for health problems associated with our weight because we all live in an “obesegenic environment” (i.e., an environment that fosters obesity), and, unless we are consistently proactive in taking care of ourselves, we will all put on the pounds. In this chapter, I talk about the “big picture” concerning weight loss and weight management because knowing what is at stake is important—for your sake and the sake of everyone that you care about!
In this chapter you will learn . . .

- Current overweight and obesity rates and changes in these rates in recent history
- The dire consequences—for yourself and our society—of the obesity epidemic: deteriorating physical health, diminished psychological health, impaired social relationships, and serious economic costs
- The potential role of policies and legislation aimed at improving eating and activity patterns for all of us
- Why a smart approach to weight loss and weight management is critical for your well-being and for all of our health and happiness

Fat America

In the United States and increasingly around the world, a perfect storm has led to rising obesity rates: we are less physically active, and we have more food available than ever before. Some researchers call these circumstances a “toxic environment.” Overweight and obesity occur when energy balance gets out of whack. As you now know, energy balance refers to a balance between the energy put in your body (i.e., food and drinks) and the energy that comes out of your body (i.e., energy exerted in the form of physical activity and even basic biological processes like digestion). If people consume more energy than they exert, they will gain weight over time. Unfortunately, this is exactly what is occurring to the majority of Americans (and people around the world). As a society we are consuming more energy-dense and high-fat foods and being less active because of jobs that involve a lot of sitting, transportation that makes walking unnecessary, and urbanization that has decreased opportunities for both healthy eating and physical activity.
Today, 64 percent of adults residing in the United States are estimated to be overweight or obese. As the maps on this and the next page indicate, in some states more than 30 percent of the population is obese. This makes obesity one of the most significant—if not the single most significant—health concern in the United States. Whenever I give a presentation about eating habits, dieting, body image, or obesity risk, I show my audience maps such as these. Each year (starting in 1985, when these data were first compiled), the obesity rates rise. Usually, when I get to the map featuring information from the year 2000, I can hear an audible gasp in the room. Most people can’t help but be shocked and amazed at the steady rise in obesity rates since 1985. This obesity crisis is why, in June of 2013, the American Medical Association even declared obesity officially a disease, a move that promises to focus greater attention on obesity research and treatment, as well as greater medical insurance reimbursement for obesity treatment.
It is important to understand that when I talk about obesity I’m not (and the CDC is not) talking about people who are a bit chubby or round. “Obesity” isn’t used to describe individuals’ attractiveness; it is an important index of health. The numbers reflected in these maps are assessments of people who are at imminent risk for health problems because of their weight.

An Added Threat to Our Youth

It is not only adults in the United States that are increasingly likely to be overweight or obese. This generation of children is projected to be the first not to live as long as their parents did, and obesity is a key factor. Recent estimates indicate that one-third of children and adolescents are overweight or obese. This represents a significant increase in recent years; childhood obesity has more than doubled in the United States in
the past thirty years.\textsuperscript{9} According to the National Center for Health Statistics, 17 percent of children aged two through eleven years are obese.\textsuperscript{10}

These statistics may alarm you—especially if you are a parent of a young child! It is often difficult to get children to eat healthily, and it is typical for parents to worry about their children’s eating habits and health in general.\textsuperscript{11} Some of my friends find it incredibly funny that I struggle with my own children’s eating habits, in spite of my research expertise. They know that my son loves hamburgers and fries and hates broccoli and salad. My daughter dislikes breakfast. Both kids roll their eyes when I ask them whether they had any fruit or vegetables for lunch (and they aren’t even teenagers yet!). Fortunately, there are some signs of hope for my children—and yours. The obesity rates among very young kids have started to level off and may even be decreasing in children aged two to five years.\textsuperscript{12} Kids appear to be consuming fewer calories than they did a decade ago (for boys, calorie consumption declined by about 7 percent to 2,100 calories a day; for girls, consumption declined 4 percent to 1,755 calories a day).\textsuperscript{13} These are all hopeful signs of a healthy trend, and yet scientists caution that these “improvements” are very slight and not enough to eliminate concerns about our children’s eating behaviors.

\textbf{The United States and the Rest of the World}

Although the United States is the leader in global obesity rates (with Mexico surpassing us, according to some reports), around the world overweight and obesity are the fifth-leading cause of death.\textsuperscript{14} More than 10 percent of the adult population around the world is obese, and obesity rates have almost doubled since 1980.\textsuperscript{15} Below is a list of the top 10 countries and the percentage of their population estimated to be obese.\textsuperscript{16}

1. United States: 33.8 percent
2. Mexico: 30 percent
3. New Zealand: 26.5 percent
4. Chile: 25.1 percent
5. Australia: 24.6 percent
6. Canada: 24.2 percent
7. United Kingdom: 23 percent
8. Ireland: 23 percent
9. Luxembourg: 22.1 percent
10. Finland: 20.6 percent

It is to be expected that obesity may be prevalent in high-income countries. However, this list makes it clear that it is not only high-income countries that are experiencing impressively high obesity rates. But it is not all bad news! A recent report suggests that obesity rates have slowed or stopped rising in a handful of countries including Hungary, Italy, Korea, and Switzerland. In many of these countries, legislation has been passed that taxes fatty and sugary foods, presumably encouraging healthier eating habits and better weight management. Research suggests that the adoption of these sorts of obesity-prevention strategies could save hundreds of thousands of lives each year in some countries.

*The Big Health Consequences of Being Overweight*

Here are some facts to chew on when you think of reaching for that second serving of pie. Around the world, it is estimated that at least 2.8 million adults die each year as a result of being overweight or obese. In addition, 65 percent of the global population resides in countries where obesity kills more people than malnourishment.

I bet you don’t usually think of obesity as a leading cause of cancer. It turns out that current obesity trends will result in an additional 500,000 cases of cancer in the United States by 2020. Obese individuals are at risk of cancers of the esophagus, breast, uterus, colon, rectum, kidneys, pancreas, thyroid, and gallbladder. If we could get everyone
(well, everyone who is overweight) to lose just a few pounds, cancer cases among US adults could decrease by 100,000 per year. Interestingly, when obese patients undergo bariatric surgery, their risk of cancer decreases as their weight decreases. This and other data suggest that bariatric surgery is worth considering for the seriously obese (but should be considered only as a last resort).

The most likely health consequences of being overweight or obese are cardiovascular diseases. Obesity is linked with heart failure, the heart’s inability to pump enough blood to support the body’s needs. In a similar manner, a stroke may result if an area of plaque ruptures and causes a blood clot to form. As individuals’ weight status increases, their risk of heart disease also increases because of plaque buildup in their arteries. As plaque builds up in the coronary arteries, blood supply to the heart is limited and a heart attack can occur. It shouldn’t be too surprising to learn that the main cause of death in the United States for both men and women is heart disease. In fact, heart disease affects more people in the United States than all forms of cancer combined.

Diabetes is the disease that has increased the most in prevalence as obesity rates have risen. The International Diabetes Foundation has gone as far as to say that “diabetes and obesity are the biggest public health challenge of the 21st century.” It even reports that “of the children born in 2000, one in three will eventually develop diabetes.” It is important to note that type 1 diabetes (sometimes referred to as juvenile diabetes) is not affected by weight status in the same way as type 2 diabetes (formerly referred to as late onset diabetes, but it is rarely called that now, as younger patients are increasingly diagnosed). Type 2 diabetes is typically a direct result of eating habits and weight status. As obesity rates have risen since the 1980s, the rates of type 2 diabetes have also risen. In fact, between 1989 and 1999 the rate of type 2 diabetes rose 40 percent among Americans. Individuals with type 2 diabetes have bodies that don’t use insulin—a hormone that essentially turns digested food into energy—properly. At first, an individual may enter a prediabetic...
phase, where the body increases insulin production to help the body maintain digestive processes. I’ve known a number of people personally who, as middle age strikes, find themselves in this prediabetic phase. They have been able to alter their eating habits and start exercising before it is too late. If they hadn’t, their bodies would ultimately be unable to create enough insulin, and the administration of insulin (usually through shots) would become part of their daily routine. This typically results in a difficult health regimen, but more importantly it leaves individuals vulnerable to other health issues including cardiovascular disease, stroke, and kidney disease.

When I think of the serious—even deadly—health consequences of overeating (and underexercising) and the growing majority of people who will suffer these consequences, I feel a wide range of emotions: frustrated that people don’t take better care of themselves, upset that people don’t seem to realize the problems they may be setting themselves up for, mad that medical professionals and politicians aren’t doing more to protect vulnerable citizens, sad to think of the human suffering that will ensue, and even amazed that food has become such a big physical and psychological problem for so many people.

I’d have been better off if I weren’t fat. I’d also had been better off if the world around me didn’t disperse shame upon overweight people—had my grandmother not told me I was “too big,” had my classmate remained nonchalant whatever the number on my height-weight card, had my neighbor not insinuated I could singlehandedly topple over a trailer designed for far greater stress than a fourth-grader’s frame. The world needs to change in its attitude toward fat people, and that is unquestionable.

—Autumn Whitefield-Madran, writer
The Psychological Consequences of Being Overweight

The overweight and obese are not only at significant physical health risks; they are also at risk for psychological health issues. Being overweight or obese in a society that values skinny over healthy presents an incredible burden. People who are overweight and especially those who are obese are vulnerable to depression, low self-esteem, and body dissatisfaction.

One of my colleagues at Rutgers University, Deborah Carr (and her research team), has examined the link between obesity and emotional well-being in a sample of more than 3,000 Americans. She found that more than 40 percent of very obese individuals experienced depression. Perhaps more alarming, it was the mistreatment by others that seemed to lead the obese to experience depression, not their weight status in and of itself. Being an overweight child who is teased has also been found to contribute to later depression. Similar to the research findings pertaining to depression, people who weigh more seem to be more likely to experience low self-esteem. Again, teasing seems to be a contributing factor, such that individuals who are overweight and also teased about their weight are more likely to feel bad about themselves.

As you’d probably expect, obesity is also related to body dissatisfaction. It is hard to be an overweight or obese person in a world that constantly presents beauty ideals of thinness. In my own research, we find that people who weigh more are not particularly satisfied with their bodies, are most at risk of using maladaptive weight-management behaviors, and may even develop disordered eating. Perhaps most troubling is that individuals who are overweight or obese are often blamed for their weight status, which exacerbates any of the insecurity, body dissatisfaction, depression, or low self-esteem that they may be inclined to experience. This isn’t to say that we don’t all bear some responsibility in managing our weight (otherwise, what’s the point in reading this book?), but blaming people for their health problems is not an effective technique for encouraging them to maintain a healthy weight.
Why Obesity Happens to Smart People

To give you a clear picture of why obesity can happen to even the smartest people, I’ll share with you a common eating routine that, if we’re not being mindful to avoid, my family can easily fall into. Over the course of a seven-day week, my family may eat dinner out (or get takeout) up to four nights. Recently, on a Monday, my son had a doctor’s appointment that backed up to dinnertime, so we went out to Chipotle afterward. On Wednesday, my husband and I had a dinner engagement for work, and we got the kids pizza before the babysitter arrived. On Friday, my son was at a friend’s house for dinner, so for a treat we decided to take our daughter out to her favorite Chinese restaurant. On Saturday, my husband and I had dinner plans with friends, so we got pizza for the kids before the babysitter arrived (again!). Although this is not a typical week for us, as any busy family knows, breaks in the routine happen. Because our lives are on the go, preparing healthy food is not always possible, and eating out inevitably involves larger portion sizes and more calories than we tend to ingest at home. What often happens in my household exemplifies the unhealthy eating habits we all can find ourselves too easily developing when we fall victim to the demands of our schedule constraints.

According to the National Institute of Health (NIH), our current environment is the main reason people are at risk of obesity. As Americans eat out more and get food portions large enough to feed two or three people, they consume many more calories than they exert. The NIH also cites the low availability of healthy food such as fresh produce and the high cost of such foods as a barrier to eating well. Food advertising also seems to be contributing to obesity, with children in particular likely to be exposed to advertisements for sugary, energy-dense (but often nutritionally depleted) foods. Exposure to these advertisements influences our consumer habits in an unhealthy way, with some researchers suggesting that “for every ten percent increase in food advertisements,
the odds of being obese increases by five percent.” Finally, there are many barriers to physical activity, including lack of parks, affordable health clubs, and even sidewalks suitable for safe exercise. Long workdays in the United States also make it incredibly hard to be physically active (many people I know deal with this barrier by sacrificing sleep and exercising at 5 or 6 a.m., a choice that I admire but can’t bring myself to emulate more than a few times a week).

**Born to Be Overweight?**

Of course, the environment is not single-handedly responsible for obesity. No one is denying that our genetic makeup is relevant to the weight we maintain. There is a reason so many of us end up similar in height to our parents (i.e., if your mom and dad are both short, you’re likely to be a short adult) and weighing approximately the same amount as our same-gender parent. One recent study even suggests that our diet may modify the expression of particular genes that alter our risk of chronic diseases such as heart disease and diabetes. The science of this is complex, but suffice it to say that our genes and our environment don’t function on their own when influencing our weight.

Our personalities are also associated with our weight status. After examining thousands of people over approximately four years, one group of researchers found that individuals who were conscientious were more likely to maintain a healthy weight. This is not altogether surprising; if you are conscientious, then you are most likely mindful, purposeful, and organized—all qualities that help you to eat well and stay physically active. In contrast, people who are extraverted (i.e., sociable, outgoing) and neurotic (i.e., prone to depression and worry) seem to be vulnerable to weight gain over time. It’s probably not difficult to imagine a depressed person with a tub of Häagen-Dazs in hand, but why would extraversion be linked with weight gain? Most likely this occurs because, although being sociable makes us happy, it also leads us to do some un-
healthy things like smoke, drink, and overeat—typically in the company of others. Thus, although our toxic environment bears a big part of the blame in the recent rise in obesity rates, it is clear that many of us possess qualities—whether they be at the genetic or personality level—that may make us vulnerable to weight gain.

All food companies are the same in two respects. . . .

First, they don’t care if you eat the food, as long as you repeatedly buy it. Second, they want to make a profit.

—Brian Wansink, author of Mindless Eating

Why Junk Food Happens to Smart People

I won’t even pretend to only like healthy foods. In fact, I love most junk food. If it is fried it is usually awesome, and it can also be difficult for me to resist cookies, candy, and ice cream (although I don’t care for any of these things fried). Like I’ve said all along, I’m not a perfect eater. It’s unrealistic to eat healthy all the time! Sugar and fat have a way of making their way onto my plate—guilty as charged. However, I maintain conscientious, healthy eating as a general rule.

It’s up to each of us to be mindful and conscientious of our health because companies that create and sell junk and processed food products don’t have our health and well-being in mind. If they are selling us food to make money, they will only make a profit if they create food that we like. For us to like that food, it usually needs to contain more sugar, salt, and fat than we need or realize. So, take, for example, McDonald’s fruit and maple oatmeal—arguably a “healthy choice” if you choose to have breakfast at McDonald’s—and yet it has thirty-two grams of sugar in it. All of this sugar is in this oatmeal only to make you like and buy the product. In fact, this single serving of McDonald’s
oatmeal contains more sugar than most people should consume in an entire day!

This is part of what makes it so hard for even the smartest eaters to eat healthily: we don’t always know what we are eating. We think we are eating a healthy yogurt, but it contains twenty-six grams of sugar (Yoplait original French vanilla; in contrast, Yoplait light vanilla has ten grams). It isn’t an accident that we aren’t aware that we are making a poor nutritional choice. Food products rely on advertising. Food manufacturers know that marketing a product to make it appear healthy will increase the likelihood of the food item getting purchased, and many well-meaning consumers don’t even think (or don’t have the time or energy) to do the research to choose a better nutritional option. Even though I know better, I find myself falling for these tricks. We all feel better buying something that we think is healthy, don’t we? I catch myself buying products with “healthy” or “natural” on the box or the package, even though I know that food labels are usually misleading and often untrue.

What makes this information harder to swallow (go with the pun) is that chemists, scientists, and marketing researchers create foods designed to not only entice but also to “addict” us. They have studied and learned that consumers don’t like foods that taste either too bland or too flavorful, so they create foods that fall in the middle of the sweet and salty spot. They know that sugar and salt is “addictive” (not by any means in the way that cocaine is, but it does lure us back for repeated tasting). They know that foods like cotton candy that “melt in your mouth” make us feel as if we haven’t eaten that much, when in truth we may have consumed a far-from-healthy snack (one serving of cotton candy may contain fifty-six grams of sugar!). One former chip company executive was even recently quoted in the New York Times as saying, “I feel so sorry for the public,” because he knows these products have been created to be nearly irresistible. A fact that has boosted his company’s bottom line while expanding our bottoms!
If one were trying to ensure high rates of obesity, diabetes or heart disease in a population, one would feed the population large doses of sugary drinks.

—Walter Willett, professor of nutrition and epidemiology at the Harvard School of Public Health

Soda and Sugar-Sweetened Beverages, Redux

A soda can be a great treat. A diet soda may even be a regular treat. But sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages are among the greatest causes of our nation’s weight-management problem. In some ways, soda consumption is similar to the consumption of tobacco products, alcohol, and drugs.

At first read, you probably think it is crazy to lump soda, tobacco, alcohol, and drugs into anything resembling the same category. I understand why this might seem absurd. But there are reasonable parallels among our approaches to these substances. All are unquestionably unhealthy. Tobacco, alcohol, and drugs are related to numerous negative health outcomes including cancer, stroke, heart disease, and death. Soda consumption is linked with increased rates of high blood pressure, metabolic syndrome, obesity, gout, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease among adults. Children are especially vulnerable, with soda, sports drinks, and fruit juice (aside from 100 percent fruit juice) consumption linked to increases in obesity. Because of the health risks, we prohibit youth consumption of tobacco and alcohol. We know that both can prove deadly over time, so we require ID to purchase these products. I’m not suggesting that we should need to show our IDs to gain access to sodas (although I would enjoy being carded for some reason at this point in my life!), but it might be a good idea to keep sodas away from schools and out of vending machines in locations where youths have unrestricted access to them.
Further, we educate young people about the dangers of smoking, alcohol, and drugs from the time they are in elementary school. These efforts have had positive effects; most notably the rates of smoking have dropped, and it is less and less likely to be viewed as “cool” to smoke. What if kids were educated about food and weight management to the extent they are about addictive substances? What if advertisements for unhealthy foods were restricted the way that ads for liquor are banned from television? Could it become “cool” to eat healthy foods?

Recently, some have suggested that government should tax, regulate, or attempt to decrease adults’ (not just children’s) access to sugar-sweetened beverages, especially soda. In 2013, in New York City, Mayor Michael Bloomberg unsuccessfully proposed legislation that banned selling super-sized sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages. The legislation was complex (for example, you could buy more than one soda if it was sixteen ounces or less, coffee drinks that contained milk were exempt because of the nutritional value of milk, etc.) and invited all sorts of ridicule. And yet good scientific evidence suggests that we do not need to consume a twenty-ounce bottle of soda, which contains high fructose corn syrup amounting to sixteen teaspoons of sugar (the American Heart Association’s recommendations for sugar intake per day is six to nine teaspoons total). The only question is who should be making the choices—the consumer or those charged with protecting the populace from themselves.

**Can the Government Encourage Healthy Weight Management?**

Most people want to have public services and amenities widely available to them, such as police officers, fire fighters, libraries, parks, a postal service, and health clinics. And yet we don’t like to pay for them—tax time is rarely any fun! Thus, the contentious political debate about health care and the role that the government has in our health has raged
on. We want access to good, cheap health care and hope others have similar access, but we don’t want the government to tell us what to do. We want our freedom because we view ourselves as rational and capable of making good choices. Thus, some get upset when the government suggests that we should stop smoking, start exercising, or stop drinking so much soda. Mississippi went as far as to pass a law in 2013 barring federal restrictions on what people may eat or drink in the state. Mississippians may have their personal freedom, but they also have one of the highest obesity rates in the nation—and that’s unlikely to work out well for them in the long run.

*If menu labeling helped 10% of food restaurant patrons reduce their average meal by 100 calories, it could prevent close to 40% of the average annual 6.75 million pound weight gain in the country’s population.*

—Yale’s Rudd Center for Food Policy and Obesity

So, can—or should—the government encourage us to maintain a healthy weight? As with soda, a good analogy for government involvement in eating behaviors is government involvement in smoking behaviors. For many years, smoking was the leading cause of preventable death in the United States. As it became abundantly clear during the 1970s that smoking (and the use of other tobacco products) posed a serious health risk in the United States, public health campaigns gradually began to educate people about the risks associated with smoking. Eventually, legislation followed. Cigarettes are taxed (with some of those funds often going to education about the risks of smoking or education in general), and the price of cigarettes is a serious deterrent, estimated to have significantly reduced smoking behaviors. Laws in many states now make it illegal to smoke in restaurants, bars, hospitals and medical facilities, office buildings, parks, beaches, and many other public spaces.
Gone are the days of airplanes with a smoking section and a nonsmoking section. This legislation has had the net effect of making it harder to maintain a smoking habit—it costs too much and there are too few places left to legally smoke for people to do it as often as they used to. Most important, it has led to a decrease in deaths due to cancer, heart diseases, and other health complications associated with smoking.

In place of smoking as a public health concern, obesity is now the leading cause of preventable death in the United States. Unfortunately, implementing legislation concerning food is complex. Most nutritionists agree that the consumption of “bad” foods irregularly poses no serious health risk and completely restricting ourselves from desirable and pleasurable foods is likely to backfire. So, even if the government “outlawed” candy, that wouldn’t do much to help the current obesity epidemic (remember how well prohibition worked in the United States?). But what if candy cost a bit more? Would we buy it less?

As you may be aware, candy has not been a target of legislation, but some legislation has been enacted concerning trans-fat and calorie information. Before Bloomberg tried to outlaw the sale of supersized sodas, he was a leader in enacting legislation pertaining to public health, and dietary issues in particular. In 2007, Bloomberg’s legislation banned the use of trans fats at all restaurants. Many people weren’t thrilled with this idea, particularly restaurant owners. However, the ban has reduced the trans-fat intake of consumers, most of whom are completely unaware that their food is now devoid of the potentially artery-clogging ingredient. In 2008, it became law that restaurants must post calorie information on their menus. As the New York City government documents remind us, “Just 100 extra calories every day adds up to 10 pounds a year.” Two years later, the Affordable Care Act required all restaurant chains, retail food establishments, and chain vending machines to make calorie information available to consumers; however, implementation of the law has proven incredibly complex, and most venues have yet to display this information.
Public health scholars, such as those who comprise Yale's Rudd Center for Food Policy and Obesity, strongly support this sort of legislation, citing evidence for its efficacy and the importance of educating people so that they can make positive health choices. In their words, “It is not about will power, it is about empowerment.” This is not to say that knowing that that burrito has 1,200 calories is always going to keep customers from ordering it. But ordering the lower-calorie options even some of the time would benefit customers’ health.

Maybe you’re thinking, “Aren’t there bigger national and international challenges that the US government should prioritize instead of worrying about my burrito?” My emphasis on the potential for legislation to improve health in terms of weight-management behaviors is not meant to undermine other important issues that we need to address as a country and a global community. However, obesity is a serious public health problem that has the potential to impact all of us—directly and indirectly. And I appreciate that there is a philosophical and political objection to be made about the government taking an active role in protecting our health via healthy weight-management strategies. We want to be allowed to make our own mistakes. We don’t want to fall down a slippery slope of government oversight that leaves us in a pit of fruit and vegetables because all other foods have become illegal. To be clear, totally restricting all the “fun” or “bad” foods and drinks (however you like to think of them) would not be effective. In fact, complete restriction would likely backfire in the long run. I’m merely suggesting that being encouraged to make good choices is not a bad thing. As David Brooks writes in the *New York Times*, it’s not necessarily a bad thing to be “nudged” to make a good choice, and “it’s hard to feel that a cafeteria is insulting [my] liberty if it puts the healthy fruit in a prominent place and the unhealthy junk food in some faraway corner.” I think the same can be said of making it cost a bit more to buy soda or taking soda out of hospital vending machines. There is no real evidence that the government’s oversight of health has ever fallen down a slippery slope into a
valley that its citizens were uncomfortable with. After all, how many ex-smokers do you know who wish they hadn’t quit?

The Big Cost of Obesity

The CDC note that not only is obesity a health risk but “obesity-related costs place a huge burden on the U.S. economy.” Estimates indicate that approximately 13 percent of the gross domestic product is spent on health care in the United States, and obesity is one of the most costly medical conditions. One study of Mayo Clinic employees found that medical costs were $1,850 more per year for an individual who was overweight than for an individual at a healthy weight. For an extremely obese individual, medical costs were $5,530 more per year. In fact, obesity costs more than smoking, with smokers’ medical costs being only $1,274 per year more than a nonsmoker.

Even if we are healthy, eat well, and don’t need to be told that the double cheeseburger at McDonald’s has more calories in it than the regular cheeseburger, other people are not going to make the better choice. Even if you don’t care about their health, the cheeseburgers that they consume will affect you financially. Even if your medical costs are not high (in part, because your weight is not high), these estimates are relevant to you for the same reason you pay a given rate for car insurance. Your car insurance rate is based on your driving record but also on general market conditions. If you’re a driver, your insurer assumes that you (and most of their drivers) won’t get in accidents all that often, thus your cost of car insurance stays reasonable. If all of a sudden everyone who drove got in an accident except for you, you would end up paying more for your insurance policy to cover the costs of the other drivers. Obesity is comparable to a higher rate of accidents; as more people are prone to obesity, more health problems will follow, and the expenses will be considerable. The market conditions for health insurance are changing and will keep getting worse as long as obesity remains on the rise. The more
neighbors you have who are obese, the more you will ultimately pay for health insurance now and in the future. Legislation to reduce or eliminate the use of trans fats in restaurants, the display of calorie information, or a tax on sugar-sweetened beverages is good not only for your health and others’ health; it is also good for your bank account. Scientists know these sorts of measures are likely to improve the success of people’s weight-management efforts. In the end, we’re all likely to be healthier and have a bit more extra spending money—it’s a win-win!

So, Where Does This Leave Us?

Current obesity rates, the varied and serious consequences of obesity, and the projections for the future have led many scientists to suggest that we are in the midst of an obesity “crisis” or “epidemic.” Others reject this language as alarmist. However, I have yet to meet a researcher who studies food, dieting, or obesity who does not think that we all need to seriously reconsider our approach to eating and weight management. There is little doubt that our current circumstance is as much a social and economic issue as it is a health issue. Thus, even if you are not currently overweight or obese, it is important to understand that you are at risk. People you love and care about are at risk.

The good news is that many people have started to come together to try to improve the eating and physical activity environments we all live in. Many scientists, doctors, psychologists, politicians, public health experts, and organizations are getting involved. They understand that the stakes are big and the resources are small, but they are gradually making a difference. I’ve already mentioned Michelle Obama’s efforts at earlier points in this book, but she’s just one example. The Obesity Action Coalition (www.ObesityAction.org) is a nonprofit organization aiming to empower those affected by obesity by providing education, advocacy, and support. Their efforts include everything from providing resources to parents about how to talk to their children about eating and weight to
providing reviews of weight loss plans. Another organization worth knowing about is the Food Trust (www.TheFoodTrust.org), which has been working with communities for more than twenty years to teach nutrition education in schools, to encourage supermarket development in underserved areas, to manage farmers’ markets in communities that lack access to affordable produce, and to help improve healthy food offerings in corner stores. One of their mottos is “Everyone deserves access to healthy, affordable food.” Who could argue with that?

I hope you will become one of the many people who are getting on board efforts to improve not just their personal eating and activity habits but the habits of others. I’m not suggesting that you need to donate money or even time toward this cause, but there are little things we can all work on. You can implement the lessons from this book and encourage your children and other loved ones to eat well and stay active. You can support policy efforts that improve access to healthy food and limit the availability of unhealthy food. You can be resolved to not fall for the fictitious fads that can only compromise our health and well-being. And, you cannot; you dare not; you will not diet!

• This book is for everyone—even if you are not overweight or looking to lose weight.
• We are all at risk of becoming overweight, given the food environment we live in.
• Being educated about food and making smart choices is critical to preserving our health and the health of others we care about.
• We can all play a role in improving the odds for healthy weight management—bit by bit, bite by bite, a thinner tomorrow is possible!
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